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FOREWORD 

As the title Minna no Nihongo indicates, this book has been designed to make 

the study of Japanese as enjoyable and interesting as possible for students and teachers 

alike. Over three years in the planning and compilation, it stands as a complete 

textbook in itself while acting as a companion volume to the highly regarded Shin 

Nihongo no Kiso. 

As readers may know. Shin Nihongo no Kiso is a comprehensive introduction to 

elementary Japanese that serves as a highly efficient resource enabling students 

wishing to master basic Japanese conversation to do so in the shortest possible time. 

As such, although it was originally developed for use by AOTS’s technical trainees, it 

is now used by a wide range of people both in Japan and abroad. 

The teaching of Japanese is branching out in many different ways. The growth in 

international relations has led to a greater level of interchange between Japan and other 

countries, and non-Japanese from a wide variety of backgrounds have come to Japan 

with a range of different objectives and are now living within local communities here. 

The changes in the social environment surrounding the teaching of Japanese that have 

resulted from this influx of people from other countries have in turn influenced the 

individual situations in which Japanese is taught. There is now a greater diversity of 

learning needs, and they require individual responses. 

It is against this background, and in response to the opinions and hopes expressed 

by a large number of people who have been involved in the teaching of Japanese for 

many years both in Japan and elsewhere, that 3A Corporation proudly publishes 

Minna no Nihongo. While the book continues to make use of the clarity and ease of 

understanding provided by the special features, key learning points and learning 

methods of Shin Nihongo no Kiso, the scenes, situations and characters in Minna 

no Nihongo have been made more universal in order to appeal to a wider range of 

learners. Its contents have been enhanced in this way to allow all kinds of students to 

use it for studying Japanese with pleasure. 

Minna no Nihongo is aimed at anyone who urgently needs to learn to 

communicate in Japanese in any situation, whether at work, school, college or in their 

local community. Although it is an introductory text, efforts have been made to make 

the exchanges between Japanese and foreign characters in the hook reflect Japanese 



social conditions and everyday life as faithfully as possible. While it is intended 

principally for those who have already left full-time education, it can also be 

recommended as an excellent textbook for university entrance courses as well as short¬ 

term intensive courses at technical colleges and universities. 

We at 3A Corporation are continuing actively to produce new study materials 

designed to meet the individual needs of an increasingly wide range of learners, and 

we sincerely hope that readers will continue to give us their valued support. 

In conclusion, I should like to mention the extensive help we received in the 

preparation of this text, in the form of suggestions and comments from various 

quarters and trials of the materials in actual lessons, for which we are extremely 

grateful. 3A Coiporation intends to continue extending its network of friendship all 

over the world through activities such as the publishing of Japanese study materials, 

and wc hope that everyone who knows us will continue to lend us their unstinting 

encouragement and support in this. 

Iwao Ogawa 

President, 3A Corporation 

June 1998 



EXPLANATORY NOTES 

I . Structure 
u I1X, ^ L i ?rt>i 

/C O 0 4# M n J consists of a Main Text, a Translation and Grammar 

Text and a set of cassette tapes. The Translation and Grammar Text is currently 

available in English. Versions in other languages will be published shortly. The 

materials have been prepared with the main emphasis on listening and speaking 

Japanese; they do not provide instruction in reading and writing hiragana, 

katakana or kanji. 

II. Content and Method of Use 

1. Main Text 

1) Lessons 

There are 25 lessons, from Lesson 26 to Lesson 50, which follow TUL+s: 
i: ijx, r t j 

<0 B I J, and each contains the following: 

© Sentence Patterns 

Basic sentence patterns are shown. 

@ Example Sentences 

A small dialogue in the style of a question and answer is given to show 

how the sentence patterns are used in practical conversation. New 

adverbs, conjunctions, and other grammatical points are also 

introduced. 

© Conversation 

In the conversations, various foreign people staying in Japan appear in 

a variety of situations. The conversation includes everyday expressions 

and greetings. As they are simple, learning them by heart is 

recommended. If time allows, students should try developing the 

conversation by applying the reference words given in each lesson of 

the Translation and Grammar Text in order to maximize their 

communication skills. 

<S> Drills 

The drills are divided into three levels: A, B, and C. 

Drill A is visually designed in chart style to help understanding of 

the grammatical structure. The style helps students to learn 



3) Numbers are principally shown in Arabic numerafs. 
i: ii * ft i/ a 

e.g. 9Bf 9 o’clock 4^10 1st April 1 one (thing) 

However kanji is used in the following cases. 
tft'l i»4 f 

e.g. —AT ——7? F0^L 

by oneself one time ten thousand yen bill 

5. Miscellaneous 

1) Words which can be omitted from a sentence are enclosed in square 

brackets [ ]. 

e.g. 5CI1 54[jjfl tto My father is 54 years old. 

2) Synonyms are enclosed in round brackets ( ). 

e.g. tztl (X+a:fz) who 

3) The part for an alternative word is denoted by —. 

e.g. Ml ^ How would you like ? 

If the alternative part is a numeral, — is used. 
5" IT 1)'k> 

e.g. -yearsold -R -yen -hours 



TO USERS OF THIS TEXTBOOK 
The most effective way to study 

1. Learn each word carefully. 
The Translation & Grammatical Notes introduces the new words for each 

lesson. First, listen to the tape and learn these words thoroughly, paying special 

attention to the correct pronunciation and accent. Try to make sentences with 

the new words. It is important to memorize not only a word itself, but its use in 

a sentence. 

2. Practice the sentence patterns. 
Make sure you understand the meaning of each sentence pattern, and do Drills 

A and B until you have mastered the pattern. Say the sentences aloud, especially 

when doing Drill B. 

3. Practice the conversation drills. 
Sentence-pattern practice is followed by conversation practice. The example 

conversations show the various situations in actual daily life in which people 

from abroad will often need to use Japanese. Start by doing Drill C to get 

accustomed to the pattern. Don’t practice only the dialogue pattern, but try to 

expand the dialogue. And learn how to communicate suitably according to the 

situations by practicing the conversation. 

4. Listen to the cassette tape repeatedly. 
When practicing Drill C and Conversation, listen to the tape and say the 

dialogue aloud to make sure you acquire the correct pronunciation and 

intonation. Listening to the tape is the most effective way to get used to the 

sound and speed of Japanese and to improve your listening ability. 

5. Always remember to review and prepare. 
So as not to forget what you have learnt in class, always review it the same day. 

Finally, do the practice section at the end of each lesson in order to check what 

you have learnt and to test your listening comprehension. As for the reading 

practice, this is an exercise to improve your comprehension of written material. 

Try to read it, referring to the vocabulary list. And, if you have time, look 

through the words and grammar explanation for the next lesson. Basic 

preparation is necessary for effective study. 

6. Use what you have learnt. 
Don’t limit your learning to Ihe classroom. Try to talk to Japanese people. 

Using what you have just learnt is the best way to progress. 

If you complete this textbook following the above suggestions, you will have 

acquired the basic vocabulary and expressions necessary for daily life in Japan. 



systematically the basic sentence patterns through substitution drills, 

and applying verb forms and conjugations following the chart. 

Drill B has various drill patterns to strengthen students1 grasp of the 

basic sentence patterns. Follow the directions given in each practice. 

Drills marked with a ** sign use pictorial charts. 

Drill C is given in discourse style to show how the sentence patterns 

function in actual situations, and to enhance practical oral skills. Do 

not simply read, repeat and substitute, but try making your own 

substitution, enrich the content, and develop the story. 

© Practice 

Two kinds of practices are given: one type for listening (Isl) and the 

other for grammar practice. 

The listening practice is further divided into questions asking for 

personal answers, and questions confirming the key point of the given 

discourse. The listening practices arc designed to strengthen students’ 

aural skills, while the grammar practices check comprehension of 

vocabulary and the grammar points in the lessons studied. 

The reading practices mostly require students to give a true or false 

response after reading a simple story compiled with words and 

sentence patterns from the lessons learned. 

2) Review 

This is provided to enable students to go over the essential points every 

several lessons studied. 

3) Summary 

At the end of the Main Text, a summary of grammatical points is given, 

such as the use of the particles, verb forms, adverbs and conjunctions, 

using example sentences appearing in the respective lessons. 

4) Index 

This includes classroom expressions, greetings, numerals, new 

vocabulary, and idiomatic expressions introduced in each lesson of the 

Main Text all through from Lesson 1 to Lesson 50. 

2. Translation and Grammar Text 

1) The following are given in each of the lessons from Lesson 26 to Lesson 



50. 

® new vocabulary and its translation 

©translation of Sentence Patterns, Example Sentences, and 

Conversation 

© useful words related to the lesson and small pieces of information on 

Japan and the Japanese 

® explanation of essential grammar appearing in the lesson 

2) A grammatical summary of particles, how to use the forms, adverbs, 

adverbial expressions, and various conjugations is given in English at the 

back of the Main Text. 

3. Cassette Tapes 

On the cassette tapes, Vocabulary, Sentence Patterns, Example Sentences, 

Drill C, Conversation and listening comprehension questions of the 

Practice section are recorded. 

Students should pay attention to the pronunciation and intonation when 

listening to the Vocabulary, Sentence Patterns and Example Sentences. 

When listening to Drill C and Conversation, try to get accustomed to the 

natural speed of the language. 

4. Kanji Usage 
t i i i i L" Vi } 

1) Kanji usage is based on ^ JE 31 ? which is an official list of the most 

commonly used Chinese characters in Japan. 
U.i< L <X 

® ^ (words which are made by a combination of two or more kanji 

and have a special reading) shown in the Appendix Chart of ^ 31?$: 

are written in kanji. 
et/sft </-t« 

e.g. friend fruit 0&££ glasses 

© Proper nouns are written with their own Chinese characters even if 

their readings are non-standard. 

e.g. Osaka Nara Kabuki 

2) For freeing students from confusion, some words are given in kana 
L'jUi *'L C Ux i 

although they are included in ^ 31 ? $ and its Appendix Chart, 

e.g. ** tz£L (&'&) WH) 
W 

possess exist perhaps yesterday 



CHARACTERS IN THE CONVERSATIONS 

Matsumoto Tadashi 

Japanese, department 

chief at IMC (Osaka) 

Mike Miller 

American, employee of IMC 

Nakamura Akiko 

Japanese, sales section 

chief at IMC 

Suzuki Yasuo 

Japanese, 

employee of IMC 

Lee Jin Ju 

Korean, researcher at AKC 

Thawaphon 

Thai, student at Sakura University 

Japanese, 

Ogawa Hiroshi Ogawa Hiroshi’s mother 

Japanese, neighbor 

of Mike Miller’s 

Ogawa Sachiko 

Japanese, 

housewife 



Karl Schmidt Klara Schmidt 

German, engineer at Power Electric Company German, teacher of German 

Watanabe Akemi 

Japanese, 

employee of 

Power Electric Company 

Takahashi Toru 

Japanese, 

employee of 

Power Electric Company 

Hayashl Makiko 

Japanese, 

employee of 

Power Electric Company 

John Watt Ito Chiseko 

British, professor at Japanese, teacher in charge of 

Sakura University Hans Schmidt’s class at 

Himawari elementary school 

Other Characters 

Hans Gupta 

German, schoolboy (12 yrs.), Indian, employee of IMC 

son of Karl and Klara Schmidt 

IMC (computer software company) 

^ AKC (T y TXft %-^.V 9 ^ : Asia Research Institute) 



CONTENTS 

Terms Used For Instruction*. 

Abbreviations. 

LESSON 26. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Where do I put the trash? 

IILRcfcrcnce Words & Information: 

REFUSE DISPOSAL 

2 

3 

4 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V 

^ '-adj 

-adj 

N 

plain form 

plain form 

2. V T -form ^ ' tz tz (t £ Ay t' 

3. Interrogative V /c-form b \ uv t' 

4. 

N (object) (2 

& 2 etc. 

LESSON 27. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

You can make anything, can’t you? 

HI.Reference Words & Information: 

SHOPS FOUND LOCALLY 

.10 
IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Potential verbs 

2. Potential verb sentences 

3. A*. 2 +and 150 Ex. 2^ 

4. T3 tt 

5. 12 

6. t 

7. it' 

LESSON 28. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Over a cup of tea 

IU.Rcfcrence Words & Information: 

RENTING ACCOMMODATION 

.16 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Vi £~t -form‘d.* b Vz 

2. VT-form i'±t 

3. plain form L > 

4. ZtUZ 

5. 

6. J: < z<n 



22 LESSON 29. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I left something 

III. Reference Words & Information: 

STATE & APPEARANCE 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V T -form \' i 

2. V T-foim l i ^' i L tz/L t \' i 1' 

3. V T -form L J t' £ L tz 

4. t>')± l tz 

5. fcfZtf'T/fc’CsHC 

LESSON 30. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns &. Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I will reserve a ticket for you 

UI.Reference Words & Information: 

LOCATION 

.28 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. VT-form 

2. VT-form * 11 

3. i tz V (affirmative) 

4. - 

LESSON 31. 

l. Vocabulary 

IL Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I think I will start using the Internet 

m. Rcference Words & Information: 

FIELDS OF STUDY 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Volitional form 

2. How to use the volitional form 

3. V dictionary form . _ 
o t !) T 

V '-form ^ ' 

4. V dictionary form 

NO 

5. $ tz VT-form 

6. E -f- ~ 

34 



40 LESSON 32. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

You might be sick 

lILReference Words & Information: 

WEATHER FORECAST 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. V tz -form 

V '-form v 

2. V 

a1 

'-adj 

A' -adj 

N 

3. V 

\ '-adj 

+£ -adj 

N 

plain form 

plain form 

-fi 

plain form 

U jt *5 

t't l tit ^ 
plain form 

4. p o K/tzsl'L/t It' L tz 

5. W4' c £ 

6. QuantificrT 

LESSON 33. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

What does this mean? 

III. Reference Words & Information: 

SIGNS 

46 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. Imperative and prohibitive forms 

2. Use of the imperative and prohibitive forms 

3. 11 and - £ 

i-f 

4. xii Yt i'7 *<*r+ 

5. “S" 

plain fonn 

6. “S" 

plain form 

z i-?r ^t ltz 

z jar 

LESSON 34. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Please do as I do 

IILReference Words & Information: 

COOKING 

*52 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. Vi dictionary fonn 

V i tz -form 

N <n 

2. V i tz -form 

N <D 

3. Vi T-form 

V i t '-form t' T 

4. V i +£ v '-form ' T\ V 

Efc ic, v2 

t>ZTs V2 

v2 



58 LESSON 35. 

L Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

If you go to a travel agency, you can find out 

III, Reference Words & Information: 

PROVERBS 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. How to make the conditional form 

2. Conditional form, ~~ 

3. N<L’t. - 

4. Interrogative V conditional form 

V H 

5. V 

\ conditional form ^ '-adj 

"fr -adj 

V dictionary form 

\ '-adj (—a ') 

-adj tC 

LESSON 36*. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I make the effort to use my brain and body 

IU.Refcrence Words & Information: 

HEALTH 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V i dictionary form 

Vi tfA '-formatv 

2. V dictionary form d 1 I 

V tin '-form/a’ < 

3. V dictionary form 

V s-form4 ^' 

4. L 

II 

*64 

Jt 1 1C. V2 

*') i + 

J: *7 ic L Or 

LESSON 37. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Kansai Airport is made on reclaimed land 

IU.Refcrence Words & Information: 

INCIDENT 

.70 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Passive verbs 

2. Ni(persom)JJ N z(persom) I - Vpassive 

3. Ni(persom)(i Nzfpersom)(- N.i£ 

Vpassive 

4. N(thing)"h*/ li V passive 

5. Nili N2(pcrson)l- Jt n T Vpassive 

6. Ntf'b/NT o < U i t 



76 LESSON 38. 

L Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation; 

I like putting things in order 

III. Reference Words & Information: 

ANNUAL EVENTS 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V plain form<D 

2. Vdictionary form <73 (i adjective'V~t 

3. V dictionary formadjectiveT"^ 

4. V dictionary formO £ iSKi L tz 

5. Vplain formed £ fan T ^' i "t 

6. V 
plain form 

t '-adj 

*£ -adj plain form 

n 

~~ Y $ lCt etc. 

<ni± N Ti~ 

LESSON 39. 

l. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I'm sorry to be late 

m. Reference Words & Information: 

FEELINGS 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. V T -form 

V tiA '-form'fr ( T 

\ '-adj < X 

<C-adjW]-T 

2. NT 

plain form 
v '-adj 

^‘-adi plain form 

N 
C ft-.-i 

4. ife + T 

82 

LESSON 40.88 

L Vocabulary IV. Grammar Explanation 

II. Translation I. V 
plain form 

Sentence Patterns &. Example Sentences 
Interrogative 

'-adj 

Conversation: tt-adj plain form 

I am worried if my son has made any friends or not N 

m.Reference Words & Information: 

MEASUREMENT, SHAPES & PATTERNS 
plain form 

V '-adj ) 

-adj plain form 

n 

3. V T -form At'f 

Yl 1 ~ 

4. '-adj (—y<) -*•— $ 



94 LESSON 41 

L Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Could you keep my parcel? 

III. Refercnce Words & Information: 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. Expressions for giving and receiving 

2. Giving and receiving of actions 

3. VT-form < /•? S i' Hf X, ' 

4. Ni: V 

LESSON 42. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

What will you spend your bonus on? 

III. Refercnce Words & Information: 

OFFICE SUPPLIES & TOOLS 

100 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. V dictionary form 

Nco tz‘ 

2. V dictionary form O 

N 

3. Quantifier! i 

4. Quantifier t 

LESSON 43. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

He looks kind 

IILReferencc Words & Information: 

PERSONALITY & NATURE 

■106 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Vi t-form 

\ '-adj (—V*) f 7 Tt 

■fr-adj [#] 

2. V T -form A <£ t 

LESSON 44. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Do it like in this photo, please 

III. Reference Words & Information: 

BEAUTY PARLOR & BARBER SHOP 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Vi*f -form 

t x-adj (~y*) tJ'l t 

tl' 

2. 

7j.'-adj [#] 

Vit -form 

3. v '-adj 

^t'-adj [#]-* 

'Tt 

ic <\^Tt 

Lit 

Ni: 

4. NIC lit 

5. * x-adj (~y0 < 

ti'-adj [#]“>(- 

112 

V 



118 LESSON 45. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Though I practiced very hard 

[□.Reference Words & Information: 

EMERGENCY 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. V dictionary form 

V 7c-form 

V +£*> '-form'fr tx 

t '-adj (—^') 

tf-adj'fr 

N<7> 

2. V 

\ '-adj 

fr-adj 

N 

a *•• 

plain fonn 

plain form 

-K-* 

<D\Z% 

LESSON 46. 

l. Vocabulary 

IT. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

He should be there soon 

m. Reference Words & Information: 

ROOTS OF KATAKANA WORDS 

•124 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. V dictionary form 

V T -fonn v' £ £ C h T'f* 

V fz-form 

2. Vtz-form lit'*) Tt 

3. V dictionary form 

V '-form^C ^' 

v'-adj(—'•') | lit'Tt 

4' -adj 

NCO 

LESSON 47. 

I. Vocabulary 

□. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I heard that she has got engaged 

[□.Reference Words & Information: 

ONOMATOPOEIA 

130 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. plain form^- 7 Tt 

plain form 
2. V 

\ '-adj 

-adj plain form 

N plain form -(77 

IJt 

Jt *5 T-r 

LESSON 48. 

I. Vocabulary 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Lei me take leave, please 

[□.Reference Words & Information: 

DISCIPLINE 

..136 

IV.Grammar Explanation 

1. Causative verbs 

2. Causative verb sentences 

3. Usage of a causative 

4. V causativeT -form v' fz tz l + £ -tf L, ' 



LESSON 49. 

I. Vocabulary 

IL Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

Would you please convey my message? 

lll.Reference Words & Information: 

TALKING ON THE TELEPHONE 

'142 

IV.Grammar Explanation 
i r r 

(honorific expressions) 

2. Types of 
t tin* 

3. (respectful expressions) 
it ■ ■ r 

4. $ktv and style of sentence 
in' r 

5. Uniform level of $tt|- in a sentence 

6. -HT 

LESSON 50.•. 

I. Vocabulary' 

II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns & Example Sentences 

Conversation: 

I am sincerely grateful to you 

EII.Reierence Words & Information: 

HOW TO WRITE ADDRESSES 

■148 

IV. Grammar Explanation 
it uz i * r 

1. HfcMfo (humble expressions) 
T ' ■ H • • C 

2. (polite expressions) 

Particles. 154 

How to Use the Forms.157 

Various Uses of Verbs and Adjectives ..161 

Intransitive and Transitive Verbs.163 

Adverbs and Adverbial Expressions.165 

Various Conjunctions 167 



LESSON 16*.102 

1, VT-form. [VT-form] > 

2. N-adj ('—>^)—*“— < T, — 

3-N | X\ ~ 

4. ViT-form^' b » Va 

5. Nili adjective 

6. 

7. \?<D N 

R&I HOW TO WITHDRAW MONEY 

LESSON 17.*.106 

1. Verb V '-form 

2. Vft^ '-form 4'^ 'T < ^ ' 

3. Vttv'-formttltJll* +£ ') i -ttL 

4. V<t‘i'-fonni< Tt 

5. N (object) 11 

6. N (time) ± Tl- V 

R&I BODY & ILLNESS 

LESSON 18.114 

LESSON 20.126 

1. Polite style and plain style 

2. Proper use of the polite style or the plain 

style 

3. Conversation in the plain style 

R&I HOW TO ADDRESS PEOPLE 

LESSON 21.*. 

1. plain form £ S ^ ' 1 ~t 

2. “S” 

plain form 

3. V 

£ i\'±ir 

t '-adj 

tC -adj 

N 

plain form 

plain form 
Till? 

4. N. (place) T N2 h {) 11 

5. N (occasion) T 

6. NT4 V 

7. Vti' v '-form^‘ ^' £. 

R&I POSITIONS IN SOCIETY 

132 

4* T$ it 

1. Verb dictionary form 

2. N 

V dictionary form C Y. 

3 a (N 
■ btzun m*ti\ 

(V dictionary' form 

4. Vi dictionary form 

N <F) ai:. V: 

Quantifier (period) 

5. +£4'+£4' 

6. 

R&I ACTIONS 

Tt 

LESSON 19. 

1. Verb tz -form 

2. V/b-form Z 

3. V/c-form U * VTc-form L i 

4. v '-adj (~~V*) —4 

Ni: 

LESSON 22.138 

1. Noun modification 

2. Noun modification by sentences 

3. 

4. V dictionaiy form 

R&I CLOTHES 

•120 

LESSON 23. 

1. V dictionary form \ 

Vtfi x-form 

t '-adj (~'>') 

^‘-adj'fr 

NCO 

2. V dictionaiy form 

Vtz-form 

3. V dictionary form £ > ~ 

4. N#* adjectivc/V 

5. N (place) £ V (verb of movement) 

R&I ROAD & TRAFFIC 

■144 

5. £ j Tth 

R&I TRADITIONAL CULTURE & ENTERTAINMENT 



LESSON 24.150 

1. < ftiih 

2. *lfi + 

V T -form i b^x £ ~-F 

\<H i-f 

3. N (person) V 

4. Interrogative^' V 

R&I EXCHANGE OF PRESENTS 

LESSON 25.-156 

1. plain past form b „ ~~ 

2. Vfc-form b. — 

3. VT-form 

v '-adj (—V^) — < T 

■fr-adj [#] -* T 

NT 

4. t L and t\< b 

5. N^ 

R&I LIFE 



Terms Used For Instruction 
ft'l * 

lesson - 
*M* L 

t’4 L 
noun 

A' 

sentence partem W#9 
C iri l 

verb 

mx 
4'" h 

example sentence 
ft ^ i L 

intransitive verb 

HjL conversation 
Ht'H L 

transitive verb 

1 iCfc's1 
practice m&m 

m-n l 
adjective 

MH exercise ^ '-adjective 

?x 
I t,« 

answer 
L’ 1 L 

ft-adjective 

tlfcA# 
j* < 11» i 

reading practice wn 
.i.< l 

particle 

«* 

f, < L 

review 
l 

mm ti l 
adverb 

conjunction 

a* 
Jf <»»*, 

contents mm 
L j -f i L 

quantifier 

*31 

XSi 
.i»X» 

index 

grammar 

#*W 
f t-C L 

mm 
*ii> L .I'A. 

counter 

interrogative (question word) 

* 
ft,C r r 

sentence %mx 
if 4 L ,l*il 

noun (predicate) sentence 

#« (») 
< 

word $imx 
If * * X ^ l 

verb (predicate) sentence 

*7 
^ o 

phrase w^mx adjective (predicate) sentence 

clause 
L rf J 

±ft 
»<f» C‘ 

subject 

ft* 
11 »‘A. 

pronunciation it ft 
t<r? r 

predicate 

1 «. s l vowel Itf# 
1 ft (*.'1 1 

object 
V • 'A. 

11 < 
consonant 

mora 

±n 

ciii- 

topic 

h accent #J6 
ri 7 • v 

affirmative 

4 > v 

fi ■» 

intonation 
«'it, ■/1 7 
rd^ ~7 Kj j 
a iia <14 4 

negative 

perfective 
f
c
i

 

<
>

 
i_

i [tfN]-row 7 imperfective 

l>\m 

T *1 ft»' ft * * 

.»• ■» •} ft i • 

C'- ']-linc 

polite style of speech 

v : 

ft** 

H- «i 

past 

non-past 

^-i£# plain style of speech fTffi 
»• C i 

potential 

inflection 
u.) , la . l 

volitional 

7 * — A 
if \ \ 

form 
rjs ■ i* 

ft* ft / 1 
imperative 

LiUi( 
— form £oh 

C4 •} H<C 

prohibitive 

ft ft modification ft ft 
7 If - 

. i> 

conditional 

passive 

exception «« 

ii A. C i i 

f*!fc 

causative 

respectful 

humble 



Abbreviations 

N noun (4jW) 

e.g. 

student 

O < £ 

desk 

v '-adj v '-adjective 

eg- 

(y 
£v' Lv' 

tasty high 

ut»i ■> l 

^*-adj ^'-adjective 

e.g. J >ft'>' [tt ] 

beautiful quiet 

.L v 

V verb (Wl^I) 

e.g. J t 

write eat 

S sentence (SO 
eg 

UX, 

This is a book. 

frtz Lli £> L tz k if ? t 

I will go to Tokyo tomorrow. 

-to 



Lesson 26 

I. Vocabulary 

jLi't, tit check 

S. L i't look for, search 

MH- i ’i' be late [for an appointment, etc.] 

[e*iyji-~] 

flfl u"'- n i "jr be in time [for an appointment, etc.] 

do 

L ^ "f attend [a party] 

^ L 't apply for, enter for 

oC‘^ i, u ' convenient (concerning time) 

C*it hi'*' ip£-rf« jg\' inconvenient (concerning time) 

v 'v' feel well 

S.V/L4* a\» feel ill 

LX,.StX,L* #Mi± newspaper publishing company, newspaper 

office 

C 1* 9 If 9 Sit judo 

*»•& athletic meeting 

If L Jt place 

^yf^7 
volunteer 

—'A ~ dialect 

ZL£ next time, another time 

pretty, very 

t, i < i+o a.ii directly 

MT't any lime 

h'ZTi anywhere 

/ttlTt anybody 

UTi anything 

— like this 

~ like that (near the listener) 

— like that (far from both the speaker and the 

listener) 
i, 

i . , i r i 

^ /Cu' 

hh+£ 

Ait n 
*4* Lit I 

K<Hi-r n 

±i: I 
[I'tf'XJ-—] 

t') it i 

ZLfrltt in 
h’-f -f — u~ 

tU:Ait I 



*NHK 

$& z € t <d a 
7 

<1^ M t> 

C'A 

lii-r [c^^~] i 
Mit [r*^~] n 
if-3 n« ?-c 
a • *• a- 
fc d 
g?±# 

tfx, 
* 
■i'X, 

& 

[«]£ 
tt'X 

~4t± 
iHXb < 

ift&Li-f in 
ffl £>» 

Nippon Hoso Kyokai (broadcasting company) 

Children’s Day 

fictitious store 

[boxes] be put in order 

garbage, trash, dust 

put out [die trash] 

[trash] bum 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 

place where something is put 

side 

bottle 

can 

hot water 

gas 

~ company 

contact 

What shall I do? 

TA, l 

electronic mail 
7 tnl 

space, universe 

' be afraid of 
7 ^*7 •iL 

tSift spaceship 
^T> 

m<n another 
7 £*>7 V Z i t 

¥ & WT± astronaut 

C " tz-h' K 

*±# Ifttt Japanese astronaut (1955- ) 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. lam going on a trip from tomorrow. 

2. I would like to leam ikebana (flower arrangement). Could you kindly introduce a 

good teacher to me? 

Example Sentences 

1. Ms. Watanabe, you sometimes speak Osaka dialect. 

Have you lived in Osaka? 

***Yes, 1 lived in Osaka until I was fifteen. 

2. Tire design of your shoes is interesting. Where did you buy them? 

• • 'I bought this pair at Edoya Store. They are Spanish. 

3. Why were you late? 

•••Because the bus didn't come. 

4. Are you going to participate in the Athletic Meeting? 

“■No, 1 won’t. I don’t like sports so much. 

5. I’ve written a Ielter in Japanese. Could you please check it for me? 

•••Yes, of course. 

6. 1 want to tour NHK. How can I do that? 

••‘You just go and ask. You can tour there any time. 

Conversation 

Where do I put the trash? 

Janitor: Mr. Miller, have you finished settling into your apartment? 

Miller: Yes, I almost have. 

Er, I want to throw some trash away. Whefe do I put it? 

Janitor: Trash that can be burned should be put out on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 

mornings. 

The trash and garbage collection point is next to the parking lot. 

Miller: What about bottles and cans? 

Janitor: Bottles and cans should be put out on Saturdays. 

Miller: I see. And there’s no hot water. 

Janitor: Gel in touch with the gas company, and they will soon come and fix it. 

Miller: Oh, what shall [ do? I don’t have a phone. 

Sorry, but would you mind contacting them for me? 

Janitor: No, certainly not. 

Miller: That’s very kind of you. Thank you. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

r A <D is 13r REFUSE DISPOSAL 

In order to reduce and recycle refuse, household waste is sorted into types and collected on 

different days. The designated collection sites and collection days vary Ifom area to area. 

The following is an example of the regulations. 

I no If L 

M S (Dfefca b-tf 

Refuse Collection Day Information 

6' toL 
eraser a \X.ZZ'A.) 

Combustible Refuse 

< ~f paper 
v i 

Z garbage 

Non-combustible Refuse 
‘V4 

Lr|.H>»7 lc If** ■f‘' iJLJ.il/ 

>R ft 0 : M 

Collection days: Mon., Wed. & Fri. 

JR ft 0 : 0 

glass 

77Xf 7 7 plastics 
4 4. /:’i» iToti V4 

4^ a p/f ffl po metal kitchen utensils 

Bulky Refuse 
>}' <■ 

4' T*'T4 *• tfi‘t'4 

L ML 

Z' J+ 
Recyclable Refuse 

St <»'4 

kii/L 
•i-4 L4.j:4 

L*i L*i If ft’i* ' Jt 0 1/ 

iR ft 0 : % 3 !km 0 

the third Tuesday 

scrap furniture 

electrical appliances 

bicycles 

Lo-il^i V /:»' A.'' J: ■) tf 

Rft B : *2. £4**iS 

cans 

bottles 

newspaper 

the second and fourth Tuesday 

ffZjj ,n 

h 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

v 
I'-adj 

plain form 
/cr-r 

£-adj plain form 
N 

is an expression used to explain causes, reasons, grounds, etc., strongly. is used 

in spoken language, while "t is used in written language. is used in the following 

ways. 

1) 

This expression is used in the following cases. 

(1) When the speaker guesses the reason or the cause as to what he has seen or heard and then 

confinns whether he is correct. 

KKi *• t 
fj/CT 

15&2T *fRtC feX,T V'i l*. 

Ms. Watanabe, you sometimes speak Osaka dialect. 

Have you lived in Osaka? 

•••Yes, I lived in Osaka until I was fifteen. 

(2) When the speaker asks for information about what he has seen or heard. 

® ry<F> IfE?+fc. £_ZT_ k-> 

-xFtX hTT Kv'i Ltzo 

The design of your shoes is interesting. Where did you buy them? 

• T bought this pair at Edoya Store. 

(3) When the speaker asks the listener to explain the reason or the cause of what he has seen or heard. 

® IT Mft/c/CT'-M'o 
Why were you late? 

(4) When asking for an explanation of a situation. 

What’s the matter? 

[Note] 4'~-'/CTlf tfN” sometimes contains the speaker’s surprise, suspicion, strong curiosity, etc. 

Inappropriate use, therefore, may offend the listener, so it is necessary to be careful with this 

expression. 

2) LTir 

This expression is used in the following cases. 

(l)When slating the reason or cause as an answer to such questions as in (3) and (4) in 1) above. 

© 7 L T Why were you late? 

•••Because the bus didn’t come. 

© ? L tz /C ri'e What’s the matter? 

J: -3 K t» ■••! don’t feel well. 



(2)When the speaker adds the reason or the cause to what he’s stated. 
l l 

® jKNI ^ Do you read a newspaper every morning? 
IT *‘X, 

fr^XTjlo •••No. I don’t have the time. 

[Note] —Xy “C't is not used to merely describe the facts as shown in the following example. 

b tz Ui -7 'i 9 • £ *7 - T-f, lam Mike Miller, 

x jfcfc Lli 70* : 7-^Xtto 

3) 

is used to introduce a topic. It is followed by a request, an invitation or an expression 

seeking permission. in this case is used to connect sentences lightly and indicates hesitation and 

reservation on the speaker’s side. As in ®, clauses following arc often omitted when 

they are self-evident to the speaker and the listener. 
I: iJX. r T *«A *• JL 

I’ve written a letter in Japanese. Could you please check it for me? 

® NHKt L/:b Di‘Tth 

I want to tour NHK. How can I do that? 

® .o 

There’s no hot water. 

2. V T -form t 'fztz It ± Would you please do me the favor of —ing? 

This is a request expression that is politer than ~ T < tz £ t 
iU*>' U4*h> 

Would you please introduce a good teacher to me? 

What/When/Where 
Which/How/Who 

Interrogative V fc-form h t > t* Ti" 

© if Z T t) / 7 £ -5 tz b x n ' Tt ?J'e Where should I buy a camera? 

@ Xi Ltzb 

I don’t have any small change. What shall I do? 

b v 'V' is used when the speaker asks the listener for some advice or instructions about 

what to do. In the speaker wants to buy a camera but docs not know where to buy one, so he asks 

the listener to recommend a good shop. 

4. like/dislike 

N (object) li 
L i if "> f: 

be good at/bc poor at 

£ ]) £ i~, etc. have, etc. 

Arc you going to participale in the athletic meeting? 

•••No. I don’t like sports very much. 

You learned in Book I (Lessons 10 and 17) that subjects and also objects indicated by £ can 

become topics and be highlighted by 11. Objects indicated by can also be highlighted by II. 

mm 



Lesson 27 

I. Vocabulary 

4'i't-f I 

tzXtir n 
li L ') t-r I 

Z') t-t 1 

[•^"f Ai~] 
AxJt n 

Kxit n 

r^it n 
[< T C ? rf«~] 

IMoltt I 
[? J: 7 Lt)$~] 

2tT J ~t 

[££-] 

i-r 

[ws~] 
Jlx. i -f 

WUxit 

»*«-] 

[£?&>$'•-] 

Iffl $ i X 

[assn 

K .y h 

E ‘J A 

c x. 

ic J+ 

I ttaf 

it Li 

P 
at 
ft* 

UZi SM 

K'? <* it A 
Ctt-jliXJJV? 
~> 7 LLU/Ui^' ifi-ltSR^ 

■7 y •> 3 y 

£p)f 

~J i U7 

^ — t -f — ;u—A 

$\W~ 

keep (a pet), raise (an animal) 

build 

run, drive [along a road] 

take [a holiday] 

[a mountain] can be seen 

[a sound] can be heard 

[an airport] be made, be completed, come into 

existence 

set up [a class], open, hold 

.v. > 1 •• V ! -ii\l1 ’ ^-"5. 

t-’Jvtf*' ■ 

voice 

wave - 1/1 ; r *' 

fireworks 3 '• ■' ’ / ‘ 

scenery, view »v 

daytime ^ ?v • h ) 

old days, ancieni Limes 

tool, instrument, equipment 

vending machine 

mail order, mail-order sales 

(dry) cleaning, laundry 

condominium, apartment house 

kitchen 

~ class 

party room 

pet 

bird 

after ~ (duration of time) 

only — (used with negatives) /v> 

{'] i^A-12 114'<D other 



(±o? U clearly 

ta ir /O tr almost all (in affirmative sentences), hardly, 

i' < ■»; -j 

scarcely (in negative sentences) 

Kansai International Airport 

Kft&R name of a shopping district in Tokyo with many 

electrical stores mm 

" r 
555-if a peninsula in Shizuoka Prefecture 

l^ 

i:ft-t Mi'-' < 

0f®Ax Sunday carpenter 
I14fc*«r 

*« bookshel f 

9- dream (— £ & £ "#*: have a dream) 

\ 'Otf' someday, sometime 

SR house, home 

■f If b Lv' marvelous, wonderful 

. . 

4-t't/ct. children 

**?* [f] like very much 
ii 

i-G <}« 

Sfii cartoon, comic strip 

xA'A hero, heroine 

» shape 

D A 7 1' robot 

^,4 A [4-] fantastic, mysterious 

A" >t 7 h pocket 

W&lf for example 

ttitit n attach, put on 
L‘ rpi 

i±i: freely 

g? sky 

mtft-t i fly 
L' V-L 

iyt oneself 
fji' 

future 

^ K y X. t L name of a cartoon character 



II. Translation 

12 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I can speak Japanese a little. 

2. We can see a town from the top of the mountain. 

3. They have built a big supermarket in front of the station. 

Example Sentences 

1. Can you read Japanese newspapers? 

***No, I can’t. 

2. How many days summer vacation can you take at Power Electric? 

••■Well, about three weeks. 

That’s good. 1 can take only one week at my company. 

3. Can you keep pets in this condominium? 

•••We can keep a little bird or fish, but not a dog or a cat. 

4. Can you see Mt. Fuji from Tokyo? 

***In the old days we could see it well, but now we can hardly see it at all. 

5. You can hear birds singing, can’t you? 

•••Yes. Spring has come. 

6. When did they complete Kansai International Airport? 

•••In the autumn of 1994. 

7. That’s a nice bag. Where did you buy it? 

•••I bought it by mail order. 

Do they also have it in department stores? 

•■•I think they don’t have it in department stores. 

Conversation 

You can make anything, can’t you? 

Suzuki: What with all the light it gets, it’s a nice room. 

Miller: Yes. You can see the ocean on a fine day. 

Suzuki: This table has an interesting design, doesn’t it? 

Did you buy it in the States? 

Miller: No, I made it myself. 

Suzuki: Oh, really? 

Miller: Yes. Do-it-yourself is my hobby. 

Suzuki: Wow. Did you make that bookshelf, too? 

Miller: Yes. 

Suzuki: That’s amazing] You can make anything, can’t you? 

Miller: It’s my dream to build my own house by myself someday. 

Suzuki: That’s a wonderful dream. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

t,4' A4* 

it < <T)l£ SHOPS FOUND LOCALLY 

l* IX, Y» 

M JS. Camera Shop 

a* developing 

7°>; > h printing 
* 3 

extra print 

51 iitifi enlargement 

i-tf negative 

X T7 'f K slide 

+h—t'X+M X' service size 

/'7 7 7+M X" panoramic size 

9 ') - 

7 ') - 
}• S> <» 

i « 
■Sk&tki 
ifi 'ft' *• ^ -i 

F^ylOox 

+M XftL 

4 4' 

ffit; 

- y 71 

■~y/ 

Cleaners 

dry cleaning 

laundering 

stain removal 

waterproof 

alterations 

shrink 

stretch 

X y (£ X 

?iat 

Convenience Store 

delivery service 

photo developing 

\ 

7 f—. 7 r 9 X 
Sr, 7 l*X,(fn 

payment of utility charges 

photocopy, fax H fe 
I *3«7Z 

sale of postcards and stamps / 

Jr 
^y+P- b f* ^ %y b sale of concert tickets 

J-L± 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1 . Potential verbs „.. , 
nX Lrl 1 

How to make potential verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 27, p.12, Al.) 

Potential verbs 

polite form plain form 

I 4' 3 £ i~ tit it tit* 
tx i t rf'Jt £ 

n /c-< tiii t 
in 3 it c bftit b ft £ 

Lit Ti it T* * 

All potential verbs are Group D verbs; they conjugate into the dictionary form, ^ '-form, 

T -form, etc. 

e.g. ^1-tT 

brts&, wliicb includes the meaning of possibility itself, does not change into bti'iXh. 

2 . Potential verb sentences 

1) Potential verbs express not actions but states. The objects of transitive verbs arc indicated 

by the particle i. When they become potential verbs, however, their objects are usually 

indicated by the particle 
i= nx, r uv 

® htzUt 0*t§£ ft Li to 
i: I1X, r It* 

© htz 1(1 it'd-i to 

No particles change except for £ . 
UK1) C 

(D -At #5 Kps frit itrf\> 

® ffi’+S/LU 4xi-tfATL/;, 

I speak Japanese. 

1 can speak Japanese. 

Can you go to the hospital alone? 

I could not see Mr. Tanaka. 

2) Potential verbs have two uses: to express a person's ability to do something (®) and to 

express the possibility of an action in a certain situation (®). 

Mr. Miller can read kanji. 

You can change dollars at this bank. 

i'A. L 
® 1 t*tf>ito 

© z<r) Irnr vtw H*iit« 

3 . A X. i t and &f| C X. 1 t 

The potential verb for 11 is <&• b ft 1 t and that for 3 3 £ ~fr is 3 (1 i . They 

indicate that one’s intention of seeing or listening can be realized. U X. i 't’ indicates that a 

certain object comes into one’s sight and ? Ciit that a sound reaches one’s cars 

independent of one’s will. In sentences asing A k. £ "t- and 3 3 X. £ ~f, objects to be seen 

or heard become the subjects of the sentence and are indicated by tf*. 
LX, tX "1 * X 

®Sfr7sT ^ AbHito 

You can now see Kurosawa’s movies in Shinjuku. 
l<Ctf'X.4X. L* iX- x 

Mt. Fuji can be seen from the Shinkansen. 
_ Ti, fr TL i 1 II-i * 

® ttST 0] It it. 
You can hear the weather forecast by phone. 

® 7-y*<n KZitit. 
The sound of a radio can be heard. 



4. T*ii- 

The verb T S i + that you learn here means "come into being,” "come up," "be 

completed,” “be finished,” "be made,” etc. 

© M0 Ml' *!si' X-,>■-*< TJ i L/co 
A big supermarket has been completed in front of the station. 

When can you fix this watch? 

5. (.1 

1) Tli, etc. 

11 is used to highlight a noun as a topic, and as you learned in Lessons 10, 17 and 26, when 

or i follows the noun, it is replaced by 11. When other particles (e.g. T, /sj etc.) 

follow the noun, 11 is placed after them. 
ML 

© btz L <n> r/ 'jrtAo njtD 

In my school there is an American teacher. 

® btz l<n (1 fxlfo 

In my school we can learn the Chinese language. 

2) (1 used to make contrasts 

Yesterday we could see mountains, but not today. 

© 74 vil t:-;hll SWi-ttAo 
I drink wine, but not beer. 

© S <1^11 ft £ i if £ t -ifAo 

I will go to Kyoto, but not to Osaka. 

Like the usage of II explained above, t replaces £ or but follows other particles. In 

the case of the particle however, it can be omitted. 

® 9yyiL\i SSStf* U-itt-t. 77 t li-tf i i\ 
Klara can speak English. She can speak French, too. 
}j<3A V‘ 

® T / \)1?^ if it Lfzo Nt if it Ltzo 

I went to America last year. I went to Mexico, too. 

®btzi<D ivikbb 14^ kx-ti-„ W<o sm-t'bt 
The sea can be seen from my room, and also from my brother's room. 

7. U>' 
L is attached to nouns, quantifiers, etc., and is always used with negative predicates. It 

highlights the word, makes limitations and negates everything except the thing expressed 

by the word. It replaces ^ or £, but follows other particles. L^s has a negative nuance, 

while /ill has a positive one. 

I cannot write anything but Roman letters. 

© B—7&Z 11 illito 

l can only write Roman letters. 



Lesson 28 

I. Vocabulary 

16 

iKi-f n [bread] sell, be sold 

iBtryi-r i xm •> i t dance 

Mif I chew, bite 

I m. iti-t choose 

t> ' t i' I i4^'±-f be different /’! 
:v'±-f i ifH'i-t l- go to and from [university] 

[/■-'V < |C~] 
/tit-t in lake a memo 

i i: J6 [4‘] serious 

L A [4‘] *&<*.'[*] earnest 

Lv' « U' gentle, kind 

b\' great, admirable 

%t 1 £ »H' proper, just right 

L ^ 7 ** custom 

i+v 'it>0 experience 

il power f- 
K>0i K%. popularity ([tf* ( -#'■ K'i?j) 

be popular [with students]) 

t'tz% form, shape 

\'h a color 

h C taste 

It I* chewing gum 

Ltc i<n aDo# goods 

to t£L price 

i st> 7 ') x ? SSS salary 

bonus 

liX <** program 

h"-7 V drama . 

L J; 7 -tir-o novel 



L i j-ttnii' novelist 

4' L *p ft* singer 

4'L') IfJIA janitor 

t;-rz A* (my) son 

A* 5 A (someone else’s) son 

L'-frt * (my) daughter 

L'i-*)* L #5 A (someone else’s) daughter 

C.l’/L oneself 

In b'' future 

Ufb < a little while 

/; n T V' • usually, mostly 

in addition 

fKT and so 

[5 Jt o £j 1 I have a favor to ask. 

homestay 
4'i' b 

•s*lS conversation 

L±-r in chat 

IfcA# 
L 

notice 
0 

HI zt, date 

i Saturday 
A' < i>'JL 

wwn gymnasium 
V 'hi 

mm free of charge 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I listen to music while eating. 

2. I jog every morning. 

3. Subways are fast and inexpensive, so let’s take the subway. 

Example Sentences 

1. When I’m driving and sleepy, I chew glim. 

•“You do? I stop the car, and take a nap for a while. 

2. Taro, don’t watch TV while studying. 

•••OK, Mum. 

3. He is working while studying at university. 

“•Really? He is admirable. 

4. What do you usually do on holidays? 

•“Well, mostly 1 draw pictures. 

5. Professor Watt is earnest, diligent and rich in experience. 

•••He is a good teacher, isn’t he? 

6. Mr. Tanaka, you often go on trips, but never go abroad. 

•••That’s right. I don’t understand foreign languages, and the customs are different 

from ours, and so travelling abroad is tough for me. 

7. Why did you choose Sakura University? 

•"Sakura University is the one which my father graduated from, it has many good 

professors, and it is near to my house. 

Conversation 

Over a cup of tea 

Ogawa Sachiko: 

Miller: 

Ogawa Sachiko: 

Miller: 

Ogawa Sachiko: 

Miller: 

Ogawa Sachiko: 

Miller: 

Mr. Miller, I have a favor to ask. 

Wliat is it? 

Would you mind teaching English to my son? 

He is going to Australia on a homestay program this summer vacation, 

but he can’t speak English. 

I wish I could, but I’m afraid I don’t have time to.... 

Couldn’t you have a chat with him over a cup of tea? 

Well, I often have to go on business trips, and I’ll soon have a Japanese 

language test.... 

Besides I have never taught before.... 

So, you can’t.... Well, that’s a shame. 

I am very sorry. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

9 % £ A l) £ RENTING ACCOMMODATION 

How to Read Housing Information 

i: L fc * < it*. 5 ,, . , 

r *, < tt/- 

@•7 y-> 3 ^ <D& 3 * 
t.L <U,IL 

7 74^-fl 
lfo.j *.jl 

2 t'Rft 

2 
b'L •) £> 

6,000 R 

tf’O t- 

X-l -A, 

Z-'i-tT 400m 

© 2 LDK (©6-6 • LDK 8 ) 

003-1234-5678 

© train line 

® nearest station 

(D five-minute walk from the station 

(D condominium made of reinforced concrete 

jKP'- h one or two-story wooden apartment building 
’ -5 C S' 

'—F 34 T detached house, single house 

© three years old (years since construction) 

® rental fee 

© deposit money 

^Money that’s left with the owner in the form of a deposit. 

When you move out, the owner in principle gives a part of it back. 

® gift money 

Money that’s paid directly to the owner as a “gift.” 

® maintenance fee 

® facing south 

© 8th floor of ten-story building 

@ living/dining room with kitchen and 2 rooms 

© 6 mats (= 6 Jr) 
L't ■? 

‘sSt’ is a unit of measurement used for the area of a room. 
L i -5 

111: corresponds to the area of a tatami mat (approximately 180 x 90cm). 

® real estate agent 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V, £f-form V2 

This sentence pattern means that one person does two different actions (Vi and V2) at the 

same time. The action denoted by V? is the more emphasized of the two actions. 
* u< u 

® 4t9k £ Bfl 3 <C b t l-Lit* I listen to music while eating. 

This sentence pattern is also used when the two actions take place over a period of time. 
\lt:b r. IIX, C" 

©mz+k'frb 

I’m working and studying Japanese. 

2. VT-form 1 -f 

An individual’s customary action is expressed by this sentence partem. A customary action 

in the past is expressed by using VT -form tN £ L tz. 

(D LT v'Jtc 

I jog every morning. 
; ti'UL c 11 

© -f8 0ti; i&T '■'i L 
I used to go to bed at eight every evening when I was a child. 

3. plain form l, 

1) When sentences are stated from a certain viewpoint, they can be linked using this structure. 

For example, sentences describing the merits of a particular subject are joined into one 

sentence using this pattern. 

© 
lHolX, 

7-yhttll JKWirt?U 

Professor Watt is earnest and diligent and has experience. 

2) This structure is also used to state causes or reasons when there is more than one cause or 

reason. Use of this structure implies the meaning of “furthermore” or "on top of that.” 

©Mtf't JS>'U AVi khixil, z<n /£ii zxt 
This shop is very convenient. It’s near the station, and you can also come here by car. 

When the speaker states reasons using this pattern, he/she sometimes does not say his/her 

conclusion when it’s understood from the context. See ® . 

® &*\z IxT 
L*»£i ? an 1C ll/C w L HA, 

-i-L, ^ U 4 lire B^<D »ft4 £6 L.o 

Could you teach English to my son? 

“•Sorry. I often go on business trips, and I have to take a Japanese exam soon. 

There are cases when only one ~ L is used in a sentence. Though the reason explicitly 

stated is only one, the existence of other reasons is implied by the use of ~ L. Note this is 

not true of ~ ^. 



® fit ifa'tz L, Cco Ktt- 
Because the color is beautiful (and for some other reasons), I’ll buy this pair of shoes. 

As you see in ©, © and ®, the particle t> is often used in this sentence pattern. By the 

use of t, the speaker implies the existence of other reasons to emphasize his/her 

viewpoint. 

4. -IKK 

\ iX I- is used when you add another similar fact or situation. 

(Dmx 3 < 

-e? < tb/z i'p st&t u afcrf'b 

Why did you choose Sakura University? 

•••Because it’s my father’s alma mater, there are many good teachers, and besides, 

it’s near my house. 

5. *jKT 

f flT is a conjunction used to show that what was said before it is the reason or cause for 

the sentence following it. 

® Z<D UX h y '/li AMt §?*' U U'/CTiN 

— ■itlT Art* 

The food is inexpensive and tasty in this restaurant. 

• •And that’s why it*s crowded. 

6. 1 < Z<D k*LT+4' 
i\L 1*7 

In this sentence (see ^ ® C 2), the particle (-, which indicates one’s destination, is used 

instead of the particle which shows direction. Verbs like t' £ d ~i~f ? 1 i', t'X. ') J: -j 

and L Jt 7 L i i" are used with either “place or “place 1C.” 



Lesson 29 

I. Vocabulary 

toZti- I Hiit [a door] open 

L i ') t -t I H i <) i t [a door] close, shut 

oiit I [a light] come on 

[«SW«~] 
Htt n a^-i-r [a light] go off, disappear 

[TX3 4'*~] 

:Ait i &*it [a road] gel crowded 

-tat-t I [a road] get empty 

[A t, t*~\ HM*-] 
zbtii-f n *£Hi t [a chair] break 

[V S-f j}<~] 

but? n $]*ii t [a glass] break, smash 

[r? 7 7>'~] 

n W-fti t [a tree] break, snap 

[ 5 
n J&*i it [the paper] tear 

WWH 
J: z'tii-f n >mit [the clothes] get dirty 

[.». < »*><-] 
it I # * i-r [a pocket] be attached 

Itf-'T 7 V tf<~] 
iiftii-t n ihfti t [a button] be undone 

Ki'Jit I jhi *; it [an elevator] slop 

_u-<— y ~] / .. 
A 

i n make a mistake 

atit-t i *k lit drop,lose 

bb') it T St'U it be locked 

■ -v -rr. ‘ • 
to'7.. 

[i>] h [£]mi plate, dish 

[ b L, rice bowl 

7 7 7* glass (vessel) 



fly x glass (material) 

h se bag 

ft4 wallet, purse 

atz « branch, twig 

*. i i '/> SRS station employee 

z<r> Z (0 iZL this neighborhood, around here 

— ~ ig the place around ~~ 
Z<D < b' ' about this size 

& iS i U Yl j -To 7fc I - £1 ^lo After you./Go ahead, please. 

[Jo&v] ct^'-o/ca Thank goodness! (used to express a feeling of 

relief) 

\'± T-Olv 

^-<T) 

bt tv 

t'h 

HW 

rK^r-y h 

hM-*t 

mm 
*L 

J o Y- 

.. 
Lr IjL 

MS 

U‘J 

Al±i- I 
ASl * 
SR#r 

n 

B 
Ui 

** = 's’ 

the train which has just left 

things left behind, lost property 

"w side 

pocket 

I don't remember, 

rack 

I suppose, if I am correct 

name of a station in Tokyo 

earthquake 

wall 

hands (of a clock) 

point 

the area in front of a station 

fall down 

west 

direction 

name of a place in Kobe 

23 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. The window is closed. 

2. This vending machine is broken. 

3. 1 left my umbrella in a train. 

Example Sentences 

1. Tire door of the meeting room is locked. 

•“Then, let’s ask Ms. Watanabe to unlock it. 

2. May I use this fax? 

•••It’s broken. So please use the one over there. 

3. Where is the wine Mr. Schmidt brought? 

•••I’m afraid we drank it all. 

4. Won’t you go to eat lunch? 

•••I’m sorry, but I want to finish this letter. So, go ahead, please. 

5. Were you in time for the Shinkansen? 

“•No. The road was crowded, so unluckily ] was late. 

6. 1 have lost my ticket. What shall I do? 

•••Tell the station employee over there, please. 

Conversation 

I left something 

Lee: 

Station 
employee: 

Lee: 

Employee: 

Lee: 

Employee: 

Lee: 

Employee: 

Excuse me. I left something in the train that’s just gone. 

What did you leave? 

A blue bag. About this size. 

And it has a big pocket on the outside. 

Whereabouts did you leave it? 

I don’t remember exactly. 1 put it on the rack. 

What’s inside it? 

Let me think... books and an umbrella, if I remember right. 

Well, I’ll ring up and check right away. Could you wait a moment, please? 

Employee: 

Lee: 

Employee: 

Lee: 

Employee: 

Lee: 

It’s been found. 

Oh, what a relief! 

It’s at Yotsuya Station. What do you want to do? 

I'll go and get it myself right away. 

Then, please go to the Yotsuya Station office. 

OK. Thank you very much. 



III. Reference Words & Information 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V T-form t' i T 

VT-form v' £ if" expresses the state which results as a consequence of the action 

expressed by the verb. 

i) Nj)< VT-form + 
a ^ to 

(D 4* t1! 4t T The window is broken. 
T*, J 

@ ouT The light is on. 

As in the examples above, when the speaker describes the state he/she sees in front of 

him/her as it is, the subject of the action is indicated with t Example ® shows that “the 

window was broken in the past and at present its consequence remains (=it is broken).M 

Verbs which are used with this expression are intransitive verbs, and most of them indicate 

an instantaneous act or action. Examples of such verbs include I if", J X. i t, 

h $ £ T, C h £ -f, etc. 

When describing states in the past, V T -form \' £ L tz is used. 
At, ; 

® It £ (i iS#* iAA, T ^' t L tz*, The road was crowded this morning. 

2) Nil VT-form i'i1“ 

When the subject of an act or action is taken up as a topic, it is indicated with 11. In 

example ®, with the use of a demonstrative, C GO, the speaker clearly identifies the chair as 

the topic and describes the state of it to the listener. 
Z h 

@ Z<F> to This chair is broken. 

2. VT-form Ut'i 

V T -form L £ t' £ L tz is an expression which emphasizes that an action or event has 

been completed. 
^ t, * -t?L ,i‘ -a 

© '>ZL a 7 h Jktz *7 4 Vii ££I3 1k.LT Lil'i L£. 
We drank all the wine that Mr. Schmidt brought. 

ti Y^T Li\'±L/z- 
I have done my kanji homework already. 



Though V £ L tz can also indicate the completion of an action, the use of V T-foim 

L t v <£ L tz emphasizes the actual completing of the action. Therefore, the latter is often 

accompanied by such adverbs as £ 7 and/or -tfBecause of this feature of the 

expression, example © implies the resultant state, i.e., there is no wine left, and example 

® that the speaker’s state of mind is one of relief. 

Also, V T -form L i v' i ■f’ expresses that the speaker will complete an action in the 

future. 

© ScfliXiTU U#— 
I intend to finish writing the report by lunch time. 

3. VT-form 

This expression conveys the speaker’s embarrassment or regret in a difficult situation. 

(D h £ ^'<LT Host my passport. 
Z Li 4 

@ 7 >(§ L T L £ t' £ L/bo My personal computer’s broken. 

Though the fact of losing one’s passport or the trouble with the computer can be expressed 

with <v L i L tz or C L X 7 L £ L tz, these sentences above add the speaker’s feeling 

of regret or embarrassment about the fact. 

4. £ ') t L tz 

© 1hl)£ Ltzlo I’ve found [the bag]. 

h l) i L fz here is used to indicate that the speaker has found the bag, not to indicate that 

it existed some place in the past. 

5. ZZt'T/tZl'lZ 

In the examples shown in Lesson 13, you learned ^ in ¥ Z and £ in 

could be omitted. However, T in L* ~ ^'T (©) or U in ¥Z (@) cannot be omitted. 

4UT 
I’ve lost my wallet somewhere. 

TL b 

Is there a pay phone somewhere nearby? 



Lesson 30 

I. Vocabulary 

I i U it I 

THts-t n #itit 

t'i'1) it I mt-t 
n t 

?tit n ®iit 

tz'Lii- I ^ l i t 

i Zrtit n 

n *-tit it 

i 

*<!6it n ifc^i t 

Ib-tttt 11 io b -if i t 

-t 7 tzL lit in l i t 

J; L^ 7 lit in t'l lit 

(. i tii 7 lit in lit 

*c<nt ii: lit in 

&z*L 

Cypfi.1 
: i ?’ 

; -7M yf 
i'Tv' 

t' l bit 

t ' l i 

ills'; 7- 

C'Alfl CAM 

J: 7 A® 

irl/L 
■ti'-h'h 
V-iti l ?|*tfal 

1 i L-h'L 
hi*' J®T 

put up, post, paste 

hang 

display, decorate 

arrange, line up 

plant 

return, put — back 

put — together, put — in shape, sum up 

put things in order, tidy up 

put things in their proper place 

decide 

inform 

consult, discuss 

prepare one’s lesson 

review one's lesson 

leave things as they arc 

(someone else’s) child 

class 

lecture 

meeting 

plan, schedule 

notice 

guide book 

calendar 

poster 

trash can, dustbin 

doll 

vase 

mirror 

drawer 

front door, porch, entrance hall 

corridor, hallway 

wall 



< 'It ?fe pond 

z t if/C £# police box 

& H<D HZ 6 7C<?5 8r original place 

ifr'J «y round, around 

±yOtt# AX.# center 

i~ A HR comer 

it: still 

~l V£ about — 

1 ti'Wtl 
schedule 

< *7 
Thank you for your hard work, (used by a 

superior or older person to express appreciation 

for a subordinate’s work) 

J If 7 
hope, request 

^fj>' c'flrSd* * U i##° Do you have any requests? 

; d- — V t] lV musical 

v'V'T-f^a. That’s a good idea./That sounds nice. 

*yo- Ft? x t Broadway 

f&A# 
14 

iLi ' roimd 
-7 j 
n moon 

hh ~ one —, a certain 

?«H7 
*3* earth 

*7 tl It ' glad, happy 

r—
i 

&
 hateful, disagreeable 

#4 H and, then 

1t -f n wake up 



II. Translation 

30 

Sentence Patterns 

1. There is a map of the town affixed to the wall in the police box. 

2. I will read a guide book before going on the trip. 

Example Sentences 

1. The new rest room in the station is interesting. 

‘•■Really? 

It has flowers and animals painted on the wall. 

2. Where is the adhesive tape? 

••‘It’s kept in that drawer. 

3. Have you already decided the name of your baby? 

■•*No. I will think about it after I see its face. 

4. What should I do before the next meeting? 

•••Read this data. 

5. I would like to participate in volunteer activities, and so may 1 take leave for about 

two weeks? 

•••Two weeks? Let me see. I’ll have to talk with the department manager about it. 

6. When you finish using the scissors, return them to their original place. 

•■•Yes, all right. 

7. May I put this material away? 

■••No, leave it there. 

I’m still using it. 

Conversation 

I will reserve a ticket for you 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Ms. Nakamura, 1 have fixed the schedule and data for your trip to New York. 

Thank you. 1 will check the data later, so leave it there. 

Yes. 

Is this the schedule? 

Have you already contacted Mr. White? 

Yes. 

You are free on the afternoon of this day. 

Oh, I am. 

Is there something you want to do that day? 

Well, 1 think I’d like to see a musical on Broadway. 

That sounds nice. Shall I reserve a ticket for you? 

Yes, please. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

liS LOCATION 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V T-form & ') i t ; 

V T-form £>')£'? indicates the state which results as a consequence of an action 

intentionally done by somebody. The verbs used here arc transitive verbs that express 

intentions. 

i) Nil: VT-form f><) tt 

(D#i<7> jit: it'T *>*Ji-t. 
ZJLH-9 i r«* t' 

© a \s>y-\z ^-n<r> --ti'T 

There is a memo put on the desk. 

*') ii-o 

This month's schedule is written on the calendar. 

In ®, it is indicated that someone put a memo on the desk (for later use) and as a result the 

memo exists as it was put. © indicates that someone wrote this month’s schedule on the 

calendar (so as not to forget it) and as a result the schedule is written on the calendar. 

2) N*li Nile VT-form h ‘J 11 

This sentence pattern is used when N 2 in sentence pattern 1) is taken up as a topic. 

® /-td Where is the memo? 

[y ^ll] JilC J[V'T lJ ito ”-It’s been put on the desk. 
X ti' «' 

®^n<n #vnt 
This month’s schedule has been written on the calendar. 

3) V T-form & *) i i“ is used to express the state of the result of what somebody did for 

some purpose. So it can also express, as in ® and ©, that some preparation has been done. 

It is often used with t 0. 

®i£±a<n Tu-tfy Hi to AoT ^nto 
1 have already bought the present for her birthday. 

© *r/Ul to 4Klt h'Jii-o 

I have already reserved a hotel. 

[Note] The difference between V T -form v' i ’f and V T -form h {) t ~t 
ft1 L 

® & f¥I 3 T The window is closed. 
if 1 

® 25 T h {) i To The window has been closed (for some purpose). 

© simply describes the state that the window is closed, while ® implies that somebody (it 

could be the speaker himself) closed the window with some objective or intention in mind. 

Most verbs used in V T -form ^' £ T arc intransitive, while verbs used in V T -form 

h i “t” are transitive. 

A lot of intransitive verbs have transitive counterparts and each pair shares a part in 
L- i'i.L 

common. See Main Textbook, p. 228, i £ fthj&Jf*). 

2. VT-form feS ± t 

This sentence pattern means: 

1) Completion of a necessary action by a given time 



<D mi<r) i lot 
I’ll buy a ticket before the trip. 

® Mit1C ?sj£ LT vn'T-ftf'c 

-CO #M,T «\'T <fcrS\'o 

What should I do before the next meeting? 

• • -Read these materials. 

2) Completion of a necessary action in readiness for the next use or the next step 

© MlT £v'T < ££\'0 
When you finish using the scissors, put them back where they were. 

3) Keeping the resultant state as it is 

© £ Ltz h *J 4+ v' + li Co lii: LT < /=ii'0 

Please leave the chairs as they are because a meeting will be held here tomorrow. 

[Note] In daily conversation, —T $ £ ~t often becomes 

@ * CIC gt'fc^T .(ib'T ' T) < 

Please leave it there. 

3. J /c V (affirmative) still V 

a « .i. 
® i tz It’s still raining. 

© Jto'IJi L i 1 3}'0 

-i/fSioT iii: LT &v'T <^t'o 
Shall I put away the tools? 

■ -No, leave them there. Pm still using them. 

£ tz in @ and © means “as yet” or “still” and indicates that the action or the state is 

continuing. 

4. - 

ktz\'K .. 

—JJtll vu'T-r^ia 

Pd like to see a musical on Broadway.... 

—That sounds nice. 
fitii*' llSLLr ?,C3A, 

©luw'b Afao 

■■"tilll fcrtTE 9 
1 will be transferred to the Osaka head office next month. 

"•Congratulations! (L. 31) 

®U% HV $j< 

Sometimes I have pains in my stomach and head. 

•••That’s bad. 

H in ©, @ and ® refers to what is stated just before. 

(L. 32) 



Lesson 31 

I. Vocabulary 

li C £ {) £ "f" I iot l) [a ceremony] begin, start 

[ l $ 
’ti't’ H continue 

Aoitit n jloitj-r find 
II take [an examination] 

[l(t/C£H 

9 < L i + ID X^ L i ^ enter [a university] 

[fcV^(i>] [**l=~] 

graduate [from a university] 

[fr'*<<*-] [*#*-] 

Lit ni L £ "t- attend [a meeting] 

[^aru-i 
Dl l £ i" take a break, take a rest 

it L i >D 9 consecutive holidays 

5 < .5^ essay, composition 

T Lh /C^h N *5g£ exhibition 

It-?ICL5 wedding ceremony 

[fc]*? li [fclltei funeral 

is £ ceremony 

(5/C L head office 

LTC xjs branch office 

ini'i' church 

7cfv < l 'C graduate school 

^#n zoo 

C ■(f C hot spring, spa 

tJi ^ < [*c] 
tzM' 

&£■[■$ C] visitor, guest, customer, client 

somebody 

~<T) (J? ~C0 # place toward direction of " 



f -9 £ 

■5 * <?> 
ftJiffftlS 

avti- i 
o? 
£ i: 

A y 9 - * •/ h 

** *vL 

*<» 

MU if n 
K *V' 

4- 
E r»J 
Sii: 
■tt *»'»'l>7 
«# + 

ft± y if i 

tli'b L * 

fW< oj if I 

all the time 

Pablo Picasso, Spanish painter (1881-1973) 

Ueno Park (in Tokyo) 

remain, be left 

per month 

ordinary, common, usual 

Internet 

village 

movie theater 

hateful, disagreeable 

sky 

close 

city 

children 

freely 

all over the world 

gather 

beautiful 

nature 

goodness, virtue 

notice, become aware of 

M
M

 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. Let’s have a drink together. 

2. I’m thinking of establishing my own company in the future. 

3. I intend to buy a car next month. 

Example Sentences 

1. We are tired. Shall wc take a rest? 

•••Yes, let’s. 

2. What are you going to do on New Year’s Day? 

•••I’m thinking of going to a spa with my family. 

That sounds good. 

3. Have you already completed your report? 

••■No, I haven’t written it yet. 

I’m thinking of finishing it by this Friday. 

4. Hans, arc you going to continue with judo even after going back to your country? 

•••Yes, I intend to continue with it. 

5. Won’t you go home during the summer vacation? 

•••No. I will take a graduate school entrance exam, so I don’t intend to go back. 

6. I go to New York on a business trip from tomorrow. 

•••Is that so? When will you come back? 

I’m scheduled to come back next Friday. 

Conversation 

I think I will start using the Internet 

Ogawa: I will be single from next month. 

Miller: What? 

Ogawa: Actually 1 will be transferred to the Osaka head office. 

Miller: The head office? Congratulations! 

But, why are you going to be single? 

Ogawa: My wife and son will stay in Tokyo. 

Miller: Won’t they go with you? 

Ogawa: My son says that he wants to stay in Tokyo because he will take a university 

entrance exam next year. And my wife doesn’t want to quit her job, cither. 

Miller: Well, are you going to live separately? 

Ogawa: Yes, but I intend to come home at weekends a few times a month. 

Miller: That’s tough. 

Ogawa: But, I have free time on weekdays, so I think I will start using the Internet. 

Miller: I see. That’s a good idea. 



I. Reference Words & Information 

FIELDS OF STUDY 

medical science 
do C **< 

politics 

v<d*< 

pharmacology international relations 

a* **< 

chemistry 
(f 7 lJ ~*64 < 

law 

do #*< 

iMt# biochemistry 
«f\'*To4'< 

economics 

■if o.»:->jJ* < 

biology 
1-Jo** •**< 

business administration 

tf) i < 
agriculture sociology 

t> i'< 

geology 
Jn>'( **< 

education 

*, '/ *'< 

geography 
■&w < 

literature 

tiv< 

mathematics 
:f L U' < 
-=-■=&*£ 
O VO -J“ linguistics 

U o*< 

physics 
LL '/ «'< 

psychology 

w 7 ** < 

X# engineering 
T-3«‘< 

«# philosophy 

sr ir < c i x>* < 

±tKX^: civil engineering 
Lr»7 Si 7 4* < 

theology 

ul; ?»*< 

ifrf-x^ electronics 
ifo l>o 

«« arts 

t/- j :■?««< 
electrical engineering It #T fine arts 

3 jO'V > ; 7 $* ( 
«xf mechanical engineering 

liX.it* ( 

music 

nyfi—9- 

:if<< 

X^ computer science 
froo < jj« < 

physical education 

o L 7 4* < 

OX,*>< *«< 

genetic engineering 

architecture 

astronomy 

environmental science 

!.• mmm 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

38 

1 . Volitional form 

Th£ volitional form of verbs is made as follows. (See Main Textbook, Lesson 31, p. 46, 

ft #Al.) 
Group I • Replace the last sound of the «£ if-form with the sound in the fe-linc of the 

same row and attach ? . 

Group II • Attach X 1 to the i -form. 

Group III • Lt"t becomes L Ji *5, and ? £ becomes C X 1. 

2 . How to use the volitional form 

l)In plain style sentences 

The volitional form is used instead of ~ 

© *> J: *•? £ ? 

— 1 o 

© l 19 

© ? tf'o 

[Note] As you see in © and ®, at 

are plain style sentences. 

1 in plain style sentences. 

Shall we take a rest? 

■■■Yes, let’s. 

How about taking a rest for a while? 

Shall I help you? 

of the sentences is not dropped though they 

i Lj 

the end 

2) 
Kt 

V volitional form £ IoT i' X 

This sentence pattern is used to express what the speaker is thinking of doing. V volitional 

form £ £ t 1 -f can also express a similar meaning. V volitional form £ T 

^N i ~i~ implies that the speaker’s decision was made some time ago. 
-it. 

© ifti: ffc ? t ® T 
I’m thinking of going to the beach at the weekend. 

© 4fZ j £ M'.'i'f. 

I’m going to the bank now. 

[Note] V volitional form £ t o T 1 can be used to express a third person’s will 

or intention. 
lit 

® mi wr mz i £ I'i-r. 
He is thinking of working in a foreign country. 

V dictionary form 

V '-form ' 
o t 9 Tt 

Vdictionary form *J TlT is used to express the speaker’s intention of doing 

something, and V i'' '-form iv' "3 L !J T"#" is used to express the speaker’s intention 

of not doing something. 

© sk it, it lit * «it* ^t 'jr+o 
Even when 1 go back to my coujitry, I’ll continue with my judo. 

® hitz*'b\t tzttzt tI'q 

I’m determined not to smoke from tomorrow. 



[Note] Compared with V volitional form £ & t -r> T V dictionary form 

"3 & l) sounds more detemiined. 

4. 

By using this sentence pattern, you can inform people of schedules. 

(D iT&Vs 4^r-to 
I’m scheduled to go on a business trip to Germany at the end of July 

® mht 4£t+. 

The trip is scheduled to last for a week. 

5. | ttz VT-form 

This sentence pattern means that something has not taken place or has not been done yet. 
JXCj „ * 

© ttz The bank is not open yet. 
*• 

@ I/#— h II t 9 ^ £ i L/ctfxo Have you written the report yet? 
a* 

i /c "-No, not yet. 

6. 
In writing, a demonstrative belonging to the -scries is used when a word(s) or a 

sentence(s) mentioned before is referred to. Sometimes, however,, a demonstrative 

belonging to the I-series is used instead. In this case, the writer wants to describe 

something to the reader as though it really existed then and there. 
c} s i i (,e> i} c i->< i. 

© jjiTjUC fri* lo/£lt 
There’s one tiring missing in Tokyo. And that’s nature. 

® bt:L \' t, IfX, llo #11 [il'CT't K 7 J T7„ Z <D K 7 £ 

mn>z. tzTt 
What I want most is a “magic door.” When you open this door, you can go 

anywhere you want. (L. 27) 



Lesson 32 

1. Vocabulary 

i L'Ci L £ t in a»L±t take exercise 

? Lii" in $#Lit succeed 

LoiiT^L tt in &jfciiir fail [an examination] 

[Ut/CK~] [«*l=~] 
r 1t < Lit in £#1.4 + pass [an examination] 

maemssm [ L(t/Cic~] [«*ki=~] 
mm t £') it I Jl() if return 

Smm <>uit I [rain] stop 

[ffi ^'*~] 
lini-t n »t*t± + clear up 

< t ‘j i t i #'J it get cloudy 

^at-t i if [wind] blow 

*Hl)it I ft') if. &')tt 
[tf 1 1 * recover from [sickness], get well 

[z L 1 i be fixed, be repaired 

I imat [high temperature] continue 

40 «M{~] 
UZit I catch [a cold] 

WMf*-] 
£/Y> Lit I j^ii-f cool 

LX.(dT\ '[-Or] <^EO] worried, anxious 

L rp 1 0'/C[^L'] +«■[*] enough, sufficient 

L'.' strange, funny 

1 h S i' noisy 

burning (~t L it : get burned) 

ltd* injury (~ £ l i t : get injured) 

-tt * cough (—rt* Tit ■ have a cough) 

influenza 

* b sky 

/h ^' Jt 9 sun 

(i L g. star 
O £ n moon 

t-tf a wind 



itz * north 

Si south 

K L B west 

east 

'f ^ 9 yKiS faucet, tap, water supply 

xyy'y engine 

f—A team 

ex.?* this evening 

late afternoon 

a time in the past, before 

< late (time) 

C/Cttl: 

hL*i'i: 

i Lt'lhh 

* ^ 'J > t" y 7 

W 
Iff; <> 
«**+* 

X h L/X 

4?i£ Li-r in 
I* -7 < »J L ± t ID 

like this 

like that (concerning a matter related to the 

listener) 

like that (concerning a matter not related to the 

speaker or the listener), that much 

possibly, perhaps 

That’s too bad. 

Olympic Games 
41_ 

i 
vigor 

stomach 

working too much 

stress 

work more than one’s capacity 

take one’s time 

. ftA#. 
UUMr 
1^' 
« u y 

is ij i ~t i 
£< l: 

i tz i + [$ < c i 
*i -iC C -j 

ss# 

&A 
r 4« 1 

horoscope 

Taurus 

be in trouble, have a problem 

lottery 

win [a lottery] 

health 

romantic love 

sweetheart, boyfriend, girlfriend 

rich person 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. You had better take exercise every day. 

2. It will snow tomorrow. 

3. I may not be in time for the appointment. 

42 

Example Sentences 

1. Students these days spend a lot of time on recreation, don’t they? 

***Yes, they do. But I think they should have a variety of experiences while young. 

2. I want to go to Europe on a month’s tour. Would 400,000 yen be enough? 

•••It's enough, I think. 

But you had better not carry it in cash. 

3. What will happen to the Japanese economy? 

••'Well. It will not recover so soon. 

4. Will the Olympic Games be successful? 

•■■They surely will be. 

They have been preparing for them for a very long time. 

5. Doctor, what’s wrong with Hans? 

•••He has caught flu. 

He might have a high temperature for about three days, but don’t worry. 

6. Don’t you think the engine has been making a strange noise? 

•••Yes. We might break down. 

Let’s return to the airport immediately. 

Conversation 

You might be sick 

Watanabc: Mr. Schmidt, what’s wrong with you? You don’t look well. 

Schmidt: Recently I don’t feel well. 

Sometimes I have pains in my stomach and head. 

Watanabe: That’s too bad. You might be sick, so you should go and see a doctor. 

Schmidt: I think you’re right. 

Schmidt: 

Doctor: 

Schmidt: 

Doctor: 

Schmidt: 

Doctor: 

Schmidt: 

Doctor, what’s wrong with me? 

Nothing particularly bad. 

Are you busy with work? 

Yes. I work overtime a lot these days. 

You work too much. Maybe you arc stressed about work. 

I sec. 

You shouldn’t push yourself too much. 

Take some leave and have a rest. 

I will. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

WEATHER FORECAST 

m 

a 
T 

if tv) 

clear, fair 

%') }1 cvJ 

cloudy 

rain 

# jb'" ^ f T 

C 'J*3 

probability of rain 
*\'Z i * KjL 

Yo(,^^\r) 

•c t t’J 

the highest temperature 
Ji'Ti* * Ai& 
Ai&fta c c t 
the lowest temperature 

snow 
ii < t 

03 

B! 

Bf4t4)4?jH i-. VJft 
t n.) £*) y 

fine, cloudy later 

ft')**(--*)» i” w? 
f n-) 

cloudy, occasionally rain 
(.t, tzh S>*> , 
ft(mi:jc-?T® I- 

cloudy, partly rain 

t**i C ( *, di 

+ H *4 
JX, ? t, Hi 

0 
w a / UX/| 

3b 
^■>7 e, IH 
+ aPJlk^f y 5JJ 

*. * 

Chugoku area Kinld area 

Chubu area 

nki area 

□3 

«\tt i ^ IS i 

M***# 
Kanto area 

X ^ S»*7 1*7 t, II 7 

9l #H ids 

ehHIM^ 

Shikoku area 

,14 
?<Y< 

/?V-f °C- 

^^jKyushu area 
&**> 

® »' *> i f 7 

ii *tk. I? 

H P'" 4' ? if 

* (xrjfcf?) 

shower 

thunder 

typhoon 

rainbow 

wind 

cloud 

* li 
mm 

JOO °/o 

rfc/iS" C 

}Jd® h' f=-# \'/lA( humidity 

f S>n 
S L§tv hot and humid 

refre shing 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

cd^q i3 7^ 

It is good to do some exercise everyday. 

® hhbX"f o 

-tV, Abt’t' \ 

I have got a fever. 

■ • 'So, you had better not take a bath. 

This pattern is used to make suggestions or to give advice. Depending on the situation, this 

expression may sound like you are imposing your opinion on the listener. Therefore, 

consider the context of the conversation carefully before using it. 

[Note] The difference between ~~tz il ? \ * and —fzb ^ 'V: 

® b'^CO ktz^b.o 

I would like to see some Japanese temples. 

• • - So, it would be a good idea to go to Kyoto. 

Example (3) illustrates a situation in which a simple suggestion is given. In such cases 

— tzh t n ' is used. —tz (3 0 t u ' implies a comparison and a choice between two 

things even if it is not expressed in words. 

u-adj|plainform 
&-adj plain form 
N -fi 

Tin 

This pattern expresses the speaker’s inference from some information he/she has. When 

used in a question like ©, the speaker asks for the listener’s inference. 

® *Lfcii j; I* 

It will rain tomorrow. 

® 77 XV $ JU± L± 
Do you think Mr. Thawaphon will pass the exam? 

V 

I'-adj 
plain form 

t't Ifti -if/C 
&-adj plain form 
N 

Ltl£ ■{£ b also expresses the speaker’s inference, and means that there is a 

possibility that some event or state occurred/occurs/will occur. The degree of certainty 

however is much lower than with — T L J: 1. 
^ C t'A, 

We might not be in time for the appointment. 



4. So K//:.wC/t Ltf'Lfc'fc 

I) So £ 

This adverb indicates that the speaker is quite certain of what he/she is saying. The 

probability ranges from quite high to the same level as that of ~ T L X 1. 

® c 7-S/C11 So^ k$to 
Mr. Miller will surely come. 

® p> itzii So £ mr ixi* 
It will undoubtedly rain tomorrow. 

2) tz&A, 

This adverb entails less certainty than Sot, and is mostly used with ^Tl 'J: ?. As 

shown in ®, tz o*X/ is very often used with ~~£ & & t' i't- (see Lesson 21). 

— *^TLi7o 

Do you think Mr. Miller will come? 

‘■■I guess so. 

® z<n tzXA, 
L HL 

I guess Mr. Yamada does not know this news. 

3) tl 4" L fzb 

This adverb is used with L H i /C in most cases. A sentence with t Ltf' L tz h 

expresses the idea that there is less of a possibility of some event or situation occurring 

(e.g., *T cannot graduate” in @). 
t'J i'i -j 

® tU'L/:b 3J3K LftitfyCo 
There is a possibility 1 might be unable to graduate in March. 

VU LJUt* - 

5. &&+£ z t 

Is anything bothering you? 

As shown in you cannot say L /C(£t 1C 4% but you should rather say 

LXJf* N1i' C Other similar examples are t CD, £?Zti\ ~~ £ Z ?>, 

tzM' ~~ ~ £ $, etc. 

® X + — IZ tt? £\'X,T+df. fcfO ^ u ' 

I want to go skiing. Could you recommend a good ski resort? 

6. Quantifier T 

T added to a quantifier indicates the limit of a price, lime, quantity, etc., necessary for a 

state, an action or an event to be realized. 

<8> Mi T 30#■T 
Can I reach the station in thirty minutes? 

I/CiA 

®‘37nT 

Can I buy a video player for 30,000 yen? 



Lesson 33 

I. Vocabulary 

ictfi-f n Or 
ibZtlr I mzt-t 

b&i-t n 
4-i fi-r n ttifi-r 
it') Or I 2-r 
*ift? n 
Hfi-t n Tifit 
o tz a. i -t n 

rp 7 V ' L t -f 1 && L ii~ 

[<4iiH 
ti-ra-t i 

WS*~] [**~] 

ti*> [*] 

•tf s 
7rO 

v—7 

X->1 

< i 

i * < 

Li 9 $LL 
tz *> i'') J ^ l £.A3M: 

" 'J <*£ An 

TCt> tfao 

winCt, #*D , 

t'Jn 

* ^ 5' i 7 t>rpl 

LXit>^7 

— £> *p i 

run away 

make a noise 

give up 

throw 

keep, follow, obey 

raise, lift up 

lower, pull down 

convey (a message) 

be careful [of the cars] 

be away [from one’s desk] 

no good, not permitted, impossible 

seat 

fight 

mark 

ball 

washing machine 

~~ machine 

regulation, rule 

Do not use. 

Keep out. 

entrance 

exit 

emergency exit 

free of charge 

closed today 

open for business 

in use 

~~ ing 



i *? 

hi ~ 

t,i>7Lr »' lii 

* U 
\ * fci' 

«t' 'i 

tfiSi 

.ScA#. 
Tii ii 

®* 
VKtfK 
A* 

i rx-il-i 

*T£±-f [««*-] I 
T/Jf IfcV 

TJ 4/S-lt 
ACf 

< 

± tz 

mm 

+ h 7 ML*) 
l>i if l 7 ? 

it ^^ 
#1 -f 

B^0 
i -t 

4 + IM, 

[fe']#?A ' 

t < t£ ') 11 I 
Ji'*A 
36 l A 

*]ffl Lit IE 

what kind of — 

(not) any longer (used with negatives) 

-left 

parking violation 

well 

within — 

police station 

fine 

telegram 

people 

urgent business 

send [a telegram] 

telegram charge 

as much as possible 

shortly, briefly 

and 

for example 

in a critical condition 

serious illness 

tomorrow 

absence 

looking after a house during the owner’s 

absence 

celebration 

pass away, die 

sorrow, sadness 

use 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. Hurry. 

2. Don’t touch. 

3. “Tachiiri-Kinshi” means “No Entry.” 

4. Mr. Miller said that he would go on a business trip to Osaka next week. 

Example Sentences 

1. It’s no good. I can’t run any more. 

**‘Fight. You have 1,000 meters left. 

2. We have no more time left. 

•••You have one minute more. Don’t give up. Fight, 

3. What is written there? 

•••It says “Tomarc 

4. How do you read that kanji? 

—“Kin’en.” 

It means “Don’t smoke.” 

5. What does this mark mean? 

•••It means that you can wash it in a washing machine. 

6. Is Mr. Gupta there? 

•••He is out now. He said he would be back in about thirty minutes. 

7. Excuse me, could you please tell Ms. Watanabe that the party tomorrow will be from 

six o’clock? 

•••All right. It starts at six o’clock, does it? 

Conversation 

Whal docs this mean? 

Excuse me. I found this paper stuck on my car. How do you read this kanji? 

It says “Chusha-Ihan.” 1 

“Chusha-lhan?” What does that mean? 

It means that you parked your car in a no-parking area. Where did you 

park your car, Professor Watt? 

I parked in front of the station. I went to the bookstore to buy a magazine; 

it only took 10 minutes. 

Well, parking in front of the station is not allowed even for 10 minutes. 

What is written here? 

It says that you must go to the police station within one week. 

Only that? Don’t I have to pay a fine? 

Yes, you must pay 15,000 yen later. 

You’re kidding. 15,000 yen? 

To think the magazine I bought only cost 300 yen. 

Watt: 

University 
staff member: 

Watt: 

Staff: 

Watt: 

Staff: 

Watt: 

Staff: 

Watt: 

Staff: 

Watt: 



III. Reference Words & Information 

Ull Li 

mm SIGNS 

«.*+ ffltS 
Jrt-7 l( 

0 

Open for business In preparation Closed Regular holiday 

lj liiln 

it ft £ 

Toilet No smoking scat 

* ® m 
v — 

2 

Resented seat 

U L'l-i <'*i 

Emergency exit 

49 

Flammable 

h t OUi'1 

Fragile 

/.Li L/„L'' ^ 

Beginner driver 

- 7 U ^->7 
X*t 

Under construction 

aX * HI' t‘i 7 U < ?' • .i- 1»* T *M» 

*** at 6 ' 
Don't use chlorine Wash by hand 

temperature 

K"7 4 7 ‘j 

Dry clean only 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. Imperative and prohibitive forms 

1) How to make the imperative form of verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 33, p. 62, fit W Al.) 

Group I: Change the last sound of the & "t -form into the sound of the ;£ -line. 

Group H : Attach h to the i i~-form. 

Group ID: L $ "f becomes L h and i* i't becomes C v \ 

[Note] Non-volitional verbs such as T ? £, & £, etc., do not have imperative forms. 
Hi 1*7 

2) How to make the prohibitive form of verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 33, p. 62, 1$ H Al.) 

With every verb, attach ic to the dictionary form. 

2. Use of the imperative and prohibitive forms 

1) The imperative form is used to force a person to do something and the prohibitive form is used to 

command a person not to do something. Both the imperative and prohibitive forms have strong 

coercive connotations, so much so that the use of these forms alone or at the end of an imperative 

sentence is very limited In colloquial expressions, the use of either form is, in most cases, limited to 

male speakers. 

2) Both the imperative and prohibitive forms arc used alone or at the end of a sentence in the following 

instances: 

(1) By a man senior in status or age to a person junior to him, or by a father to his child, 
Itr h 

® < ft h o Go to bed immediately. 

© tCo Don’t be late. 

(2) Bctwccn men who are friends. In this case, the particle Jt is often attached at the end of the 

sentence to soften the tone, 

® fo L tz 1 [Jt]. Come to my house tomorrow. 

® & i l) ffc.fr tC [ Jt ] • Don’t drink too much. 

(3) Whcn there is not enough time to be very polite; e.g., when giving instructions to a large number 

of people in a factory or during an emergency, etc. Even in this case, they may be used only by 

men senior in status or age. 

© ailf^o Run. 

© — £ $-7 *‘Q Don’t use the elevator. 

(4) When a command is required during training many people or making students take exercise at 

schools and sports clubs. 

© Rest. 
f-f 

® ^Kfr^'o Don’t rest. 

(5) When cheering at sporting events. In this case the expressions below arc sometimes used by 

women as well. 
*<*, if 

© Fight! 

© ft It Don’t lose! 

(6) When a strong impact or brevity is required, as in a traffic sign or in a slogan. 

© jtiHo 

© 
Stop. 

Don’t enter. 



[Note] V $ 1~-form <l' 5 *•1 is another imperative style. It is used by parents to their children or by 

teachers to their students and is a little gentler than the imperative form. So women use this style 

instead of the imperative form. Yet it is not used when speaking to a senior. 

@ L i 'o Study. 

3. — and—K & l) £ i~ 

© £> <?) (1 ffi£ How do you read that kanji? 

© #> Z I- Tit £ XT £>l) £ i~o “Tomare” is written over there. 

£ in © and © indicates the content in the same way as £ of — £ t' ^N £ (Lesson 21). 

4. Xll Y £ tx7 “X” means “Y 

This pattern is used to define the meaning of the word represented by “ X ” £ ^' 1 comes from £ 

\ ' £ i~. The interrogative 11'9 is used to ask the meaning. 

© riX^ahJ (1 \Z> ^£ ^' 7 0 “Tachiiri-Kinshi” means don't enter. 
\» A 

© Z<D V—7(1 fcf *5 i' 1 What does this sign mean? 
•UA/; < } h<> A 

• ■ ~C t V'7 “it means machine washable. 

5. "S” 

plain form 
£ tr>T v'l Ltz 

~-£ v Hx £ £fz is used when quoting a third person’s words (Lesson 21), while 

^' £ Ltz is used when conveying a third person’s message. 

® L\± \3hLtz tr? X <'£ Itzo 

Mr. Tanaka said, “I will take a day off work tomorrow.” 
h tr* r-r *' 

© £> L tz tn T I'Jl tz. 

Mr. Tanaka said that he would take a day off work tomorrow. 

— £ \' r> T 

6. ,s. , t: lit.r 
plain form 

These expressions are used when politely asking someone to convey a message. 

® V'sHLK \*>£T <fzl"i£ ^^ 
Could you please tell Mr. Wang to give me a call later? 

® i~ U £ -tf LW. h L tz<n 1 -II 6 &ft'hti£ 

Could you please tell Ms. Watanabc that the party tomorrow will be from 6 o’clock? 

Is T 



Lesson 34 

I. Vocabulary 

At'Sit I *5Jt brush [one’s teeth], polish 

[#£~] 

< A. t: T i t n EAitT i t assemble 

i 4H it bend, fold, break, snap 

I -3j it notice, become aware of [things left behind] 

[•btitt«K~] 

^itit n put [in soy sauce] 

[in tf£~] 

it i Jt-oty it [a key] be found 

lit m put on, wear [a tie] 

9 4 £~] 

Lit 1 *M Lit ask a question 

li*\' lav' thin (of small diameter) 

t L v' thick (of large diameter) 

ass y Bon Festival dance 

X.f-7777* sports club 

t<' furniture 

+ - key 

h "<t h seat belt 

' L Jt explanatory pamphlet, instruction book 

t a figure, drawing 

-ttt iR line 

t L •£> L arrow (sign) 

< * m black (noun) 

L6 white (noun) 

i> t red (noun) 

i) ii * blue (noun) 

zt «r navy blue, dark blue (noun) 

$ v '6 yellow (noun) 

*(* ^ brown (noun) 



<*£!*!> 
* tf7 

t;Ui fzTit n 
-n * 

^i= 

Mil ] 
C KT i h 'T"t7>'o 
i;j}f 

tea ceremony 

make green tea 

first (when doing something before something 

else) 

place on, load onto 

Is this all right? 

bitter 

n 

tx.it n 

53 

a bowl of cooked rice with chicken and egg 

material, ingredient 

portion for ~~ (used for indicating quantity) 

chicken 

“ gram 

(counter for small objects) 

onion 

one fourth 

seasoning, flavoring 

pan, pot 

fire, heating 

put on the stove 

cook, boil 

be cooked, be boiled 

ceramic bowl 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. Please write down what I say from now. 

2. I brush my teeth after eating. 

3. I drink coffee without sugar. 

Example Sentences 

1. Everybody, let’s practice the Bon Festival dance. 

•••Yes. 

Please dance as I do. 

2. I had an interesting dream. 

••‘What kind of dream was it? Tell me exactly what you dreamed. 

3. This table, should I assemble it by myself? 

•"Yes, assemble it according to the instructions. It’s easy. 

4. Where did you lose your wallet? 

•••1 don’t know. I only noticed after I had come home. 

5. Won’t you come for a drink after work? 

•••I am sorry but it’s my day to go to the sports club. 

6. What should 1 wear to my friend’s wedding? 

•••Well, in Japan, men go to a wedding dressed in a black or a dark blue suit and a 

white tie. 

7. Should I eat this with soy sauce? 

•••No, please eat it without anything. 

8. You have got a little slimmer, haven’t you? Were you on a diet? 

•••No. I walk to the station instead of taking a bus. 

Conversation 

Please do as I do 

Klara: I would like to see the tea ceremony. 

Watanabe: Then, won’t you come with me next Saturday? 

Tea ceremony 
instructor: Ms. Watanabe, make the tea, please. 

Klara, have the cake first, please. 

Klara: Oh, should I eat the cake first? 

Instructor: Yes. When you drink tea after eating sweet cake, it tastes delicious. 

Klara: Is that so? 

Instructor: Well, let’s drink the tea. 

Please do as I do. 

First take the cup with your right hand and put it on your left palm. 

Klara: Is this all right? 

Instructor: Yes. Next, turn the cup around twice, and drink the tea. 

Instructor: How do you like it? 

Klara: It’s a little bitter, but delicious. 



Reference Words & Information 

Bji cooking 

'In 'J 

3)4 3 Cooking 

41 If* 

^ ' /c £> £ 

boil, cook 

grill, bake, 

roast 

deep fry 

shallow fry 

boil 

steam 

cook (rice) 

peel, pare 

chop, mince 

stir 

r 

r *>* i * 'lii 
If3 ***4 

*>«S 
IK 

V —X 

7 3* — X' 

tf't? L (7xy 

C L x i 

£ i ti'b L 

L ± i 

il \y-B 

Seasoning ^ 

soy sauce 

sugar 

salt 

vinegar 

miso 

oil, fat 

Worcestershire sauce 

mayonnaise 

ketchup 

— K) mustard 

pepper 

red pepper • 

ginger 

Japanese horseradish 

curry powder 

mail 

E* 'XZ*>X i V-k, 

□ ff{ ffl on Cookware & Kitchen Utensils 

4'^ pot, pan 
ti-ii-t * 
&&& rice cooker 

kettle L ^ t £ rice paddle 

,57; lid 
A'A* ? 

can opener 

ladle 
A 

bottle opener 

cutting board colander 
11-1 

kitchen knife Xy h thermos bottle 

O' £ /C kitchen towel t'7.% gas stove 

7 7^'V frying pan 
0-*< Af>' 
5l£i L [o] sink 

T.L L 

microwave oven 
w„ i 

ventilation fan 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V1 dictionary form 

Vt fc-form trfci;ic, v. 
N <0 

i) v, v2 

This means to copy exactly in words or actions (V2) what one has heard, seen, read or, 

leamt, etc. (V1). 

<D btzlt* JJ 1C, 
Please do as 1 do. 

© btz i’i< 17 fcfc'JI::. <h'T 

Please write down what I say as it is. 

® ktz ZK')iZ% || IT <tzZ". 
Please tell us what you saw as it was. 

The dictionary form is used when the action denoted by V1 is going to be done from now, 

and the /c-form is used when the action denoted by V > has already been done. 

2) n <n z&')\zx v 

This means that an action (V) is done in accordance with the manner shown by the 

preceding phrase. 

(D U.<o Hi ttoT 
Please cut the paper following the line. 

HAATil/:. 
I assembled it according to the handbook. 

2. V1 £-form 

N <D 
fcET* V2 

This sentence pattern means the action or occurrence denoted by V 2 takes place after the 

action or occurrence denoted by V1 or N has taken place. 

%~>tz +£< Ltz'titW* jL'?*'') t Itzo 
After 1 bought a new watch, 1 found the one I’d lost. 

Shall we go and have a drink after work? 

Compared with V T-form which has a similar meaning, V /c-form £ T 

emphasizes the time context in which the respective events happen. 



Vi T-form ^ 

Vi &1'-form 'T 2 

V i is an action or condition which accompanies the action denoted by V?. Look at ® and 

®. Using this pattern, whether soy sauce is used or not when the action 7c ^ 3: ~f takes 

place is stated. V i and V2 are actions done by the same person. 
* 

® l 1 1 o It T We cat it with soy sauce. 

® L X 1 £ "3 It ' T ^ ^"o We eat it without soy sauce. 

Vi^tMorm^^T, V2 

This pattern is used when the speaker indicates a course of action taken out of two 
• n 

alternative possibilities presented. ^ 

® BmBU 1 t>T < l) 

Next Sunday I won’t go anywhere. I will rest at home instead. 



Lesson 35 

I. Vocabulary 

ist-r i 

4'b'ft -r i IJ i -f 

I E(J £ t 
oiti-t ii #it£-r 

[£ & f ~] 

I t£v'£-f 
I 

[TXfrtf*—] 

b < m mm 

tzt-: IE Lv' 
36-f Lv' 

i'tz # 

VZ ? ft C 1 

Li % 

tJb M 

m- 

?/CL Jt i&rfr 

t t n m± 

tfn ' 

am; 
' W * y 7' 

If5! 
i & A, 
* ? i 

[flowers] bloom 

[the color] change 

be in trouble, have a problem 

draw [a circle], mark [with a circle] 

pick up 

get through [on the telephone], 

have [a phone call] 

comfortable, easy 

correct, right 

rare, uncommon 

person (respectful equivalent of U £) 

over there, the other side 

island 

village 

port, harbor 

neighborhood, vicinity 

rooftop 

overseas 

mountain climbing 

hiking 

chance, opportunity 

permission 

circle 

operation 

method 



ms equipment, facilities 

i] — t > curtain 

Vt string 

lid, cover, cap 

u * leaf 

£ J: < A a piece of music 

/■=*> l* pleasure, enjoyment, expectation 

& "3 £ more 

li first 

Z HT tib*) ft. Z KT ¥kb ') i We’ll finish now. 

3KB# 
U< li' 

335 6,;£ 
KT7')il 

resort in Kanagawa Prefecture 

tourist spot in Tochigi Prefecture 

resort in Nagano Prefecture 

Africa 

-ZhK h 
v = i 

'J J C i L r 

<b 
mi" 

Ui 7 

in that case 

night bus 

travel agency 

detailed 

ski resort, ski ground 

< * -7 

r v# 

L c Hft, 

***** 

.IfcA#. 
L *t» 

* 

Mb'Ji-t I 
ztbi' 

ttJt < li + I 
7 

**[*•] 

resort in Gunma Prefecture 

national park in Nagano Prefecture 

red 

keep company with 

proverb 

be on good terms with 

necessary, essential 
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II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. Cherry blossoms bloom when spring comes. 

2. When it is fine, an island can be seen over there. 

3. For a trip to Hokkaido, June is a good season. 

4. Where wedding speeches are concerned, the shorter they are. the better. 

Example Sentences 

1. I can’t open the car window. 

•••If you push that button, it opens. 

2. Do you have any other opinions? 

■**No, nothing in particular. 

If you don't have any, let’s Finish now. 

3. How do you like the life in Japan? 

•**Wc have everything, and it is very convenient. But, I think it would be better if the 

cost of living were a little cheaper. 

4. Do 1 have to hand in the report by tomorrow? 

•••If it is impossible, hand it in by this Friday. 

5. I think I will travel for a few clays. Could you recommend a good place? 

•••Hummm... I think Hakonc or Nikko is good for a few days. 

6. I want to borrow a book. What should I do? 

•••Ask the reception to make a card for you. 

7. Ms. Yonc Ogawa is very active, isn’t she? 

■**Yes. The older she becomes, the more active she is. 

Conversation 

If you go to a travel agency, you can find out 

Thawaphon: Mr. Suzuki, I want to go skiing with friends during the winter vacation. 

Could you recommend a good ski resort? 

Suzuki: How many days? 

Thawaphon: About three days. 

Suzuki: In that case, I think Kusatsu or Shiga is good. 

They have hot springs, too. 

Thawaphon: How can 1 get there? 

Suzuki: You can go by JR, but if you take a night bus, you arrive early in the 

morning. It is more convenient. 

Thawaphon: Which is cheaper? 

Suzuki: I don’t know. If you go to a travel agency, you can get more detailed 

information. 

Thawaphon: And I have no skis or skiwear. 

Suzuki: You can rent everything at the ski ground. 

If you’re worried though, you can reserve everything at the travel agency. 

Thawaphon: I see. Thank you very much. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

Ztb if PROVERBS 
i i i 

ATIi'lY’ < Y3 < . Mftli'litzL, 
hi -tvtz II* 

She is very beautiful. A standing figure is like a 

peony, a sitting figure is like a tree peony and a 

walking figure is like a lily. 

A/afly a little makes a mickle. 

Even though it is small like dust, it becomes big 

like a mountain when piled up. 

Speak of the devil and he is sure to appear. 

When you talk about someone, he will 

?£» X v /c /C v. appear. 

Cake before flowers. 1L=^===== 

Substance rather than appearance. 

t: it Ui „ 
^^5 § £ -tf ^ yl rolling stone gathers no moss, 

It can be interpreted in two ways. 

® Those who are active make progress. 

© Those who easily get tired and change their jobs can not succeed in life. 
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IV. Grammar Explanation 
HX, 1*7 

1 . How to make the conditional form (See Main Textbook, Lesson 35, p. 78, A1.) 

Verb 

Group I : Change the last sound of the £ "f-form into the sound of the /(.-line and attach l£. 

Group II : Attach ‘to the £~t -form. 

Group III : £ £ -f" becomes ( ft If, and L £ *tf* becomes 'tiXti. 

< ■'-adj: Change the last ^' of the t '-adjective into It fill*, 

tf-adj : Delete the last ti of the ^’-adjective and attach *1 b. 

Noun : Attach b lo Ihe noun. 

2. Conditional form. ~ 

With the use of the conditional form, the former part of the sentence describes the requirements 

needed for an event or occurrence to manifest itself. 

When the subject of the former part is the same as that of the latter, you cannot use verbs containing 

volition in both parts of the sentence at the same time. 

1) When describing the requirements needed for a certain event to manifest itself: 

(D #9'St feV MSi-f. 
If you push the button, the window will open. 

® Sf#f ffltlf, btz It &*£?<, 

If he goes, I will go, too. 

© T&C *5 1C 

When it is fine, an island can be seen over there. 

2) When describing the speaker’s judgement on what the other person has said or the situation: 

® (i^ic CfiT li ?c 

If you don’t have any other opinions, let’s close this meeting now. 

® AlfciTIc 
v * sxn t/ t-: 

Do I have to hand in the report by tomorrow? 

“ 'If it is impossible, hand it in by this Friday. 

[Note] Similar expressions that you have learned so far. 

[1] (Lesson 23) 

— £ is used when the result derived from the action described before £ is inevitable. It is a 

predictable event or an unavoidable fact. ~ L cannot be used when it comes to the speaker’s wishes, 

judgement, permission, hopes, requests, etc. 

Press here, and the door will open, 

© can also be said using 

@ m±(i\ kt*< 

If you press here, the door will open. 

[2] b (Lesson 25) 

As you learned in Lesson 25, has two usages: (l) it is a conditional expression, and (2) it 

indicates that an action or state will occur or appear when certain conditions have been met. 



If I don’t have time, I will not watch television. 

® 4m< +£\ 

If I don’t have time, I will not watch television, 

x fkt'^ Ai-if^o 

® Aftb. HftA Stl&lT 
Please contact me, when you come to Tokyo. 
fci Si-J ( 

X OU&LT 

In ® and ®, and —If can be used, as unlike ~ £, they are followed by expressions 

reflecting the speaker’s will. In ®, however, only may be used because the subjects in the 

former and the latter denote the same person and both verbs are volitional. Although ~tzh has the 

widest range of use, as is shown above, it is not usually used in newspaper articles and business 

reports because it is colloquial. 

3. N ft £? v 

N ft* b is also used when the speaker takes up the topic introduced by the other person and gives 

some information on it. 
ka.ua, n trc4 

© SAJ' ffSfct'X/T-fjK ih' pf\ 
tiAsitio n< tt 

•~3Mlft fc* 6JW« ih'T-T-t. 

I want to visit a hot spring resort. Don’t you know any good place? 

••■If you are talking about hot springs, Hakuba would be good, 

4. Interrogative V conditional form 

This expression is used to ask for directions or suggestions as to the best course of action. It is used in 

the same way as ~tzb *' *' Ti~ that you learned in Lesson 26. Hence, © can be restated as @. 
(U. «■ 

© ** ^ i-KIf 

I would like to borrow some books. What should I do? 
_ UX, *' 
© £ 1 l/eb 

I would like to borrow some books, What should I do? (L. 26) 

V V dictionary form 

l '-adj conditional form I'-adjC—vv) 

ft-adj ft-adj ft 

HX,0*< * * t 
© ti-h/l/XV) Mlttf M < (l £ 1C ftijii-o 

The more I listen to the music of the Beatles, the better I like it. 

© U.W fffi^ft*? fffi^ftlikf 'H'Tte 
The easier the operation, the better the computer. 

The same verb or adjective is used in front of both I JVft b and 11 L* in the same sentence. This 

pattern expresses that the degree described in the latter pari of the sentence increascs/decreases with 

the change of the degree described in the former. 



Lesson 36 

64 

I. Vocabulary 

tt'n-r i mat [parcels] be delivered 

[i; t-or5<~] 

Tit n tbi -f participate [in the game] 

11> it I iTt.it type [on a word processor] 

[7-yof~] 

% i ZLlit ID L i t save money 

.j. £ y ± + i **; tt get fat 

wto get slim, lose weight 

ttit n rntit pass [7 o’clock] 

[7 C £ ~] [7B#f~] 

n get accustomed to [the customs] 

CL n> 3 tf'XJ;—] W«K~] 

hard, tough, solid 

tb h j}h \ #Cb?H ' soft, tender 

TX L~ electronic ~~ 
portable — 

;Hn factory 

(ibz ? tt/# health 

lt/L£‘9 kendo (Japanese style fencing) 

i v' L •* ? ^i§ every week 

every month 

i'.'t Ki^'toX,) every year 

K>r> £ finally 

tt 1) fairly 

'Tt without fail, by any means 

m#b absolutely (used with negatives) 

l* Jt 7-fU ±t-\- well, skillfully 

TS hti\j as much as possible 



-too li ? 

~ (some amount) per (some suit) 

That is more ~~ 

^ '> a '< y 

?«*< a t 

Uwm 

LT ^h-o 
i-'-'fL" 

~Z4\ 

y y zf 

ftU'/'/Lit m 

-M*. 

.DW# 

ft* L 

3 
-mz 
tis 

3 U 
** 
3 ^f^ 

a t * 

Si/it I 

mv't-f i 

■7 t3n>7 

^ & 
^ 3rJ>"5 

Ms J& 

Chopin, Polish musician (1810-49) 

guest, customer 

special 

be doing (respectful equivalent of LT ^ '£^“) 

swimming 

and so on 

tango 

challenge 

feeling, enthusiasm 

vehicle, means of transportation 

history 

-th century 

far, remote place 

locomotive 

steam boat 

many (people) 

carry, transport 

fly 

safe 

space, universe 

earth 

h Kj $ Wright brothers, American pioneers in aviation 

Wilbur Wright (1867-1912) 

Orville Wright (1871-1948) 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I practice every day so that I can swim fast. 

2. I’ve finally become able to ride a bicycle. 

3. I try to keep a diary every day. 

Example Sentences 

1. Is that an electronic dictionary? 

•••Yes. I carry it so that 1 can check immediately when I hear an unfamiliar word. 

2. What does that red circle on the calendar mean? 

•■■That’s garbage collection day. I mark it so that I don’t forget. 

3. Are you now accustomed to using a futon? 

***Yes. I had a hard time sleeping at first, but now I can really sleep soundly on it. 

4. Can you now play work by Chopin? 

•••No, not yet. 

I want to become able to play Chopin soon. 

5. Since the factory was completed, we’ve been unable to swim here. 

•••Really? That’s a shame, isn’t it? 

6. You don’t eat sweets, do you? 

•••No. I try not to eat sweets as much as possible. 

That’s better for your body. 

7. The concert begins at six o’clock. 

Please be sure not to be late. If you are late, you won’t be able to get in. 

•■•Yes, okay. 

Conversation 

Announcer: 

Ogawa Yonc: 

Announcer: 

Ogawa Y one: 

Announcer: 

Ogawa Yone: 

Announcer: 

Ogawa Yone: 

Announcer: 

Ogawa Yone: 

Announcer: 

I make the effort to use my brain and body 

Good afternoon, everybody. This is “Health Hour.” 

Today’s guest is Ms. Yonc Ogawa who is 80 years old this year. 

Hello. 

You look well. Do you do anything special to keep fit? 

I try to take exercise every day, and eat a variety of foods. 

What kind of exercise? 

Dancing, swimming, and.... 

Recently I’ve become able to dance the tango. 

Great. What about food? 

1 eat anything. I especially like fish. 

I make the effort to cook a different dish every day. 

You really use your brain and body. 

Yes. I think I’d like to go to France next year, so I’ve started to learn 

French. 

It’s important that we have many challenges in life. 

Thank you very much, I enjoyed talking with you. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

HEALTH 

r\ r\ 

lead a well-regulated life 
Ilf n <lf « 

keep early hours 

take exercise/do sports 

• l < # < 

walk a lot 

• #jr$ l|v ' 

have no particular likes and dislikes 

\ have a balanced diet > 
\ H/.C ? LvU-l. ^ / 

ymf£#r£&i}* / 
\ have health checks / 

sit up late 

take little exercise 

have many likes and dislikes 
Li < \>L f: 

• Jt < 4 yxr/ bit 
often eat instant food 

^ *•'. • L i < K K 

I often eat out j 

• tzifziki / 

l smoke / 
\ in « | 

\ drink a lot I 

i*-3 f;\'tf*^> iv'-ti -t ,»*< /: tin 

- 5-?c 

X Five Important Nutriments and Foods Containing Them 

y tzL-t" d' .i*^> —_ 

&*ft# gjf 
carbohydrates ^-{ 

' \' t potato 

O *J laver 

/^■i- C2 
/ tofu L^> 

£X,lf < Jt 
protein 

ivl/*s*71* CO 
calcium — 

fat, oil 

) vitamin S£0?- 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

ShiM'Pf- 

36 

1. V i dictionary form 

Vi &t'-form ft'.x ^ 2 

V i indicates a purpose or an aim, while V: indicates a volitional action to get closer to that 

objective. 
liv til IU, L.io 

(D &< 9 izx illT ^if, 
aim (volitional) action 

1 practice every day so that I can swim fast 

© IStt-fri'i: i 1~. / ± L T 

purpose (volitional) action 

Please take a memo so that you will not forget. 

The dictionary form of non-volitional verbs such as potential verbs, i't, Ax.3:, 

etc., (®) or a verb in its negative form (©) should be used before 

J: i ic. 

i 
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2. V dictionary form Jt i \Z 

V ft* < 

1) ft' U i + indicates that a stale changes into another state. The verbs used here express 

ability or possibility: such as potential verbs, bti' *J X. i if, etc. V dictionary 

formJt 9 U ^ t indicates that a state in which something cannot be done has 

changed into a state in which it can be done. V ft't '-forint < ft' [) t ~t indicates the 

reverse (i.e., something can no longer be done). 

© *4b Sft *if-6 Jt 9 I: ft'»; i 
[f you practice every day, you will become able to swim. 

U TXCi* <r> 
9i: ft'<J ± L/co 

I’ve finally become able to ride a bicycle. 

&*>*’< ft'1) i to 

As you gel older, you cannot read small letters. 

© * >J ± 4b*tft'< ft'1; ± L/b. 

I gained weight so I can no longer wear my favorite dress. 

2) How to give a negative answer to — =£ 9 I- ft' l) i L tz is as follows: 

© '>=*/*>*< 9 i: ft1; J Iftrfy 

HU, i ft 3^1 -f i /ft* 

Have you become able to play work by Chopin? 

•••No, not yet. 

[Note] The Main Textbook does not discuss the usage shown in ® and © on the next 

page. In this usage, using a verb which does not reflect ability will render the meaning that 

a habit which did not exist before has been acquired or a habit which existed before has 

become obsolete. 



II llLCJi tiL * 

(D B^AIi 100^ <■ hi't Xtf't + 1*)^ -ft<4>Jt -7)1 +£i) i L tz. 

The Japanese started to cat beef and pork from about 100 years ago. 

® #£ k'y'Ci'b. btzUt *±U %&+£< *'J±L tz. 
I do not walk much since 1 bought a car. 

Such verbs as ■&, etc., which denote change itself cannot be used in 

this sentence pattern. 

3. V dictionary form 

V ts. I '-form ' 

This sentence pattern is used to express that one habitually or continuously makes efforts to 

do something or not to do something. 

1) —J; *5 \z LT v'j-t 

This expresses that one habitually and continuously tries to do something. 

®3tH fllTt LT \'tiTo 

I tiy to take exercise every day and eat a variety of foods. 
II t>t L <r> f; 

©All .S-V'T-f ti'b, #£• J: i II LT v'£i% 

I try not to eat sweets because they are bad for my teeth. 

2) — Jt ? iZ LT < tzi 

~ T x T < tz $ v' are direct request expressions, while ~~ X 9 t- L T 

< tz * ^x is an indirect request expression and more polite than the former. This pattern is 

used as shown below. 

(1) When requesting someone to try to do something habitually and continuously. 

© t *7 £ Sflfc* X 1\Z LT < 

Please try to eat more vegetables. 

(2) When politely requesting someone to try to do something in a one-off situation. 

®&LtzittiMi- i iz LT 

Please be sure not to be late tomorrow. 

[Note] ~ Jl 9 I- LT 4 tz iS t' cannot be used when requesting something to be done 

on the spot. 

Excuse me, please pass me the salt. 
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4. 

~ ^ is used to give examples just like ~~ Y3, but — £ ^ is more colloquial. Unlike 

£ ' sometimes comes after the last noun to be mentioned. 

.© lt 

-fiTm r-* **'*»£*.0 
What kind of sports do you do? 

•••Well, playing tennis, swimming, and so on. 



Lesson 37 

I. Vocabulary 

(l*>if n 

It'1) if I 

i-ti'ii- i 

i 

U9fc^ii+ in 
tz<nut^ i 

t •* ?'' L i f in 
fcr'Jif I 

I 

zb Lit I 
Jt Z" l i f I 

fczft^if i 

Uo lj+ m 

*? lif in 

ll/CY>< l i f ID 

lif in 
L i-f- in 

•ti-oif'.'lit i 

3£^if 

ttt vi f 

jfe : L i f 

*4* L i + 

**i + 

L i f 

»£if 

*lif 

L if 

' i f 

ttth Lif 

L i f 

miKitt 

JWL if 

fcJLlif 

»tt L i f 

Ztf> 

t;y 

If/C jJ J: 9 

r- h 

*T3ff *5 

WL% < *' 

Lv 

W 

i Lt* 
' C *p •) 

rp 9 

■£#+ 

it i:^T 

Jc ^'-7 /cTf tic 

^ K i - ii 

praise 

scold 

invite, ask someone to join 

wake (someone) up 

invite 

ask, request 

warn, advise 

rob, steal 

step on (someone’s foot) 

break, destroy 

make — dirty 

hold, carry out, practice 

export 

import 

translate 

invent 

discover 

design, plan 

rice 

barley, wheat 

oil 

raw material 

date 

thief, robber 

policeman 

architect 

scientist 

cartoon 

all over the world 

all over — 

by- 

That’s lucky, isn’t it? 

Dominica 



^■7 4 h JL & 

\1L t 
WM, k # St 

UWiLS .i- 

'fc'f -7 / N A • "</h 

Cl L1 ■> C 7 
*3ftf® t 

ifl' /■" 
■Xix^KH^ 

•SSf^yT7t'r 

<l£MO 

n 
? Cr»-» 

C $ 
±3* 
<■'3 KX# 

ss# 

Li-r in 
r^-trx 

.«U4*. 
«>• * 

-■bub 

It# [4-] 
fcl-tC < 
®£'J 
«L 
hr '; i -f i 

«') ± -r i 
«■ a 

+HW 

'•-i Li i \iJL *7'1 

— ± |g tfr 

-E4 

ftt; ftc 

tw-y l/„ r ** 

%& £?£-W 

Wright brothers, American pioneers in aviation 

Wilbur Wright (1867-1912) 

Orville Wright (1871-1948) 

“The Tale of Genji” (Japanese novel) 

Heian Period (9th century) female novelist who 

wrote “The Tale of Genji” (9737-1014?) 

Alexander Graham Bell, American inventor 

(1847-1922) 

shrine dedicated to Tokugawa Ieyasu in Nikko, 

Tochigi Prefecture 

Edo Period (1603-1868) 

Saudi Arabia 

reclaim 

technology, technique 

land 

noise 

use 71 

access 

-th century 

gorgeous 

engraving, carving, sculpture 

sleep 

engrave, carve 

colleague, friend 

after that 

with all one’s effort 

mouse 

There is not a single (mouse). 

The Sleeping Cat 

famous Japanese sculptor of the Edo Period 

(1594-1651) 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. When F was a child I was often scolded by my mother. 

2. My foot was trodden on in a rush-hour train. 

3. Horyuji Temple was built in 608. 

Example Sentences 

1. This morning I was called in by the department manager. 

•••Did something happen? 

I was warned about how I write business trip reports. 

2. What’s wrong? 

•••Somebody has taken my umbrella by mistake. 

3. A new star has been discovered. 

•■•Really? 
4. Where is this year’s world conference of children to be held? 

•••It’s to be held in Hiroshima. 

5. What is sake made from? 

•••It’s made from rice. 

What about beer? 

•••It’s made from barley. 

6. Which language is used in Dominica? 

••■Spanish is used there. 

7. Teacher, who invented the airplane? 

•■•The airplane was invented by the Wright brothers. 

Conversation 

Kansai Airport is made on reclaimed land 

Matsumoto: Mr. Schmidt, is this your first visit to Kansai Airport? 

Schmidt: Yes. It’s really built on the sea, isn’t it? 

Matsumoto: Yes. This is an island reclaimed from the sea. 

Schmidt: Amazing. What high technology. 

But why did they build it on the sea? 

Matsumoto: Because Japan has little space, and at sea we don’t have a problem with 

noise pollution. 

Schmidt: And that’s why you can use it 24 hours a day. 

Matsumoto: Yes. 

Schmidt: This building has an interesting design. 

Matsumoto: It was designed by an Italian architect. 

Schmidt: Is access easy? 

Matsumoto: It’s one hour by train from Osaka Station. 

You can also come from Kobe by sea. 



Reference Words & Information 

L' ; u it a 

f INCIDENT 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1 . Passive verbs 
Lrt-J 

How to make passive verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 37, p. 96, M ^ Al.) 

Passive verbs 

polite form plain form 

I d'i.i-r tf'^ii£ -f 
II anti- 1 + (1<*6 t 

Iff S ii- Zbtii? bj it£ 

5*1it il£ 

All passive verbs are Group II verbs; they conjugate into the dictionary form, '-form, 

T -form, etc. 

e.g. 

2. Ni {personi) [A N2(person2)l- V passive 

When a person (persomj’s action is directed to another person (personi), personi can state it 

from his/her side by using this sentence pattern. In this case, personi becomes the topic of 

the sentence, person* is marked with I-, and a passive verb is used. 

b/: L £ $£<*6 3: L fzc My teacher praised me. 
Mjiia 

® LI i Jfc £. I ^ t il £ Ltzo I was praised by my teacher. 

li!* *' t« t;0 

m± btz Lie l/co 

My mother asked me to go shopping. 
lili to /«« 

(D fefeUA *14 Ifc. 
I was asked to go shopping by my mother. 

Something that moves (animals, cars, etc.) can replace person* in this sentence pattern. 

(3) btz L li ' i it A L tz* I was bitten by a dog. 

3. Ni(personi)li ^(person*) l- Na £ V passive 

When a person (person:)’s action is directed to an object belonging to another person 

(personi), and personi feels annoyed or troubled, personi uses this sentence pattern to 

express his/her feelings. 
mix zb 

IM* btz 1(0 /'V 3 > £ ltzo 

My brother broke my personal computer. 
mix. zb 

® bfzU± /*7 =?y£ *£*il£ ltzo 

1 had my personal computer broken by my brother. 

Like in sentence pattern 2. above, an animate object or something that moves can replace 

person*. 

© b tz L li ^ £ 7$N £ it £ L tz* T had my hand bitten by a dog. 



[Note 1] In this sentence pattern, the topic of the sentence is not the object (Nj) of the verb 

but personi (Ni), who feels annoyed or troubled by what persom does to the object 

belonging to him/her. Thus btz L<D 3 >{£ £[t 1 £ U C b 2 jfli L tz is not 

correct. You should use sentence @ shown on the previous page instead. 

[Note 2] As this sentence pattern is used when personi is troubled by what persom does, it 

cannot be used when personi is grateful for what persom docs. t b ^is used 

instead. 
L* TALv L*7 •> 

(D btz Lli tL3&[z WHS l? Ltza 
I had my bicycle repaired by my friend. 

tit-ii l: TjLL<• Ui U 

x btz Lli Satie Ifc. 

N(thing) tf'V'li Vpassive 

When you need not mention the person who does the action denoted by a verb, you can 

make the object of the verb the subject of the sentence. In this case, a passive verb is used. 
!;<*(. K UJL *. ttilHL 

© 772Xr ■#*<£> Ltzc 

An old Japanese picture has been discovered in France. 
It fl/, <45 -f Hi L*-3 

© B $.<n #li ffiiiiSHT Pit. 

Japanese cars are exported all over the world. 

®¥fkii Upt m'*i* itz* 

The assembly was held in Kobe. 

5. Nt (i Najperson) U 1 T V passive 

When something is created or discovered, and it is stated using a passive verb, the person 

who created or discovered it is indicated by 12 J:->T instead of 1C. Verbs like N J i "f, 

lio' L i't, (i -9 L i etc., are used in this sentence pattern. 
<tx c t fcWfjis ->• 

© (i je^spi: J:oT 4hHii Ltzo 

“The Tale of Genji” was written by Murasaki Shikibu. 

© «lili -C/UC «toT 
The telephone was invented by Bell. 

6. N/rb/NT o< ijit 

When something is made from a raw material, the material is marked with b. When it is 

obvious to the eye that something is made of a particular material, the material is marked 

with T. 

® t /Hi b is. 4A i “if o 
Beer is made from barley. 
ttf’L lie '‘i * *3< 

© -g- £(1 tKT itbHi l£<, 

Japanese houses were made of wood in the past. 



Lesson 38 

I. Vocabulary 

*/=Ti-r n tr it 
uztfti- i mft t 
*£ < *') Hr I -£<*£') i-i 

Ktp ■) ix1t r m xk i ±t 
m ML it 

v'Kit II x*t±-r 
[TXItX£~] 

5 ') t -t I ts 'i ± -r 
[TXI t/X~] 

t'\l-t-t n 
0$'£~] 

$ 11,-6* i n' X' 

fcfcS* ~ 

^ ^ ^ ■V5 

L Jt ? tfX C j 
t> rp 1 XX Z 1 

x ? i x suit 
XH 'XX 

7-t 

L i ' s AR 

TXlfX 

—tt V ' 

breed, bring up 

carry, transport 

pass away (euphemistic expression for 

lie J i- (L. 39)) 

enter hospital 

leave hospital 

turn on [the power switch] 

turn off [the power switch] 

lock 

pleasant, agreeable 

unpleasant, disgusting 

large — 

small — 

baby 

elementary school 

junior high school 

the area in front of the station 

seaside, seashore 

lie, fib 

document, papers 

power switch 

made in — 



[£.] v'lttt*'. 

[ l.-oft'. 'Lit]. 

\fjuti < 

BJ.JSig.K-A 

<l£t£C> 
l{*V > i> /y 

i-JX/ ?*>■) 
fflft £ 

5 

g-JI l i f ni 
ii^ 

~£ i'i ^ 
5 -3 

-# 

liXyZ 

ffii-r [ii/Ci* 

.8U*. 

.5.* c* 
JR.-T- 

C H' 

*a/Ufv' 

MT pit n 
if' '<>' < 

ttte 

fc'Ett U' 

4i!* Lit ffi 

B#MV fztytt I 

&»S [*] 

- 

tfLt'Li-t ni 

Oops!/ Oh, no! (used when one has made a 

mistake) 

io JL I - Excuse me (for leaving before you). 

KILLltlo 

dome commemorating the atomic bombing of 

Hiroshima 

circular, sending round 

study room, professor’s office, laboratory 

neatly, tidily 

put (things) in order, tidy up 

the book titled the book named ~ 

(counter for books, etc.) 

seal stamp 

] I affix [a seal] 77 

twins 

sisters 

fifth grade, fifth year 

resemble, be like 

character 

quiet 

take care 

time pass by 

like very much 

- points 

class 

quarrel, fight 

mysterious, strange 



II. Translation 

78 

Sentence Patterns 

14 Drawing pictures is fun. 

2. I like looking at the stars. 

3. I forgot to bring my wallet. 

4. It was last March that I came to Japan. 

Example Sentences 

1. Are you still keeping a diary? 

•••No, I stopped after three days. 

It's easy to start, but it’s difficult to continue. 

2. What with all the flowers, it’s a very beautiful garden, isn’t it? 

•••Thank you. 

My husband is good at growing flowers. 

3. How do you like Tokyo? 

••’Well, there are so many people. And they walk fast, 

4. Oh, no! 

•••What’s wrong? 

I forgot to close the car window. 

5. Do you know that Ms. Kimura had a baby? 

•••No, I didn’t. When was that? 

It was about a month ago. 

6. Do you remember the person with whom you were in love for the first time? 

•••Yes. It was in my class at the elementary school where I saw her for the first time. 

She was a teacher of music. 

Conversation 

I like putting things in order 

University 
employee: Professor Watt, here’s a circular. 

Watt: Oh, thank you. Please leave it there. 

Employee: Your office is always in perfect order, isn’t it? 

Watt: I like putting things in order. 

Employee: The books arc arranged well and everything is put to rights..:. You arc good 

at arranging things. 

Watt: I once wrote a book titled “How to Arrange Things.” 

Employee: Oh, great! 

Watt: It didn’t sell well. 

If you like, I will give you a copy. 

Employee: Good morning. 

Walt: Oh, 1 forgot to bring the book. I’m sorry. 

Employee: Never mind. But, please don’t forget to stamp the circular. You forgot last 

month, too. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

+ ANNUAL EVENTS 

Lx 1 i'** 

£>' IE. R New Year’s Day 

Celebration at the beginning of the year. People go to shrines 

or temples to pray for health and prosperity. New Year’s cards 

arrive on New Year’s Day. ***** 4' 

/ 

X} tc^ The Doll’s Festival 

People who have a daughter display dolls. 

J*rJ*n /}' 

1B1B-30 

5 n 5 0 

C n:t<D B 
Children’s Day 

7^7 0 

The Bon Festival 

Celebration for the growth and health of 

children. Originally, the day was set to 

celebrate the growth of boys. 

Tr^7 The Star Festival 

Based on a Chinese legend, Altair and Vega come from the eastern 

and western extremes of the Milky Way once a year to meet. 
i: A i :*> 

8 130 15 0 The Bon Festival is a Buddhist tradition of 

greeting the spirits of deceased ancestors. 

People visit the cemetery where their relatives 

are buried. 

It A 
9R\5BZ’5 

ft Mi Moon Viewing 

People enjoy viewing the full moon. 

tsu 

■J<o r.t. 

*?■ i)' New Year’s Eve 

People prepare for the New Year, cooking ‘osechi’(spccial food 

for New Year’s Day) and cleaning the house. \lL! 

At midnight the temple bells begin to ring. 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. V plain former 

Attach the particle to the plain form of a verb and you can nominaliz© the phrase 

accompanying that verb. 

2. V dictionary former I i adjective T+ 

(D T — Xli Tennis is fun. 

© T — X £ -f %><D\t £ L v' T"f © Playing tennis is fun. 

@ 'T-^-Xjr JLh<T>\± £ L 'T+o Watching tennis is fun. 

(D simply refers to tennis as a sport, while © and © are more specific in referring to either 

playing or watching tennis. Such adjectives as 1j L t“V* i L ^ \ & £ L h * 

/c 03 lA\ J [4'], tz^'^ /C [fr ], etc., are frequently used in this sentence pattern. 

3. Vdictionary formadjectiveTi* 

@ btzLit ifST+o I like flowrers. 

© btz Lil ?££ tf T W^T'f*© I like growing flowers. 
K-jJll VC hb UV 

® ^^<0 Ait & < <Diftv'T+o People in Tokyo walk fast. 

The adjectives which are used in this sentence pattern are usually ones that describe likes or 

dislikes and skills or capabilities such as + $ [tf], ? b t' [<C], C X 9 ^ [*fr], ^ 7c ['fr], 

etc. 

«v i 

V dictionary form (7) £ &tlt L/c forgot to do ... 

\rt 
© &Hi Ltz<> 

i'.i i i: * -j 8- f/i- 

® $JL£ &*t± L?co 
<*2 If L 4vf 

® l/c, 

I forgot the key. 

I forgot to buy the milk. 

I forgot to close the car window. 

® means the person “had to buy the milk, but forgot it.” And ® means the person “had to 

close the window of the car, but left the car with the window' open.” 

5. V plain formtf) £ fa o T ^x t't Do you know that... ? 

This is an expression asking whether the listener knows what is described in the clause 

proceeding <T>, 

® Ltf Ijuf Ut&t 

Do you know that Mr. Suzuki is going to get married next month? 



[Note] The difference between L i -tf/C and L l) 1 it LX* L tz\ 

© ktfZLiZ i£ k$Ktz<Oi ^oT 

Do you know that Ms, Kimura had a baby? 

•■■No, I didn’t. 

@ i y — t Leo iirft £ %p~> T ^N i + 

•••* vv'x. fcp'J itf/Co 

Do you know Mr. Miller’s address? 

•“No, I don’t 

L l) £ itLL L fz is used in example ©, because the person replying has got the 

information from the question. In example ©, however, L U £ it L is used because the 

person replying has not got any information from the question. 

V 
t'-adj 

plain form 

<Dlt NTt 
&-adj plain form 

N 

UYrt ll-i*’'»£■ ? • i 7 

*[* ®TT Lfzo 

My daughter was bom in a small town in Hokkaido. 
L‘-r*4 -j *;«■ zt> 

® £.tKt:<n 11 ifc&ittf) ■TT-f. 

My daughter’s birthplace is a small town in Hokkaido. 

!*'-> tlJL 0-f*« 

123(1 1#-T ttL\'T1"o 
December is the busiest month of the year. 

© jJjjT t^ldM ft U^(l 123T-fo 
The busiest month of the year is December. 

This pattern is used when a noun representing a thing, a person, a place, etc., is replaced 

with <0 and then taken up as the topic of the sentence. In examples ® and “the place 

where my daughter was bom” and “the busiest month of the year” are taken up as topics, 

and the speaker gives related information in the latter half of the sentence. 

7. <D/~£*|l,ctc. 

Various particles can be attached to ~ £ ?, which you learned in Lesson 23, because the 

word £ ? is a noun. 

I remember my hometown when I am tired or lonely. 

\iLT v'i-f. 

I have been living in Osaka since I was bom. 

(L- 31) 



Lesson 39 

I. Vocabulary 

ztzTLi t n 
[1-3 [Jtrai:- 

n wit 

mtt n 
[ 9 % 

[i= < 

k a >) tt i it'J it 

[iS£~] 

U:it I ft Kit 

za'o < ') lit m 
Lit I 

4hL L/CLi-f m Lit 

< Lit in tSM L it 

f i /bwLi-f 1 •T-56L it 

+ m 
') z l l j -r m L i t 

.i- < [*] «ai[4-] 
l * ± [4*] 

i tz 4' V' >fv> 

7 K Lv' 
Lv' SELv' 

(i"fLv' Jfc-f t Lv' 

L LX, 
tcV '.j, -7 a ® 
tf'L* ** 
L* C 

[fe']A*V' [fcJJL&VV 

answer [a question] 

[a building] fall down 

[a house] burn down 

[bread] be baked 

[meat] be roasted, be grilled 

pass [along a street] 

die 

be surprised 

be disappointed 

be relieved 

be late, come late 

leave (work or school) earlier than usual 

quarrel, fight 

divorce 

complicated, complex 

obstructive, in the way 

dirty 

glad, happy 

sad 

embarrassed, ashamed 

earthquake 

typhoon 

fire 

accident 

interview with a view to marriage 



telephone charge 

~/A' charge, fare, fee 

7o y h front desk, reception desk 

- C* ? L o --§-$ room number - 

if perspiration J i i": perspire) 

towel 

-If lt/C soap 

A# a great number of people 

£ TLfc. iTl /;o Thank you for your hard work, (used to 

express appreciation for a colleague’s or 

subordinate’s work) 

9 'i-f. ■ISh'i-f, 0 I’m coming, (humble way of saying t' f i *t) 

<\4t t£0 
K £*>i 
fc+T on the way, in the midst of 

h -7 *y ? tmek, lorry 

i bump, collide 

Ul/iX I stand in a queue, line up 

. £*.7 >Wtt . 
nTLo^W 

£ * 
AA adult 
1 i.5. < 

JWR Western clothes 
4fv*I -j .)' 

in be Westernized 

4^'i-f i fit, suit 
\'± 
■^Tli now 

$AA coming-of-age celebration 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. J was surprised to hear the news. 

2. Because of the earthquake a building collapsed. 

3. I don’t feel well, so I’ll go to a hospital. 

84 

Example Sentences 

1. How was the “omiai”? 

*••1 thought he looked good when I saw his photo, but I was disappointed when I saw 

him in person. 

2. We are going on a hike this Saturday. Won’t you come along with us? 

‘••I’m sorry, but I can’t make it that day. 

3. How did you like that movie? 

•••The story was complicated, so I could not understand it well. 

4. I’m sorry to be late. 

•••What happened? 

The bus was delayed by an accident. 

5. Won’t you come for a drink now? 

•••1 am sorry, but 1 have something to do, so I have to leave now. 

Well, see you. 

6. I sleep on a futon lately, and I find using it very convenient. 

•••What did you do with your bed? 

I gave it to a friend, because my room is small and it got in the way. 

Conversation 

Fm sorry to be late 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Ms. Nakamura, I’m sorry I’m late. 

What happened, Mr. Miller? 

Actually, there was a traffic accident on my way here, and the bus was 

delayed. 

An accident involving the bus? 

No. A truck and a car collided at the intersection and the bus could not move. 

That was bad. 

There was no call from you, so everybody was worried. 

1 wanted to call from the station, but many people were queuing at the 

telephones.... I'm sorry. 

I see. 

Well, let’s start the meeting. 



c/o < y-r* 
be surprised 

y-r* 
be disappointed 

? -> £ y-r * 
be enchanted 

*><*><+* 
be excited 

'__0— 

=v *) ^ 



IV, Grammar Explanation 

1. V T -form 

V it'-form +£ < T 

t'-adj - < T ' 

*-adj [&'] —T 

In this sentence pattern, the first part of the sentence presents a cause and the second part 

presents the consequence produced by the cause. Unlike b that you learned in Lesson 

9, this pattern has many constraints over its usage. 

1) The words which come in the latter part are limited to those words which do not contain 

volition: 

(1) Verbs and adjectives to express feelings, such as lf~> i {) fob Lb^~Z i ■&, 

iSlf Lv \ 1 K Ltif b fab tzy etc.: 
* 

CD W'.'T. V-i < ') Li L tz<> I was surprised to hear the news. 

(2) '£■&'£.'< T, I miss my family. 

(2) Potential verbs and verbs to express states: 
? X "i If t Ci *> 

B(i w&t* S< T. tf\it*tbo 
Saturday is inconvenient for me, so I cannot come. 

© tIV w&r. i < frt'1) atbri/zo 
The story was complicated, so I could not understand it well. 

(3) Situations in the past: 

(D fo^-Z, M*iT LJoJL/c. 

© 

The bus was delayed by an accident. 
I ■» ?' 1 7 U< 
Mi: U'UH/:, 

I was late for the lesson, so I was scolded by my teacher. 

2) Expressions containing volition (will, orders, invitation or request) are not used in the latter 

part of the sentence. When the latter part of the sentence contains volition, the phrase with 

T cannot be used and instead the phrase with b is used. 

It is dangerous, so please do not touch the machine. 

X < 7, &Mtc Mbt'^T < £5i\> 

3) In this sentence pattern, the first part and the second part of the sentence are sequential 

events. In other words, the first part takes place first and the second part takes place after 

that. 
<J'V‘ f UojL 1/ 

® folfz fo')Z-ft'b. i i 1 ipflu 9 Htbn 

The meeting will be held tomorrow, so wc have to make preparations for it today. 

X fo Ltz fonX, trtbo 



NT 2. 
The particle T that you leam in this lesson indicates a cause. Nouns used in this case are 

those which indicate natural phenomena, happenings, events such as C C, L L/C, tf'L, 

etc. As with the sentence pattern in 1. on the previous page, in this construction expressions 

containing volition are not used as predicates. 

(D flMli L 7c o 
Because of the earthquake, a building collapsed. 

® i L/zo Because of illness, I took a day off work. 

x SlftT & l/z &*££ 

V 

I'-adj 
plain form 

0>T\ - 
fr-adj plain form 

N 

Like t that you learned in Lesson 9, •—<0 T indicates causes and reasons. While 

t subjectively highlights a cause or a reason, T objectively presents a cause- 

and-effcct relationship as a natural course of events. As the use of ~<7) T softens the view 

of the speaker, leaving a weak impact on the listener, it is often used to express a reason 

gently, to ask for permission or to make an excuse. 
i: HL C C lit 

© JtlfT ft IT 

I don’t understand Japanese, so would you please speak in English? 
i 7 l ** 

hh<nx\ &%\z *iLLlt. 
May I leave now? I have something to do. 

As it is a soft expression, it is not used with the imperative or the prohibitive forms. 

® mk\z 
Don’t touch the machine because it’s dangerous, 

x CD X\ 

[Note] <DT is used with the plain form as shown above. In more polite expressions, 

however, it can be used with the polite form. 

® h{) tX<DX\ 

hh<nx\ ^LLi-to) 
May I leave now? 1 have something to do. 

t 

4. 54+T 

Y. t? kJ> 1 X means “during” or “on the way to.” It follows V dictionary form or N <D. 

© fl\i kz k +T t'tkt* M*IT Li^tzLXXo 
Actually, on my way here there was an accident and the bus was delayed. 

® -7 y v yen 54 + T 'j ^ L/:. 
I got sick during the marathon. 



Lesson 40 

88 

1. Vocabulary 

n tiff count 

li I »I‘J i-f, 1 trJ i "t’ measure, weigh 

st^i-r confirm, make sure 

I •g-'.'ii' [the size] fit 

\*r< 
LD-oifoLi-r in tfcfc Li -t depart 

c -5 Li-r in 5']# li-f arrive 

Jt^±+ I ' i -f get drunk 

MM dangerous 

CAo J; 7 [#] **[*] necessary 

7 7 space, universe 

im earth 

If 7 ' &*4t year-end party 

New Year’s party 

IcCtfm =-'&& second party 

*4r mass meeting, convention 

77V > marathon 

^yf-xh contest 

«t T face, front 

7 b * back (side) 

'N/CC reply 

t 9 UA application 

I3/C£ 7 truth, fact 

i mistake 

s-r m defect, wound, scratch 

y trousers 

*s length 

fet5 t j weight 

it? ? height 

size, scale 

[-]cax [-]« flight, flight number 

- - 7 —» train number, typhoon number, etc. 

- c (counter for small objects) 



-{IL (-\tL, -ItQ -* (counter for Long objects) 

-Ifk') -*f - glass or cup of (counter for lull cups, glasses, etc.) 
- + o - kilograms, kilometers 

-/7A - grams 

--fey-f- — centimeters 

- a 'J millimeters 

M'Ci 7 ~VA± not less than over ~ 

-J>XT not more than -*% under 

ih well, let me see (used when unsure of something) 

* o' ••/ ,t' Vincent van Gogh, Dutch painter (1853-90) 
iti io 

Snow Festival in Sapporo 

name of a Shinkanscn train 

* J L Japan Airlines 

<l£t£C> 

CiUj ? How is '—’? (polite way of saying ¥ 7 Tlr 

class 

rX h test, examination 
th'Hi* 
AM performance, score, result 

by the way 

\'b-? I come (respectful equivalent of J £ ~t) 
J: i -f 
Hk-f situation, condition, appearance 

.. 
• 

U 11^ 
incident, case 

h'M motorcycle 
If < *Vw 
»» bomb 

ttAit I load, pile up 
t1 X^T X/ L ♦ 
sms* driver 
u<f 
Mtifz remote 

but 
7 

fti: suddenly 

m'lii- I start, operate, move 
Lj 7 lix, 

— with all one’s effort 
U&i:& 
IGA suspect, criminal 

^1= XHit n obtain, get 

'4rt even now 

Li-t in gossip 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. Please check what time JL107 will arrive. 

2. They can’t tell yet whether or not typhoon No. 9 will come to Tokyo. 

3. I would like to try seeing the earth from space. 

Example Sentences 

1. Where did you go for the second party? 

***As I was drunk, I don’t remember where we went. 

2. Do you know how they measure the height of mountains? 

•••Well, no. How do they do it? 

3. Do you remember when it was that wc first met? 

•••I’ve forgotten such an old story. 

4. Please tell us by the 20th whether or not you can attend the year-end party. 

•••AH right. 

5. What do they examine there? 

•••They examine whether or not the boarding passengers carry knives or something 

dangerous. 

6. Excuse me. May 1 try this dress on? 

•••Certainly, in here please. 

Conversation 

I am worried if my son has made any friends or not 

Klara: Ms. Tto, how is Hans doing at school? 

I’m worried if he has made any friends or not. 

Ito: He is all right. 

Hans is popular with his classmates. 

Klara: Is he? I’m glad to hear that. 

How are his studies going? He says studying kanji is hard. 

Ito: I give a kanji test every day. Hans gets good marks. 

Klara: Does he? Thank you. 

Ito: By the way, soon we’ll have Sports Day. Is his father coming, too? 

Klara: Yes. 

Ito: 1 hope that you can see what your son is like at school. 

Klara: All right. I would appreciate if you could help him enjoy his school life. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

#44 • m • m • «« MEASUREMENT, SHAPES & PATTERNS 

Sfft Area ** Length 

cm2 — h /!/ square centimeter mm - b ;lz] millimeter 

m2 f-#/- b/t> square meter cm b /U] centimeter 

km2 iF-3? + o / — b /h square kilometer m /- b/b meter 

km 4-d [y — b /!/] kilometer 

twt • 

cm3 

JM* 5 

• -§fjt Volume and Capacity 
■j otr-i 

-b y y — h/l/ cubic centimeter 

4 A 

mg 

Weight 

i 'J /7A milligram 

m3 
V -oil 1 

b'U cubic meter g 7'*7 A gram 

ml ; 'J 'J 7 h /l/ milliliter kg + P[/7A] kilogram 

cc y—y— cc t b y ton 

£ ’J 7 h ^ liter 

rp'SX, 
Calculation 

1 + 2 - 3 X 4 - 6 - 1 
t:t V< frt> ii(r 3-/u) 
plus minus multiply divide equal 

-dx 
& Lines 

*i< d/. 
it ft 
iit tfX, 

* ft 
T4 tx 

,4 ft 

straight line 

curved line 

dotted line 

4'tz*, 
Shapes 

^ j* 
n(*J 
circle 

if%* 

triangle 

L *>' ( U" 
ra# [®] 

square 

t -H 
Patterns 

vertical 

stripes 

«L*i 
horizontal 

stripes 

check polka-dot floral 

print 

plain 



IV. Grammar Explanation 
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1 . 

Interrogative < 

V 

I'-adj 

&-adj 

N 

plain form 

plain form 

-fi 

A question with an interrogative is used as a component of a sentence in this sentence 

pattern. 

CDjLio7fltn \z 

Please check what time JL107 will arrive. 

® Hit 

We are talking about what to give as a wedding present. 
_ ii L- h jiir 
© btz t tz%& W^X 4t-?fc<0l ± 

Do you remember when it was that we first met? 

V 

l '-adj 
plain form 

£* 9 — 
&-adj plain form 

N 

A question without an interrogative is used as a component of a sentence in this sentence 

pattern. Note that £l j is necessary after “plain form 

iil20 0 fTU 
Please answer by the 20th whether you’ll attend the year-end party or not. 

U4rL 

bWi-tiJL. 

I don’t know whether the story is true or not. 

Please check if there are no mistakes. 

In ©, not J ^ fahl)' £* 9 but £. 9 is used because 

the speaker wants to confirm that there arc no mistakes. 

3. VT-form J+1 + 

This sentence pattern is used to show that the action denoted by the verb is a trial. 

® t 9 ^X.T <^ito I’ll think it over again. 

kx 

I want to see the earth from space (to know how it looks). 

© z<n Xtfvi li\'T . 

May I try on this pair of trousers? 



4. C'-adj(~y<)-*'—5 

Change the final v' of an ^ '-adjective into .5, and you can transform the adjective into a 

noun. 
U ii' /;i)’ *ifr** ISV- liV' 

e.g., 3 i&i'— 

va f:*' ia*- l 
© JjcD *511 

Do you know how to measure the height of a mountain? 

©Sftli' *i(± 3,911/-h/l/Ti". 
The new bridge is 3,911 meters long. 

5. ^yX(± $RT Tli 9 

— Tit 9 which is used to ask a question whose answer the listener might be 

uncertain of, is also used to ask a question whose answer the listener is sure to be able to 

give. In this case, it is euphemistic and hence more polite. 



! 

Lesson 41 

I. Vocabulary 

I receive (humble equivalent of t b ^v i if) 

< t;*i'i-f i give (respectful equivalent of < H i i") 

•) i1 I give (to a younger person or subordinate) 

Jci/i-f i ■tt/'i t invite 

£ (J tJ'x i-f n exchange 

L/C-tfo|c Lit TSimUK Lit be kind to 

tfov H ' lovely, cute 

celebration, gift (— ^ L ± 'f • celebrate) 

tit Lf-i ti^ i money given as a New Year’s gift 

[*i]j?Jh' expression of sympathy, consolatory gift to a 

sick person 

interest 

([3 V k'jtlr : be 

interested [in computers]) 

Li 7 li 7 information 

.FXjf 7 £>£ grammar 

pronunciation 

2ft ape, monkey 

x. 5 feed, bait 

toy 

xli/C picture book 

t lit'? picture postcard 

Ft -f screwdriver 

^yfi^ handkerchief 

<Tl/: HtT socks, stockings 

T.F < *> gloves 

ring 

'' y / bag 



mx 
-zti ia^ 
i - ft 

fc'L' 

fclf 

fc!f3>C 

li*> 
6 7 HI 
$ LiR £>'J i-tfX. 
hr 

m^n-t i 
X^U *a 

TfcH 

± t I 

.tfcA# . 
Wtlft'l 

Is -5 — 

v'i:#>a- n 

wiiit n 
[fc]« 
turn 
t:<a 

mi< 

*bLit I 
•j < 
st 
-f £ £ 

itc*,' 
« 
i l* 
Ao 6 [<L*] 
Ve)' .$. 

(my) grandfather 

(my) grandmother 

grandchild 

(my) uncle 

(someone else’s) uncle 

(my) aunt 

(someone else’s) aunt 

the year before last 

yes, I see 

I’m sorry./Excuse me. 

keep, receive (a thing) in trust 

the other day 

be of help 

old tale, folklore 

a certain —, one ~ 

man 

children 

bully, abuse, ill-treat 

turtle, tortoise 

save, help 

castle 

princess 

happily, merrily 

live, lead a life 

land, shore 

and, then 

smoke 

pure white 

content 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I received a book from Professor Watt. 

2. My section chief corrected the errors in my letter. 

3. My department chiefs wife taught me the tea ceremony. 

4. I made a paper airplane for my son. 

'/ * * * -I vx , s 
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Example Sentences 

1. If s a beautiful plate, isn’t it? 

•••Yes. Mr. Tanaka gave it to me for a wedding present. 

2. Mum, may I give candies to that monkey? 

■**No. It is written over there that you must not feed it. 

3. Have you ever been to see a sumo match? 

•"Yes. My boss took me with him the other day. 

It was very interesting. 

4. Mr. Thawaphon, how did you enjoy your homestay during the summer vacation? 

"•It was pleasant. The whole family treated me very kindly. 

5. What do you do for your children on their birthday? 

"*I invite their friends and give a party. 

6. I’m afraid 1 don’t understand how to use the new photocopier. I’d be grateful if you 

could show me. 

-•Yes, of course. 

Conversation 

Could you keep my parcel? 

Miller: Ms. Ogawa, I’d like to ask a small favour. 

Ogawa Sachiko: What is it? 

Miller: A department store will deliver a parcel to me this evening, but I’ve got 

to go out to do something. 

Ogawa Sachiko: I see. 

Miller: I’m very sorry, but could you lake it in and keep it for me? 

Ogawa Sachiko: Certainly. 

Miller: Thank you. I’ll come for it as soon as I get back. 

Ogawa Sachiko: I see. 

Miller: I’m sony to bother you with this. 

Miller: Oh, Ms. Ogawa. Thank you very much for taking in that parcel the 

other day for me. 

Ogawa Sachiko: Not at all. 

Miller: It was a big help. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

S m t# m USEFUL INFORMATION 

^ /rcai'crX iff- 

<y*yw. 

If it’s a home delivery, call Penguin! 

ks&s ma l $ to 
From home to the airport luggage delivery service. 

^ 56 i U ^ -1+yC^- ^ 

Come and stay with us. ( 
ax i*< i 
PUiS £;S 

MRJRA Guest House 
r-r l f. U') 4- Ti'T» •rt 

&\ MV?, 
Nice accommodation with LIE -to Nice accommodation with 

Can also do small moves for students or single persons, friendly atmosphere and 

S 03-3812-5566 
warm service at a reasonable 

price. 

a 0585-214-1234 
Z ■) AJLI'A, ^ i * * — 

b b Community Center Information 
tJ->H t»< I- I1X> 'I l 7 '1 

H ^ H Mon. B ^ ft ff IS ^ Japanese cooking class 
4' i-j Cf li‘V 

^Ej| g Jue. :£(+?£ 7 y —/l/ Flower arrangement class 
-rwi v i: U£ 7 ?ii l*» 

B Wed. B 2^ IS- 3E Japanese language class 
* I'-** fc'i* i:*i it/ 

* -3b ^ IS 3 B Bj| 0 on the 3rd Sun. of every month ' * Bazaar 

7 a 0798-72-2518 Helping Hand," 

\sv?) 1/^-Cx 
Rental Service 

WTtSLi tu 
Rent anything and everything. 

karaoke sets 

* t: r/f* t) / 7 video cameras 
* 

• Japanese kimono 
HWS»»TX h 

■ ^ ^ cellular phones 
1 i t/X. 

— ffloo baby goods 
l i if A. 

■ 1/ */ +■ — d?j recreational equipment 
‘J j Zj i i V/C 

1 op travel goods y 

00741-41-5151 

T i? Ai'ltX. 
i t 

You can try the following at our temple. 

^ S 0343-885-8854 

fifTi L 2 + n 
Leave anything and everything to us. 

I'X t..*? *1 *■? C 

house repairs, house cleaning 
*>*• Z l! b 

baby sitting 
?/. If 

☆*<o*t* A > 
dog walking "*77Y / 
u*  Os} / . 

companion service 1 

*x 
? i ~t zen meditation 

c * *> t: x, *; * -? i) /; 
ft it f4 b ft i “f vegetarian food 

S 0562-231-2010 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1 . Lx press ions lor gi ving and receiving 

In Lessons 7 anil 2*1, you learned expressions lor (he giving and receiving of things and actions, In 

this lesson, you will learn other expressions for giving and receiving things or actions but these reflect 

the relationship between (lie giver and the receiver. \ 

1) N,U N*£ ^ ij 2-f 

When the receiver is a person of lower social status or an 

animal or plant, Y5 'J £ ~t is normally used. However, 

when the receiver is a person, i>(f £ is often preferred 

in current Japanese. 

[op-jl: I-] 

® bfzllt tz (f>\f£ Lfz)o 

1 gave some sweets to my son. 

® btz Ui '&\z *?£ W £ Lfzo 
I gave some food to the dog. 

[Note] $ Lfr\f£ if is used when the speaker wants to show particular deference to the receiver. 

2) NilC N2£ "tzfz$ i-f 

When the speaker receives a thing from a person of higher | 

social status, ^' tz tz $ £ i‘ is used instead of t b ^ £ i~. 

® btz Ui \'tztz*£ Itzo 

I received a souvenir from the general manager. 

[btz [^ai:] 

[-5-iTt, (=] 

3) [bh lu] n i < tzi'-'t-r [ep*li] xr,. 

When a person of higher social status gives the speaker | 

something, < fz $ \is used instead of < ft £ . 

® btz Lie £±j|* < Ifc. 

Zt tit. 
Lfcitii] 

[-T-tttt] 

[btz Lie] 

The general manager gave me a souvenir. 

< tz * '' $ if is also used when the receiver is a member of the speaker’s family. 

© mz < tz*^£ Ltz* 

The general manager gave a souvenir to my daughter. 

2. Giving and receiving of actions 

V5 {) £ 'tztz H? £ i~, and < tz $ ' ' £ i~ arc also used in expressing the giving and receiving of 

actions. Examples are shown below. 

1) V X -form w £ + 

® btz LU **&&&* ttoT ?')£ Itz (fc(fi Ltz). 

I made a paper plane for my son. 

® btz u± ** A*it ftoT i ifc. 

I took my dog for a walk. 



(?) htcui m<n ffliat At vui i/.. u-in i 
I checked my daughter’s homework. 

[Note] Like which you learned in Lesson 24, ~T £ L£>lf £ i" may leave an 

impression of arrogance. So, it is advisable not to use these expressions directly to a person of higher 

social status. 

2) 

3) 

VT-form \'fztz* £1' 

«• *>ii 
® h/;LI± itix ^tztz** lfzt 

I had my letter corrected by the manager. 

V T -form < tz S *' £ 'f 

® *3X,li [btz Ltc] L fzt 
The general manager’s wife taught me the tea ceremony. 

® **li [btz LH Mir &oT itzti't Ltz* 
The general manager took me to the station. 

@ ep-Ktt [btzin] U;K— h £ it! it {tzZ'-'iltz. 
The general manager corrected my report. 

3. VT-form < £3v'i 

~T < /* ■? *N £ is a polite expression of request, although it is less polite than ~T 

* 'fztz It £ tf/C#' in Lesson 26. 

© < tzH'' i -If 
Will you kindly show me how to use the photocopier? 

Would you kindly show me how to use the photocopier? (L. 26) 

4. NU V 

This particle U means “as a token of” or “in memory of.” 

© z<n t/:« 

Mr. Tanaka gave this plate as my wedding gift. 
n-9*‘itir*i! tc i Ai'if i-A.ui i *• 

© btzUt fcdufcK n^tltzo 

I bought a doll as a souvenir of the trip to Hokkaido. 



Lesson 42 

I. Vocabulary 

'3'5A±t I -SAi-r 

I $tLi t 

i-tfi-r n Stfit 

i-h'i/,L4-r in i+# Lit 

j|U' 

') -Tv' 

<LZ'i #t£± 

zz'itz % 
S*tz') —A 

*ir 
Ki i 

AIL 

' 4i£ 

Ii7 'jo 

-t+tt ? 
'M 

4<TJ 

-?> A.L/C iwt 

s **- 

K’ti'L 
■tf A*i>i 

t/Li «J flity 'J 

T&fa 

Li 

/=v 'fe/Ll + V ' #aw- 

wrap 

boil 

mix 

calculate 

thick 

thin 

lawyer, attorney 

musician 

children 

couple 

education 

history 

culture 

society 

law 

war 

peace 

purpose 

safety 

thesis, academic paper 

relation, connection 

mixer, blender 

kettle 

cap opener 

can opener 

canned food, tinned food 

wrapping cloth used to carry things 

abacus 

(clinical) thermometer 



if *'{) i 7 

^x L -G 

t° 7 i "/ K 

rW 

7 T A *\* 

material, ingredient 

stone 

pyramid 

data 

file 

t>* a certain '~w, one — 

tx -o Li 7 It /C#) t' —with all one’s effort 

why 

C <h.L 

*xij—tfO /ctf>|C 

f-Cy 

K 

United Nations 

Fur Elize 

Ludwig van Beethoven, German composer 

(1770-1827) 

Poland 

n7 — y 

-t"/ h 

loan _hm 

set 

the amount left unused, the rest 

.ttA# . 

ii "j 7—/ y 

oxyyh 7-/ v 

U<lM- 
"lfe DO 
tt? S 
MS 

^77 

i/c 

— <77 ft*? {J 1C 

trerrt 

^Tli 

instant Chinese noodles sold in a ready-to-usc 

disposable container 

instant Chinese noodles 

pan, pot 

ceramic bowl 

food 

investigation, survey 

cup 

and 

in place of instead of — 

in any place 

now 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. lam saving money in order to have my own shop in the future. 

2. This pair of scissors is used to cut'flowers. 
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Example Sentences 

1. lam practicing every day in order to participate in the Bon Festival dance this 

summer. 

*‘*Are you? 1 bet you’ll have a good time. 

2. Why do you climb mountains alone? 

“•I go up mountains to be alone and meditate. 

3. Are you doing anything for your health? 

•••No. But I think I will jog every morning from next week. 

4. This is a beautiful piece. 

•••It’s “FiirElize.” It’s a piece that Beethoven composed for a girl. 

5. What do you use this for? 

•••We use it for opening wine. 

6. In Japan how much money do you need to hold a wedding ceremony? 

•••I think you need at least 2 million yen. 

Wow, you need as much as 2 million yen? 

7. Your bag is designed to contain many things, isn’t it? 

•••Yes. As it can keep wallets, papers, handkerchiefs and other stuff separately, it is 

very useful for trips or work. 

Conversation 

What will you spend your bonus on? 

Suzuki: Ms. Hayashi, when will your bonus be paid? 

Hayashi: Next week. What about your company? 

Suzuki: Tomorrow. I’m looking forward to it. Are you? 

First of all, I’ll pay the loan on the car, and buy a golf set, then go on a trip.... 

Ogawa: Won’t you save any? 

Suzuki: Save? I’ve hardly thought of that. 

Hayashi: I’ll save some after going on a trip to London. 

Suzuki: Are you saving money to get married? 

Hayashi: No. 1 think I’m going to study in Britain some day. 

Ogawa: Oh, I really envy single people. You can spend your whole bonus on yourself. 

I must pay the loan on the house, and after setting aside a lot for my children’s 

education expenses, there is hardly anything left. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

t’ J; i WL 

PC? 

<' 

e. OFFICE SUPPLIES & TOOLS 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

in order to V 

for N 

This sentence pattern indicates a purpose. 

® rSi tzthlcx U'4it i'±+. 

I am saving money in order to have my own shop. 
6‘ : < i i !>* 

® 5] o t 0) /c <tf> I-» £ fit1 U i t o I will rent a car for the move. 
iiiLZi ji'AJ rtL 

(D /=4>(C, T to For my health, I jog every morning. 

@ 3fc8fc03 tz#> 1C, ? £> £ to I will build a house for my family. 

N <73 (C is also used to mean "for the benefit of N ((D).” 

[Note 1] — J: l 1C, which you learned in Lesson 36, is also used to express a purpose. 

~«t 1 1C is used with verbs that do not contain volition, while —tz&> |C is used with 

verbs that do. Compare the two sentences below. 

® D /££ /-J6K. iVifc L T ^itc 

© is# jjjrT£Jt i ic% LT v'it* 
I am saving money in order to be able to have my own shop. 

® means that one has intentionally set up the objective of “having a shop” and “is saving 

money” to attain that objective, while © means one’s objective is a state in which “a shop 

may be gained” and one “is saving money” in order to get closer to that state. 

[Note 2] U £ t indicates cither volition (©) or non-volition (©). 

©^Adrlc fctfic, UBi mWiX v'i t» 
1 study law in order to become a lawyer. 
it uc r ^Ji-i 

© ±»lt fr-SJ: ? it. -$a fesSLT 

I study everyday so that my Japanese may improve. 

V dictionary form <73 

N 

As you learned in Lesson 38, Vdictionary form03 can be used as a noun phrase. 

Vdictionary form<73 1C and N 1C are followed by such expressions as j , \ x\ 

l) tz9 ( 1C tz^t [L^'X,#*] etc., and indicate a purpose. 

® z<n liiAli ty£03ic 

This pair of scissors is used to cut flowers. 
^ HU <JL, •! 

® z<n &(iXli < T. »ffic 

This bag is big and convenient for trips. 
7-/L. -b ifcr-j l e 

® «»#■?-* W^*0)lc £ L/ro 

It took a lot of time to find the telephone number. 



[Note] Different ways of expressing purpose 

Let us summarize the expressions for indicating purpose that you have learned so far. 

[1] V ST-form 

N 
ff ')tir (L. 13) 

-Mi 
© JLi: ft* it o 

i: IJ«L * 
© *£>£<7) jfci L/c« 

IT1 go to Kobe to look at the ships. 

I came to Japan to study economics. 

[2] V dictionary form 

V ft: l'-form ftri' 
(non-volitional expression)^ 1 l A —(volitional expression) 

(L. 36) 
ii+ tf *<*-> ft' 

•¥■< m<XiK% iiitT tBLito 
I will mail this by special delivery so that it can get there earlier. 

® iSH-fri'J: ? iz% y-tli-fo 
T make a note so that I don’t forget. 

[3] V dictionary form (volitional expression) 

NCO 
tz*> 1C. 

Hi* i*-» ll 
A^ic A£ /b*>ic, -4*8^ Mftlito 

1 study as hard as possible in order to enter a university. 
H6Z1 *• #»' /: 
mt<0 tz#>ic% jf** /=< £ A 

(volitional expression) 
(L. 42) 

T cat a lot of vegetables for my health. 

*</, ‘J i 

V u \ Ti"/AS#1] T'f/’&g-Ti- (L. 42) 

© 7r^Ui #g}£ Sa+iOU 

[4] V dictionary form^O 

N 

Files are used to put papers in order. 
t*' *4i m .»• <A, 
i4< 1= <T< T. *"#1- 

There are no stores nearby, so it is inconvenient for shopping. 
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3. Quantifier! 1 

When attached to a quantifier, the particle (1 indicates the minimum amount that the 

speaker estimates is required or necessary. 
i: (iA, ^ 

® 0*Tti 200^R(i ^‘^to 

In Japan you need at least 2 million yen to hold a wedding. 

4. Quantifier t 

When attached to a quantifier, the particle t indicates that the speaker thinks that the 

amount mentioned is a lot. 

® Mi r if < <o\ 2b#M£ W'{) ± L/bc 
It took as long as two hours to get to the station. 

3,000TfR t CT-ftf' 
You need as much as 30 million yen to build a house? 



Lesson 43 

I. Vocabulary 

.i-xit n [exports] increase 

[rt> L rp-OTi<~] [***«-] 
^') ± -f I **j i-r [exports] decrease 

L ifoiiH 

I i^'J i t [the price] rise 

[ti 

it*') Or i Tt*>) t -t [the price] fall 

[iritzLt*—') 

ititi- n [a string] break, snap 

O tt*~] 
'tKi-t n [a button] come off 

1X9 yt<~] 

a £> i ~t~ n [baggage] fall down 

[IC to/;'•-] 

t: < ft') i t I [petrol, gasoline] run out, be lost 

[#'y 'j v^~] 

L* i ?.$:[*•] **[*] strong, healthy 

*[*] strange, peculiar 

LJbb-it [fi] happy 

i i" tasty, good at 

i ' not tasty 

o i b tc i' boring, uninteresting 

ii'j') v petrol, gasoline 

L7 fire 

tzUti heating 

flv 'll' 9 '4-3 air-conditioning 

-fe y x taste, sense ([.$* ^ tf)] 
good taste [in clothing]) 



I- t at any moment (used lo describe a situation just 

before it changes) 

frlh 

&M. 
XSti 

mm 
HA*** 

Lrt> 
JRX 

Ifo/:1) 
^•co ? X 

oi'i-f 

ftA* . 

(i 
7* 

Oh!/Wow! 

member 

suitable, proper 

age 

income 

exactly, just right 

in addition to that, moreover 

(one’s name) is 

rose 

driving 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. It looks like it’s about to rain any moment. 

2. HI just pop out to buy the tickets. 
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Example Sentences 

1. The button of your jacket looks as if it’s going to come off. 

•■■Oh, it really is. Thank you very much. 

2. It’s become warmer, hasn’t it? 

••■Yes. It looks as if the cherry blossoms are going to bloom soon. 

3. This is German apple cake. Please try it. 

•••Oh, it looks delicious. Thank you. 

4. The new section chief looks intelligent and serious, doesn’t he? 

■••Yes, but he doesn’t seem to have much taste in clothes. 

5. There are not enough materials, are there? 

•■•Would you please go and make some more photocopies? 

6. I’m just going out for a while. 

■■•About what time will you come back? 

I intend to be back by lour. 

Conversation 

He looks kind 

Schmidt: 

Watanabe: 

Schmidt: 

Watanabe: 

Schmidt: 

Watanabe: 

Schmidt: 

Watanabe: 

Schmidt: 

What photo is that? 

It’s an "omiai” photo. 

An “omiai” company selected it for me. 

Is there an “omiai” company? 

Yes. When you join, they put your infonnation into a computer, as well as 

your preferences concerning your future partner and so on. 

Then the computer chooses a suitable partner for you. 

That sounds interesting. 

What do you think about this man? 

He is handsome and looks kind. A nice man! 

Yes. His age and income and hobbies just meet my requirements. 

Besides his surname is the same as mine, “Watanabe." 

Humm... Computers are amazing! 



III. Reference Words & Information 

tt* • 'lit PERSONALITY & NATURE 

10?, 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. 

When the look of a thing leads you to a supposition, you can state your supposition using 

this sentence pattern. The supposition is basically based on the appearance of a thing, 

person, scene, etc. 

1) V£T-form * 9 

When the present state makes the speaker presuppose an occurrence, the speaker uses this 

sentence pattern to state it. v' i U 4, 4 9 C, Z b, etc., are added to refer to the 

time when the speaker thinks the occurrence will take place. 

(D^izt m* 

It looks like it wall rain at any moment. 

© -> -C > 7'-+X < +C <Jfj T-t. 
It looks like we are running out of shampoo. 

(D 4 9 + 0 4k** Itt, 
The cherry blossoms may soon be in bloom. 

® ztit'b *9*9r*o 

It seems it’ll be getting cold from now on. 

2) 

This means that although something has not been confirmed as a fact, it looks so judging 

from the appearance. 

© Z<D Sg[i HiTt. This dish looks spicy. 
«*n Kjt kj-.l 

® «t ^ * 9 Ti~o She seems to have brains. 
-?<*. llJti .JI 

® Z<D #Ui This desk looks strong and durable. 

[Note] When you want to describe others’ feelings, adjectives expressing emotions 

(9 ft L t \ tf'* L t\ is If L\ \ etc.) should be used with ^*9 T"i~. This is because 

you can only guess how other people feel. 

® S "7 — £ XJi ?Tto Mr. Miller looks happy. 

1) V T-form * i means “to go somewhere, do something and come back.” 

® i o ir ioT kii-• 

I’m just popping out to buy some cigarettes. 



® means (1) to go to the place where (hey sell cigarettes, (2) to buy some cigarettes there 

and (3) to come back to the place where the person was. 

tz 
If 

h 

m 
m 

The place where the person goes and does something is indicated by T. Exceptionally it 

is indicated by h when a thing is moved from the place, and the move itself is the 

purpose of the person’s action (©). 

® JT-?T ktto 

I’m going to the supermarket to buy some milk (and coming back). 

kit* 

I’m going to fetch a glass from the kitchen. 

2) N (place) ^ firoT kit 

The T-form of *x 3 1 + is used before 3 i t in this pattern, which means “to go 

somewhere and then come back.” It is used when you don’t specify the action you do at the 

place where you go. 

©ftoT *±to 

I’m going to the post office (and coming back). 

3) kit 

The T-fomi of Ttf'I’t i t is used before 3 i t, which means “to go out and come 

back,” It is used when you don’t specify the place where you go nor the action you do at the 

place. 

@ %> 1 -Z> £ ddtf'ltT kito I’m going out (and coming back soon). 



Lesson 44 

I. Vocabulary 

*i±+ i fttti- cry 

^b^'±-t i £''±-f laugh, smile 

i &Z ti- diy 

Aftit n get wet 

I vf-'J 1 + slip 

fc * i -f n fei i t [an accident] happen 

[ L C ^~] [♦&!»<-] 

*> jt ?-£-? Li't in IMW l $ * adjust 

safe 

mpi Ti 'fcv'[£] T?[4] polite, courteous, careful 

C 4 tfn' small, fine 

Z ^' >&v' strong (taste), dark (color) 

7 "T' ' weak (taste), light (color) 

112 
< 7 $ SSI air 

M tear 

to l J: < fait: Japanese dish 

J: ? U < Western dish 

fcrf'-f side dish 

') i 7 * quantity 

-CtV -te - times 

half 

-> v /;u single room 

•y-f > twin-bedded room 

AX,* chest of drawers 

*tLfz < to 3b*# washing, laundry 

‘J rJ) 7 a* reason 



<!£ ISO 

ifi 'ii'Jf!)'. 

il 7 b 

-> yy°— 

i'i i'■),)-i u ^'iwi-f 
V 3 — h 

-Atzi' u IT < /ci I'o 

CjUT Jt 6 L*'T L J: ? #'o 

[kf*5t] KiftsHiiTL/co 

What can I do for you? 

haircut 

shampoo 

How would you like it done? 

short 

Do it like 

Would this be all right? 

Thank you for being patient. 

t 

M 21 I dislike 

t tz and 

«*# order 

expression 

13* if for example 
M' 

n part, separate 

these things 
U< 

unlucky, ill-omened 

113 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I drank too much last night. 

2. This personal computer is easy to use. 

3. Make this pair of trousers shorter, please. 

4. Let’s enjoy dancing tonight. 

ft 
If 

1(4 

Example Sentences 

1. Are you crying? 

—No, I laughed so much my eyes watered. 

2. Recent cars are easy to handle. 

•**Yes. But as the handling is so easy, driving is not so enjoyable for me. 

3. Which is more comfortable to live in, the countryside or town? 

■**I think the countryside is more comfortable to live in. 

Because things are inexpensive, and the air is clean. 

4. This glass is strong so you can’t break it so easily. 

—It is good and safe for children to use. 

5. It is late at night now, so could you please be quiet? 

•••Yes. I’m sorry. 

6. What shall we make tonight’s dish? 

•••We ate meat yesterday. Let’s make it something with fish today. 

7. Let’s save electricity and water, shall wc? 

•••Yes, okay. 

8. Chop the vegetables and stir with eggs. 

—Yes. Is this OK? 

Conversation 

Do it Like in this photo, please 

Hairdresser: 

Lee: 

Hairdresser: 

Hello. What can we do for you, today? 

I’d like a haircut, please. 

Right then, I’ll give you a shampoo, first. This way, please. 

Hairdresser: How would you like your hair cut? 

Lee: I’d like to have it short. 

Do it like in this photo, please. 

Hairdresser: Oh, that’s nice. 

Hairdresser: Is this all right for the length at the front? 

Lee: Let me see. Make it a little shorter, please. 

Hairdresser: Here you are. How do you like it? 

Lee: It’s fine. Thank you. 



III. Reference Words &. Information 

• Ai® BEAUTY PARLOR & BARBER SHOP 

il'v Y 

— ~7 

■fe'/ h 

> >7- 

■J >X 

haircut 

perm 

shampoo 

rinse, conditioner 

h M - Y / y Y 

7" a — 

f 

treatment 

blow-dry 

hairdye 

& [ 17 (f /M i shave 

part 

< fci 'U 

< bv'i: 

1 -b yf* < bv' 
L<* LX, 

Please cut it 

so that you can see my ears. 

to shoulder length. 

so that my eyebrows are covered. 

about one centimeter. 

so that it looks like this photograph. 

#7 bob 

MM. 

tV Various Hairstyles 

\zA^—h'jY layered cut 7 '7 jx shaggy perm 

<ss% 

bobbed hair braids 

m 4; 

-O 'T* 

^ I 

d* 7" Jb ponytail 

*J close-cropped cut -ft S long hair 
.. 

/>-<\ 

ny, 

fJ —tf 7 h ducktail 

i 

ri 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

V £ f-form 

I'-adjC—y*) 

&-adj[#l 
ti't-r 

~ + S £ indicates that the degree of an action or a state is excessive. Therefore, it is 

usually used with reference to undesirable states. 
, *|,f n 

® ^ 1 ^ ?" ± L tza I drank too much last night. 
UK 

® Z<D -fe — 9 — ii £'to This sweater is too large (for me). 

if J i’t is classified as a Group II verb and therefore conjugates in the same way. 

e.g., <D^i' <DcUt*tz 

CD 

® 

i'-H-t <Sf * i * i X.T/- 

The handling of recent cars is so easy that driving them is not so enjoyable for me. 

No matter how much you like it, drinking too much is bad for your health. 

2. 
V £ T-form 

1) These phrases depict the easiness or difficulty in handling or doing something. 
_ -5d- 

® C <7) ' * y 3 y |i f$v' V5 i't' T“t" o This personal computer is easy to use. 
tiiii -t 

® .^TrUi < t'Tto Living in Tokyo is difficult. 

2) These phrases depict the easiness or difficulty in the characteristics of an object or a person 

changing or in the likelihood of something happening. 

© |=I v' %> -Y "S li A white shirt gets dirty easily. 
}>*> V *L!z < If) »b 

® CD B 11 /jfc'/i##* IZ < t'T^oThings won’t dry easily on a rainy day. 

[Note] ' and \v function as t '-adjectives and conjugate in the same way as 

other v '-adjectives do. 

® Z<D *ii &%t AH6 < tc'lttlo 

If you add some sugar to this medicine, it will be easier to take. 

® Z<7) o-yZflt MjKIC < < T, &£Tir£o 

This glass won’t break easily, so it is safe. 



3. 
fc-adj[#] — ic Lit 

NIC 

While — < /"HC +£ {) i t that you learned in Lesson 19 indicates that something “dims 

into” a certain state, **— < /~~IC L i i", as shown in ©, © and ©, indicates that 

somebody “turns” something into a certain state. 
at ku 

@ la* £ c* L i t a L will turn up the volume. 
-« ir* 

@ opM£ ^JpUMC L i i’o I will clean my room. 
IK 'Jli 

© *§.<£> S £ ^K^lC Li itze I reduced the amount of salt by half 

4. NIC Lit 

N IC Lit expresses selection and/or decision. 

© SPMll *>>//Uc Li1’tf\ "M Vic 
Would you like a single room or a twin room? 

© * Lfcic Lite 
T will set the meeting for tomorrow. 

5. l'-adj(~ < 1 

&-adj[#]-*lc ) 

When changing adjectives into the forms written above, they function as adverbs. 

©IfHK* T </=3^. 
Please cut the vegetables into small pieces. 

© 7jc|dt ^Ltfic In, 

Let’s conserve electricity and water. 



Lesson 45 

I. Vocabulary 

Uit I m u s t apologize 

I encounter [an accident] 

[^«CU~] 

ix,t: i-t n 4tC2^ believe, trust 

J; 9 v' l 1 prepare 

t+y-t/Hit in cancel 

?i< v'ii-r i go well 

II L i ? L jt «£E# guarantee 

‘J J: 9 l it 9 Ljt «R* receipt 

#» < •; t«o M ‘J # gift, present (— f L i i“: give a present) 

i i '€$§ wrong (telephone) number 

camp 

« person in charge 

^ rp 7 L til calling off, cancelling, suspension 

& point, score 

lever 

[- *X] So [-R1+L [ “ yen] note, bill 

^ *LY. regularly, properly 

? H) ? U ,t-u suddenly 

/c<7) LAI' LT v 'il- *l*ic L T t' i 'i~ be looking forward to, be expecting 

" L jt 7 T-t 9 J-XiT-fo That’s all. 



<!£■!#!> 
'L 

«R 

3 —X 

-tt 

cfr 9 Li i 
*»Li+ m 

.IreA#. 
*<* 
«A 

*> 3f t' If i' 

@3£t L»tt] 
♦at’ 
is *J i -t i 

iU* A^i-r n 
*4* 

4‘v'K -5 
Elg 

4M it i 

-h *y h Lit in 
fHtt 

person in charge, attendant 

course 

start 

-th (ranking) 

win the championship 

trouble, worry 

alarm clock 

sleep 

wake up 

university student 

answer, reply 

ring 

set 

nevertheless, for all that 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. In the event that you lose your credit card, please inform the credit card company at 

once. 

2. She did not come, even though she promised. 

Example Sentences 

1. What should I say for an apology when I dial a wrong number? 

•••You should say, “I’m sorry, I have a wrong number.” 

2. This is the guarantee for this computer. 

If something goes wrong, contact this number, please. 

•••I see. 
3. Excuse me, but can I get a receipt for photocopy charges in this library? 

•••Yes, you can. Please tell the clerk when you need one. 

4. In case of fire or earthquake, do not use the elevator. 

•Yes. 
5. Did you make a good speech? 

•••No. I forgot the words in the middle, though I knew it by heart after a lot of 

practice. 

6. Are you going to play golf in spite of this rain? 

•••Yes. I like it very much, though I am not good at it. 

Conversation 

Though I practiced very hard 

Attendant: Everybody, this marathon race is for your health. So don’t overdo it, please. 

If you feel sick, please tell an attendant near you. 

Participants: OK. 

Attendant: In case you go the wrong way, go back to the last point on the correct route 

and resume running. 

Participant: Excuse me. If I want to quit, what should I do? 

Attendant: In that case, please give your name to the nearest attendant and leave. Now 

it’s time to start. 

Suzuki: Mr. Miller, how was the marathon race? 

Miller: I got the second prize. 

Suzuki: The second? That’s great! 

Miller: Oh, no. Considering 1 practiced as hard as I could, it’s disappointing that I 

couldn’t win. 

Suzuki: You will have another chance next year. 

120 



III. Reference Words & Information 

# # EMERGENCY 

L' l A. :i h* • 

Cl) In Case of Earthquake 

1 ) #/j X. Prepare first. 

® 1 KIT£< 
Be sure to fix furniture so that it will not fall over. 

5 fV JU< /;<«i 

Have a fire extinguisher on hand. 

Keep an emergency supply of water. 

® Cmmk lt^< 

Keep items needed in an emergency in a bag. 

® lt«< 
Make sure you know where the evacuation point is in your 

district. 
i' Vi S C4 tfi-T UX. li fil' U44 < i 5 ? 

® frA. £A!A t < 

Decide on a contact address with your family, friends and 

acquaintances. 

2) 2?— £ Zests' When an Earthquake Strikes 

Immediately extinguish any fire in use. 

Open doors to secure an exit path. 

© SIttJmzMlS&i+s\' 

Do not panic or rush outside. 

© T--f)L'OTTi: t Ci 
Get under a table. 

3 ) i o /c b When an Earthquake Stops 
ft*1 ijr>iu ? v’j<r wur va t,&-}i> 

(iWPUU *fl*u 

Get accurate information. 

(Beware of landslides and tidal waves.) 

CQ 

V *fL tt fci- 
4 ) When You Evacuate 

<il <11 '*■ ij til 

Do not evacuate by car, but walk. 

[2) In Case of Typhoon 
s l * i c 17 a i > 

® fl 'HI £ ft! < Listen to the weather forecast. 
i'* lb (ML 

® jJ C9,&# Check the exterior of the hou.se. 
TC r, *v 

(3) 7'/t <D X. £ Have radio batteries on hand. 

® ^ oo0)i£fljS Keep a supply of water and food. 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

•&*$**** 

122 

V dictionary form 

V £-form 

V '-format' 

i'-adj("-t') 

IX 

ft-adj'fr 

N CO 

'"-If '(i is an expression used to talk about a hypothetical situation. The sentence after 

it indicates how to cope with such a situation or its consequence. If '(1 follows either 

verbs, adjectives or nouns. Because ' is a noun, the forms of verbs, t '-adjectives, 

^.'-adjectives and nouns connected to it are the same as the forms when modifying nouns. 
iH* y f h IX Ax*»< 

(D^mu ntz lx 
If you cannot be in time for the meeting, please inform us. 

C <v0 «< rx fti' uu* 
©BffhllC at^L/c ^11. £i#i: X*li-t!XD 

If you are late, you will not be admitted to the hall. 
_ L toi IX X>>' 

® 7r £'? L/:b 

In the event that the fax machine does not work well, what should I do? 
•IX'jlo'iLjt ■? IX X>il iM-'J " 

® «ic t-^T < 

When you need a receipt, please tell the person in charge. 

©*&** xK-?-£ {jfefrttv'T < 

In case of fire or earthquake, do not use the elevator. 

V , 

l '-adj 
plain form 

COU. — 
&-adjj 1 plain form 

N i 

<D{Z follows either verbs, adjectives or nouns. Their forms used with CO IC arc as shown 

above. CO {z is used when what is stated in the second clause runs contrary to what is 

expected from the first clause. 

Ltz<n\z, 

She did not come, even though she promised. 
i:*ii xf !l/i*> 

Even though today is Sunday, I have to work. 

In ®, the speaker expects that the woman will come because she promised to do so. So he 

naturally feels disappointed that she did not come. In ©, Sunday is normally a holiday, yet 

the speaker has to work so he feels dissatisfied. The second clause implies feelings of 

unexpectedness or dissatisfaction. 



[Note] The difference between and t: 

® btz L<n spill Ib'T-m (xM^oic) 
My room is small but clean. 

#»*> -»• t **> 

® * Ltz m* P%->T t s sfetf'IJito (xftrf«|^*<7}|c) 

Even if it rains tomorrow, I will go out. 

and — T t in ® and ® cannot be substituted with ~~<D 1C. This is because ® 

simply joins two different evaluations together and the second clause therein does not 

represent an unexpected consequence of what is stated in the first clause. The first clause of 

© suggests a possibility, but ~<D |C can only indicate things that have actually occurred in 

reality. 

V < t < 

You promised to come. Why didn’t you come? (x £ L X &) 

~<D[Z in ® cannot be substituted with or & . This is because the second clause 

expresses a strong reproach. 



Lesson 46 

I. Vocabulary 

m-t i ±t bake, grill, roast 

biz Hi- I >ALi-t hand over 

4'i^T -T Dl ItT come back 

nt n tHi-t [a bus] leave, depart 

-5) 'f absence 

tz < Il'.'l/X delivery service 

If Ac ^ cause 
j 

rp 7 L ■f’ injection 

Li < J: < -fc« appetite 

Hi 
i 46 /n'V7 Uy \- pamphlet 

fas®®# 7t V* stereo 

_124 
^ i> b my place, my side 

~<n 'tzh — CO Sf the place around 

t> i ? just, exactly 

/i o i just now (used with the past tense; indicates 

completion) 

IH'TU 4- T l i 1 ri'o May I bother you now? 



gas service center 

1fXVV:s gas range, gas cooker 
C 

condition 

bkr l J; i i'. Wlio is this, please? 

head for 

Hfttz-tt Li L/ho Sorry to have kept you waiting. 

. aA 7, 4^7 . bTC 
4 15 

fcjfSi knowledge 
111 c 

treasury 
t ciim 
*1= A'J it MiH I [information] come in, reach 

yXrA system 

Hkif for example 

*-7- K 
v' .»•// 

key word 
p46 

one part 
Krt> 7‘J ,1 < 

X 77 t i T in input 125 

7 

second 
r ia/* 
tb±-f [tM*—] n [a book] be published 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. The conference is just about to begin. 

2. He just graduated from university this March. 

3. I sent the documents by special delivery, so they should arrive tomorrow. 

Example Sentences 

1. Hello, this is Tanaka speaking. Can you talk now? 

• • • I’m afraid I am going out just now. 

1 will call you when I get back. 

2. Have you found the cause of the breakdown? 

•••No, wc are checking now. 

3. Is Ms. Watanabe in? 

•••Well, she has just left now. 

She might be still at the elevator. 

4. How are you getting along with your work? 

**T joined the company just last month, so I can’t say yet. 

5. I only bought this video camera last week, and already it doesn’t work. 

•••Well, let me see it. 

6. Will Teresa’s temperature go down? 

■*Tve given her a shot now, so it should go down within three hours. 

Conversation 

He should be there soon 

Man at Gas 
Service Center: Hello, Gas Service Center. 

Thawaphon: Er, there’s a problem with my gas stove. 

Man: What seems to be the trouble? 

Thawaphon: Well, although you only fixed it last week, the flame goes out right 

away. It’s dangerous, so could you come and fix it soon? 

Man: I see. We’ll be there around five. 

May I have your name and address? 

Thawaphon: Hello. A man was supposed to be coming here around five 

check my gas stove. Isn’t he coming? 

o’clock to 

Man: I’m sorry. Who is this, please? 

Thawaphon: My name is Thawaphon. 

Man: Hold a moment. I’ll contact our repairman. 

Man: Sorry to have kept you waiting. He is heading for your place 

be there in about 10 minutes. 

now. He’ll 



III. Reference Words & Information 

ROOTS OF KATAKAN a words 

Japanese has many loanwords from foreign languages. They are written in katakana. 

While most katakana words come from English, some of them have come from French, 

Dutch, German, Portuguese, etc. Katakana words are also created by the Japanese using 

foreign words. 

h La fi i 

•ft*# 
food & drink clothes 

if i i i 

ft* 
illness 

if» • i>n 

’>*t A '' A 
jam ham 

9 7*“ 
cookie 

•f — X 
cheese 

3 a "j y 
-n croquette 

*A l/V 
omelette 

h“-7> 

green pepper 

[ V t y ] 
frankfurter 

/'A xy d y 
ham apron 

X#— h 
skirt 

•7 beer 
y 
f t— 

coffee 

^ bread 

?u 
spongecake 

5a 

7^/DX 

macaroni 

x / “ y 7 T T 
spaghetti 

x-*y 
suit 

x y X 
trousers 

*7 > X x 'J 
lingerie 

+ x a y h 
culotte 

*7 y 
deck shoes 

* 7 9 
hook 

fcf 0 — K 
velvet 

f 3 7 + 
vest, waistcoat 

4 yy}{,iLyif K77 

influenza drama 

X f l/X 
stress 

i/7 f y y 
X-ray 

/ /f o —-tr 

neurosis 

riz/i/f- 
allergy 

/ X 
scalpel 

t* y -fe 7 h 
tweezers 

^-7X 
chorus 

/ o r 4 — 
melody 

/S Ux 
ballet 

vtyyy 
chanson 

r h •; x 
studio 

y yi^y 
fairy talc 

opera 

/ * D ij — y 

ballerina 

others 

xy x a.—Jl 

schedule 

tissues 

by~/Jl L/y-f— 

trouble leisure 

ryy- h 
questionnaire 

1? y y —/h 
competition 

t'lD 
pierrot, clown 

TJ1//M h 
part-time job 

energy 

yi/yy t— 
ski slope theme 

i?" a -< y y 
rubber paint 

ffyy Oy? 
glass cook 

tpl9 
card 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

128 

1. V dictionary form 

VT-form t ZZZTi- 
V £-form 

The word £ C h originally means “place,” but it is also used to indicate a temporal 

position. The £ C h that you leam in this lesson is the latter and is used to stress a certain 

point in time during the course of an action. 

1) V dictionary form £ Z h Ti" 

This sentence pattern shows that a person is about to start doing something or something is 

about to start. It may be used together with I b, J: 7 £*] ^b, etc., which 

makes the meaning clearer. 

®8c#(i>Cli t ■? lk<£Ltzi'o 

ZM'b ZZ6Ti~a 
Have you had lunch yet? 

***No, Fm going to have it now. 

©Mil t 7 Ut 'J i ltz4\ 
ae 
i&ti Y.Zb Ti~ o 

Has the meeting begun yet? 

•“No, it’s just beginning now. 

2) VT-form \ ZZ6Tt 

This sentence pattern shows that a person is now doing a certain action or a certain action is 

now being done. It is often used with i . 

® tkW<D mS> ht'1) t Lfzti'o 

X ZZ6Ti\ 

Do you know what caused the breakdown? 

■ “No. We are investigating it now. 

3) Vfc-form ZZ5T? 

This sentence pattern shows that a person has just finished a certain action or a certain 

action has just been completed. It is used together with tz n tz v' ±, etc. 

tz*>tz* ZZZT1-. 

itz <n ?}\{z lfii-tf/C0 

Is Ms. Watanabe here? 

•"Oh, she’s just left. 

She may be somewhere near the elevator. 

(D tzr,tz4- '<*.& */;: 
The bus left just now, 



[Note] — £ Z h Ti" is a noun sentence and is used in various structures. See © below. 

® i 11 l ra+T4 

Hello. This is Tanaka speaking. May f talk to you now? 

'■■Sorry. I’m just going out. 

2. V A:-form [i> ‘J T+ 

This sentence pattern means that not much time has passed since a certain action or event 

occurred. It is the expression of the speaker’s feeling and can be used regardless of the real 

length of time that has passed if the speaker feels it is short. In this respect, this sentence 

pattern is different from V /c-form £ C h T*#*, which can only indicate the time when a 

certain action has just been completed. 

© ini Er\tLt Tto 
I had lunch only a while ago. 

Ms. Kimura joined this company only a month ago. 

[Note] is a noun sentence and is used in various structures. See @ below. 
‘,ii l 

® z<n IfTt\t MIo/: («'U +X<n[Zs 
I bought this video only a week ago, but it isn’t working well. 

V dictionary form 

V &l'-form 

li-fr-t 
tt- adj-fr 

NO 

The speaker uses this sentence pattern to show he/she is convinced of what is stated before 

Ui'T't. By using this sentence pattern, the speaker implies that he/she has grounds to 

think so, that it is his/her own judgement, and that he/she is quite sure of it. 

® ^ y—iL\l ill &6T L i i 

-kz it*<so? mh< 

Do you think Mr. Miller will come today? 

••■I’m sure he’ll come. I received a phone call from him yesterday. 

In ®, the grounds for the speaker’s judgement is yesterday’s phone call. Based on this call, 

the speaker himself judges that Mr. Miller will come today. The speaker shows his/her firm 

belief in this judgement by using — II if X"t. 



Lesson 47 

I. Vocabulary 

ioi ') it i Mi1) it [people] gather 

0!h<~] [AA~] 

bttiit n fjHi-r [people] part, separate 

[AA~] 

Lit I Lit live long 

Lit- i 

latiz *a~] [sound/ voice] be heard 

[#) LH~] [■**<-] tasle 

[i;}a '!}■'—] smell 

Hit i put up [an umbrella] 

[A-5 £ ~] [*t~] 

if- in' terrible, severe 

C b'' ■$'' frightening, horrible 

TAS-tlH AsVHfc weather forecast 

lio y J: t announcement, presentation 

L-Ht/C 3E®1 experiment 

L- A >— t A a population 

Cfcv' smell 

science 

medicine, medical science 

.^AA' < A£ literature 

' < h A — palTol car 

$ rt> n i n> ? L ■¥> ambulance 

SA-th' approval, agreement 

fiAA^ ' AH objection, opposition 

A A ah' male, man 

L jt -th' Aft female, woman 



£*7 i it appears that (used when making a tentative 

judgement) 

~i: XZZ according to ~ (indicates the source of 

information) 

*'<') [ft] Bali [island] (in Indonesia) 

Iran 

Kil v 7 + /P-T California (in U. S. A.) 

^/TA Guam 

<!£!£&* 
Cl»uffc 

i®A sweetheart, boyfriend, girlfriend 
CX,<*< 

*6>ftLit hi get engaged 
i>i' X 

ft* the other person 

get acquainted Ml 

MB 
.IfcA# . 
-M* ^ U* Ai-j 

average life span 
131 

<t fc'-W" 
th-^i-f [JJttK~] n compare [with men] 
u rf'-if 

W± doctor 

ffi brain 

hormone 

flats cosmetics 
L t 
i$l^s survey, research 
it Lj ■) 

makeup (~~ £ L £ ’i": put on makeup) 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. According to the weather forecast, it’s getting colder tomorrow. 

2. Someone seems to be in the next room. 

Example Sentences 

1. The newspaper says that a Japanese speech competition will be held in January. Why 

don’t you enter it. Mr. Miller? 

•••Well, 1*11 think about it. 

2. I heard that Klara lived in France in her childhood. 

•••That's why she can understand French, too. 

3. They say that Power Electric’s new electronic dictionary is very good because it’s 

easy-to-use. 

•••Yes, it is. I’ve already bought it. 

4. 1 went to the Indonesian island of Bali recently. 

•••I hear that it is a very beautiful place. 

Yes. It was very wonderful. 

5. They’re lively, aren’t they? 

•■•Yes. It seems that they are having a party or something. 

6. There are a lot of people gathered. 

••■It looks as if there's been an accident. There’s a police car and an ambulance. 

Conversation 

I heard that she has got engaged 

Watanabe: I’m going now. Good-bye. 

Takahashi: Ms. Watanabe, just a moment. I’ll come with you. 

Watanabe; I’m sorry but I’m in a hurry. 

Takahashi; 

Hayashi: 

Takahashi: 

Hayashi: 

Takahashi: 

Hayashi: 

Takahashi: 

Hayashi: 

Takahashi: 

Ms. Watanabe leaves earlier recently. 

It looks like she has found a boyfriend. 

Oh, don’t you know the news? They say that she got engaged recently. 

Really? Who? The lucky man! 

Mr. Suzuki of 1MC. 

Mr. Suzuki? 

I heard that she met him last year at the wedding reception of one of her 

friends. 

Did she? 

By the way, how about you, Mr. Takahashi? 

Me? My work is my sweetheart. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

? ML Z i' r 

• mmn onomatopoeia 

If b if b (^7) 

guffaw 

ri' 
r' s~\ 

If < If< (4H*) 

(eat) heartily 

. CL o > 

^b*'b (IT^'4) 

(feel) rough 

4/—f— (&6) t'a- t'zL— (»fc<) Z7'QZ7'n (»$/ 

(rain) hard (wind be) whistling (thunder) loudly 

'/ / / f 4 * ti / MS§L //& 

/n V // 

7>v> (fix*) 

bowwow 

L < L < (>i<) 

sob 

Jt* (A-5) 
(look around) restlessly 

err iV 

<# ? < 7 (**) 

(be) fast asleep 

£ y~y{ ^ 

->6^6 (LT^'£) 

(be) smooth, slippery 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1. plain formf ?Tt I hear that... 

This is an expression for conveying information you have obtained from another source 

without adding your own point of view. When the source of the information is given, it is 

indicated by — 12 Jt £ l (according to—), placed at the beginning of the sentence. 

h L/zli 

According to the weather forecast, it will be cold tomorrow. 

© j-n'itD tff, 77>xi: \iLT T"f„ 

3 heard that Klara lived in France when she was a child. 

1 hear that Bali is very beautiful. 

[Note 1] Note that this expression is different in meaning and construction from 

— used for describing an apparent state that you learned in Lesson 43. Compare 

the following sentences. 
**> 

@ Stf* NMJ i T’to 
s> *1 

© T-tc 

It looks like rain. 

I heard that it will rain. 

(L. 43) 

„ '1 i i ') 
© z<n *4 3Hi fci'Lfitt. 
„ v 11 'i 
© z<n fc'oloiiTt. 

This food looks delicious. 

I heard that this food is delicious. 

(L. 43) 

[Note 2] The difference between 7 X"t (expression of hearsay) and v xo T 

Ltz (L, 33): 

® hi tz 

3 hear that Mr. Miller is going to Kyoto tomorrow. 

® 5-7-5^11 hltz % fir < l tot I'H/co 
Mr. Miller said that he is going to Kyoto tomorrow. 

In example ® the information source is Mr. Miller himself, while in example ® it is highly 

possible that the information source is not necessarily Mr. Miller but somebody else. 

Another difference is that in example ® the words wliich Mr. Miller said can be quoted 

directly or indirectly. In example ® on the other hand, only the plain form may be used. 



2. V 

lA-adj 
plain form 

Jt 1 T+ 
#-adj plain form—Tt-*—v 

N plain form— 

It seems that... 

~~ X 9 T“f conveys the speaker’s subjective conjecture, which is based on the information 

obtained through his/her sensory organs. 

A sentence that ends in X 9 T"L sometimes accompanies £ 9 & which suggests the 

speaker cannot be certain if what he/she is saying is a fact. 

® Hi-?t 
IT w Lv 5 

Look, there is a big crowd. 

•**lt looks like there’s been an accident. A patrol car and an ambulance are there. 

© -if 3 i Lb6 U ffit o £*9 t ?Hf* U\'tz Jt -5 
I have a cough and a headache. It looks like I’ve caught a cold. 

[Note] The difference between —^ 9 Ti' (L. 43, describing an apparent state) and 

-X 9 Tt: 

@ tt L % 9 T+ o Mr. Miller seems to be busy. (L. 43) 
'•■H' 

© ; y — Lit 'It lAN Jt 9 T+o It seems that Mr. Miller is busy. 

Example @ indicates an intuitive judgement based on what the speaker has seen of Mr. 

Miller’s condition or behavior, and example @ indicates the speaker’s judgement based on 

what he has read, heard or been told. 
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3. Lit 

'■'A. t; t 

@ L i "f fa0 There’s a strange sound, isn’t there? 

A phenomenon that is perceivable by the senses is described by using L X 

Expressions in this category are C X.// L X "f, \ Li and h L L t ~t. 

All these expressions mean that these things have been perceived or sensed regardless of 

the speaker’s intention. 



Lesson 48 

I. Vocabulary 

H6 1 it I T L i i" put down, lower 

n n't t it J St-t it deliver, report 

*tbt lit 1 •ffiM £ L £ take care of ~ 

mm unwilling, reluctant 

JJA'l'.v $c Lv' strict, hard 

l il> 4 cram school 

xt/t-; t- schedule 

-th' n 4ft pupil 

t<n t person (referring to one’s relatives or 

subordinates) 

i: v>> ? tt X<ff Immigration Bureau 

$ ^ 'i: 0) 9 L < t'+F tfAIIt't re-entry visa 

L t -j t: EtfeU freely 

~P4 for ~ (referring to duration) 

>h' ; nrt*i. That’s good. 



#i‘}t L ^' Tir 

XL.I’ <J 
*V' *\| T 

**l4 TU 

tf'it'i'tf/Co 

I 

Are you busy? (used when talking to someone 

senior or older) 

after a long time 

business, sales 

by that time 

It’s all right./It doesn't matter, 

enjoy oneself 

-tt*' 3 

kfr'it Li-f ni 
x e- k 

31 i 
tt*L t-t in 

XX 

MU' 

$ 
Cl* 

n 
— (c £ o T 

originally 

-tli century 

be a substitute, be a replacement 

speed 

race 

circus 

performance, trick 

beautiful 

figure, appearance 

heart, mind 

catch 

for "w 
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II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. I will send my son to Britain to study. 

2. I will make/lel my daughter learn the piano. 

Example Sentences - 

1. When you arrive at the station, please call me, 

I will send a member of my staff to the station to pick you up. 

***A11 right. 

2. Your Hans likes to play outside, doesn’t he? 

•••Yes. Playing outside is good for his health, and gives him a chance to make 

friends, so I encourage him to play in the open air. 

3. Hello, can I speak to Ichiro, please? 

•■"Pm sorry. He is in the bath at the moment. 

1 will tell him to call you back later. 

4. How is Professor Walt’s class? 

•••It’s very strict. He never allows the students to use Japanese. 

But he lets them freely say what they want to say. 

5. Excuse me. Could you let me park the car here for a while? Pm unloading packages. 

•••All right. 

Conversation 

Let me take leave, please 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Nakamura: 

Miller: 

Ms. Nakamura, are you busy now? 

No, go ahead. 

Pvc got something to ask you. 

What is it? 

Well. A friend of mine in America is going to marry next month. 

Uh-huh. 

So I would like to be allowed to return to my country. 

When next month? 

Could you let me have 10 days leave or so from the 7th? 

As I haven’t seen my parents for a long time either. 

Well, we arc to have the sales meeting on the 20th, right? 

Can you return before that? 

The wedding is to be held on the 15th, so Pll come back soon after it’s over. 

Then, it’s OK. Have a good time and refresh yourself. 

Thank you. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

L'JllZ-Hz.6 DISCIPLINE 
C ^ ' flfi: 

•3" ¥ t H -it t ~f What will you make or let your children do? 

L -tiX *ii>- *>* 

• T&5' 

play outdoors in natural surroundings 

do sports 
(tt'J 'liCi 

•—AV&ff-f 4 

go on a trip alone 

have various experiences 

read many good books 
til 134 L S 

'jrotefc Bfl < 

*• 
• /'f i 

participate in voluntary activities 

• 1 ty £ -f-fc *9 

do some household chores 

listen to old people 

take care of their sister, brother, grandfather and grandmother 

• kftW U /b"C £ 

do what they want to do 
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IV. Grammar Explanation 
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1 . Causative verbs , ,. . 

IIow to make causative verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 48, p. 188, 

Causative verbs 

polite form plain form 

I I'jit -f 

n t 

in Jit C 5-ttti- 

l*i- Jn+i t 

All causative verbs are Group II verbs; they conjugate into the dictionary form, '-form, 

T -form, etc. 

e.g. v v 'fr-kt (ftt\)t 

2 . Causative verb sentences 

There are two types of causative sentences: those which indicate the subject of an action 

with £, and those which indicate it with 12. When the verb is intransitive, as in 1) below, 

£ is used, while when the verb is transitive, as in 2), (2 is used irrespective of whether the 

object of the verb is stated or not. 

1) N (person) £ V (intransitive) causative make/let a person V (intransitive verb) 

CD 4-8:1 i *°i$-SX.£ *»***+• 
The department manager makes Mr. Kato go to Osaka on business. 

L:-rr> L‘ r>7 S>* 

© fcfc Ui «£ iii: aif-tf a Lfc. 
1 let my daughter play freely. 

[Note] When an intransitive verb with “N (place) £ ” is used in the sentence, the subject of 

the action is indicated with 12, as shown in (D, but without a phrase with £, the subject of 

the action is indicated with £, as shown in 
C AJ'j'h hi 

® frtz Ui 12 m<n £$]£ ito 

1 make my child walk on the right side of the road. 

© fotz Ui ■?"£&£ ^ i't d I make my child walk. 

2) N (person)12 N £ V (transitive) causative make/let a person V (transitive verb) 

f.S lit* f T ^ 
(D J&Hli ttU'Ttrf'i*. iftu ^ 

I am busy in the morning, so I make my daughter help prepare breakfast. 
_ UX,**' *»' t U rpi ItX. 

® idaic ®a£ L/co 
The teacher let her students freely voice their opinions. 

3 . Usage of a causative 

Causative verbs indicate compulsion or permission. A causative sentence is used when the 

relationship between a senior person and a junior person is very clear (e.g., a parent and 

child, an elder brother and younger brother, a superior and subordinate, etc.) and the senior 



person forces the junior person to do a certain act, or allows him to do something. ® and 

© are examples of compulsion and © and © are those of permission. But when the 

speaker tells a person from outside his own group that he will make someone from within 

his group do something, as seen in the example below, the causative sentence is used 

regardless of their status. 

©Mu < fc' S i'« 

a*.i: 

-ht'i) t L/co 

When you arrive at the station, please call me. 

I will send a member of my staff to the station to pick you up. 

•••Thank you. 

[Note 1] When a junior person has a senior person do a certain action and the senior versus 

junior relationship between them is obvious, V T -form 'fzfzi i't is used. If the two 

are equal or the relationship is delicate in terms of which one is senior, V T-form 

i) b'' £ ~i~ is used instead. 

® btz 111 i'tztzitltz. 

I had the department manager explain it to me. 

®bfz III Whir ib^tLtzo 

I had my friend explain it to me. 

[Note 2] As shown in ® above, a causative verb usually cannot be used to describe a 

junior person having a senior person do something. However, as can be seen in ®, there is 

an exception when verbs denoting emotion such as fa b L/Ci" LXriiA 'T £, 

l) + JLh Z (be glad), L L' (feel sad), C &(get angry), etc., arc used. 

The Main Textbook, however, does not cover this usage. 
: «»(,&* -t*> nil lxjjV 

® Zi. ?§< T, #£ i Lfco 

When I was a child, my poor health worried my mother. 

V causative T-form ^' fz fz l i 1 -tf Lf)' Would you please let me do ...? 

In Lesson 26 you learned V T -form ^' fz tiIt 1 -If which is used to request 

someone to do something. V causativeT-form t' fz fz It i -tf L on the other hand, is 

used to seek permission. 

Would you please tell me how to use the photocopier? (L. 26) 

@ ISilsJW* 

As I’m going to attend my friend’s wedding, would you please let me leave earlier? 

CL. 48) 

In © & L PL h will be done by the listener, while in © % ? fz v 'T £ will be done by the 

speaker. 



Lesson 49 

I. Vocabulary 

n ft*iit work [for a company] 

[tfn ' L -¥> l~—] [4rtti=~] 

I frA i t go to bed, sleep 

tf'iit 1r n 
[v '-ric~] 

»tt i t sit on [a chair] 

-re*L±t i iSC'Lit spend (time), pass (time) 

J:'lit I drop into [a bank] 

[<LZ 9 u~] 

v' t o l * v' i -f i be, go, come (respectful equivalent of t' £ ‘f*, 

^ * J t and $ t +) 

*> L*^'j $-t i 8 L±4«'j it eat, drink (respectful equivalent of fz^t i~ 

and <D A i i“) 

i-i r> L ■¥= ^ ' i T I say (respectful equivalent of \' i “#") 

’i-S'.'it i do (respectful equivalent of L £ i") 

C*£,X^l= it I C^IC i -J" see, look at (respectful equivalent of & t ~t) 

ZVL L’ Tt Z‘# l* Tt know (respectful equivalent of L o T ^' £ ) 

ii>"^ greeting, address (~£ L £ *f • greet, give an 

address) 

/5cm ashtray 

«J i tf'/C Japanesc-style hotel or inn 

' c J: 9 meeting place, hall 

-<XT\' '<X# bus stop 

if') X? trade 

i (respectful equivalent of ~ ^ /S) 

tst 'J 1= «f’) J= on the way back 

fzttZ once in a while 

not at all (used with negatives) 

Z.L') ft < &f£tf < without reserve, without hesitation 



tiL <A 
-4-ft 

Tli 
ti nr* 

tfal i-f [&£-] i 

Jt L < £?lx < 
1. -?i\\' 
^.4L\ '/;lJt. 

L2 1 Z. ■? 

. ¥t&-%0 .. 

lit? 

%> ( <f) ~~ 
*<UjL 

tt* 
C *Lx-J 

m 
■It »W’?i 

ii A' 
fls* 

~T I 
*?1 iVL 

-ft* 

»# 

£> T 
?o 5j< 

ft* 

»» 

«« A H &?■.;:*? 
5«sAii 

ti $i i 4‘< 
^ 
•r<C tfr< L/7 

«/—"<;i/:£ 4 $* 

class — of -th grade 

well, then (polite equivalent of (J ^>) 

run [a fever] 

Give my best regards./Please say hello. 

Good-bye. (humble equivalent of 

' L Or) 

fictitious elementary school 

lecturer 

many *—, much — 

work (of art, etc.) 

be awarded a prize 

world-wide 

novelist, writer 

be (respectful equivalent of T'f) 

one’s eldest son 

handicap, defect 

have (respectful way of saying toT \' i 1~) 

composition (music) 

activity 

well, so (indicating an end or beginning) 

Japanese novelist (1935- ) 

Tokyo University 

Nobel Prize for literature 



II. Translation 

Sentence Patterns 

1. The section chief has already gone home. 

2. The company president has already gone home. 

3. The department manager will go to America on business. 

4. Please wait a moment. 
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Example Sentences 

1. I lave you read all of this book? 

***Yes, I have read it all. 

2. Excuse me. Are you going to use that ashtray? 

•••No, I'm not. Please use it. 

3. Do you often go to the movies? 

•••No, I don’t. But, l watch a movie on TV occasionally. 

4. Do you know that Mr. Ogawa’s son has passed the entrance exam for Sakura 

University? 

■■’No, I didn’t blow at all until now. 

5. What would you like to drink? 

Please feel free to ask for anything you like. 

••Til have a beer, please. 

6. Is Manager Matsumoto there? 

•••Yes, he is in this room. Please go in. 

Conversation 

Would you please convey my message? 

Teacher: 

Klara: 

Teacher: 

Klara: 

Teacher: 

Klara: 

Teacher: 

Klara: 

Teacher: 

Klara: 

Hello, this is Himawari elementary school. 

Good morning. 

This is Mrs. Schmidt speaking. I’m the mother of Hans Schmidt, a pupil in 

Class Two of the fifth grade. May 1 speak to Ms. Ito? 

She’s not here yet. 

Then, would you please pass a message to her? 

Yes, certainly. What is it? 

Hans ran a fever last night and he still has it this morning. 

Oh, that’s bad. 

So, I’m making him stay at home today. Could you tell that to Ms. Ito, please? 

I see. I hope he gets better soon. 

Thank you. Good-bye. 



111. Reference Words & Information 

T% b t'tz 

TALKING ON THE TELEPHONE 

Hello. Is this 

t: < 

— ’ residence? 

: 
(-"rr.J Yes, this is- 

a i 

b/s<L Li 

: -Li+aK 

This is —— calling. 

Can I speak to Mrr - 9 

\ / 
l I 

No, it isn’t. 
L*7lU' 

T7^ : fc, L/c. 

Oh, I’m sorry. 

r* 
(±V>. t, Jt O < /■; * k 

Yes. One moment, please. 
•J/ *1* «X» -Lr *P 

ti L t L, -T+rf<. 

Hello,-speaking. 

A: 
4,‘> • i 

-<*** * + r+a«. 

~ is out. 

h ks i Ti~ ti'o 

I I J I see. 
TL ^1L M’ 

May I leave a message? 

Yes, go ahead. 

ti±, §4mon#i- 
£ £ fcfeX. < /c $* '« 

Tell him the meeting will start at 10. 

: lii\ i Ifc. 

A ^ \ Yes, certainly. 

A 
I / 

A 

/V A 
ii i 

— is not here. 

'J i+^o 

When will he come back? 

IQekzZlzVZ £S^£ t^o 
He will be back around 10. 

T(i, 
I’ll call again around that time then. 

1 see. 
L*7iU' 
jMLI £ + * 

Good-bye. 

M5 



IV. Grammar Explanation 

1 . (honorific expressions) 

You learn It'x C” in Lesson 49 and 50, It'-' C* are expressions used to show the speaker’s respect for 

the listener or the person being referred to. The speaker is expected to show respect depending on 

his/her relationship with the listener or the person being referred to. There are the following three 

factors that should be considered in deciding the use of It's C: (l) When the speaker is junior or 

tower in social status, he/shc uses It'' C* to show respect to the person senior or higher in social 

status. (2) When the speaker docs not have a close acquaintanceship with the listener, as is typical 

when the speaker first meets the listener, he/she uses It'x C* to show respect to the listener. (3) The 

h relationship should also be taken into consideration with regard to the use of It'' C\ The 

speaker’s group such as his/her family and company, etc,, arc considered as *7and other groups 

are considered as V h . When the speaker talks about *7 ^ <D 17 Y (an insider) to V h CO 17 Y (an 

outsider), the insider is treated like the speaker himsell/herself. Therefore, even if the insider is senior 

or higher in status, the speaker cannot use It'' CT in the way that shows respect to the insider. 

2 . Types of 

It' 'C* are classified into three types: -^/Clt' 'Cf (respectful expressions), It/C C 1 9 C* (humble 

expressions) and T's ti'' (polite expressions). Lesson 49 deals with *c L11'' C*. 

txjjn r 
3. Jtfttft (respectful expressions) 

L It'' C* are expressions used to describe the listener or the person referred to, as well as things 

connected with him/her and his/her actions. 

1) Verbs 
J'-'C l»i 

(1) Respectful verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 49, p. 196, ^.'^Al.) 

The same verbs used in the passive are used as respectful verbs. They are Group H verbs. 

® 7Bfi: Mr. Nakamura is coming at seven. 
S II 

© tp 50 £ K7 *5 h tz /C T ~t #'o Have you given up drinking? 

(2) fc V£T-form K +£ ‘J t-f 

This pattern is considered politer than the respectful verbs mentioned above. Verbs whose & "t- 

form consist of one mora («&■ £ ~f, i t", etc.) and Group IH verbs cannot be used in this 

pattern. As for (he verbs which have special equivalents (see (3) below), note that the special 

equivalents rather than this pattern arc used. 

© titbit t 1 ') U ') £ L tzo The president has already left for home. 
Il A, L >( i 

(3) Special respectful words (See Main Textbook, Lesson 49, p. 196, ftfc'¥A5.) 

Some verbs have special respectful equivalents. They are considered to show the same level of 

respect as (2) above. 

® *7 h jhjklt Eft I - '' b o L ' £ "to Professor Watt is in the office. 

©^-5^3 lJU*oT < o Please help yourselves 



[Note] ''bo L -V*v' £ ~tt t£ £ ^v £ T, ( tz $ i' i T and ^ -> L ■*£> \x iT are Group I verbs, 

but except for the £ -form, they change their form in the b-row when they conjugate. 

© *7 “/ h IJ f-7f £ $ *2i TDocs Professor Watt play tennis? 

•••No, 1 don’t think so. 

(4) V £T-form < 

This is the respectful way of instructing or inviting someone to do something. 
no 

® ih t> b tf' *JA<J Please enter from over there. 

[Note] The special words you learned in (3) above cannot be used in this pattern. The exceptions arc 

L £>$**) £i~ and C" £> /CU <l* ‘j i T, which are changed to t? # L & ( tz ^ \' (Please 

help yourself) and C* b h ( tz"^^' (Please have a look at it) respectively. 

2) Nouns, adjectives and adverbs 

In addition to verbs, some nouns, adjectives and adverbs can be turned into /C(|t' CT by attaching 

fe or Cf to the front of the word. The choice between £>' and C' depends on the word. Basically & is 

attached to words of Japanese origin, while C* is attached to words of Chinese origin. 

Examples of words to which £ is attached: 

(N) *>BL 
1*4 i K i i f l/l 

(^.'-adj) i>7C7\. 

(I'-adj) £tfc Lv \ 

Examples of words to which C* is attached: 
*• f< " tIk ') t Z i 

(n) r*«L zmi 
*->L4 I4«i^ 

(*’-adj) C*^ 
L' <*-> 

(adverb) C S tb U 

Ho r 

4 . and style of sentence 

A sentence can end with a plain form of IJi 'C*, which makes the sentence a plain style sentence. 

This kind of sentence appears on occasions such as when the speaker is talking with a close friend 

about a person to whom the speaker wishes to show respect. 
.i: *4 C 

® o|S-&|i vN b o L Y1 & ? What time will the general manager come? 

no r 

5 . Uniform level of in a sentence 

In honorific expressions, replacing some of the words in a sentence with It*' C' does not suffice. It is 

necessary to keep a uniform level of It vs C' throughout the entire sentence. 

© IpH&A L±_[£ zf/\,7tz T« 
The general manager’s wife will go golfing together with him. 

In < ■? £ and C'tx r> L J: I- are used instead of & < ^ L, and i 'o L 1 I- in order to be 

consistent with the respectful verb ^ £ 'if. 

6. ~2 IT 

You change V T-fonn to VJt -form £ LX when you want to be very polite. In a sentence with 

t' Z\ ~ £ L T is often used for consistency. 

® rM A \kl£ LT. anti tz 

Hans became feverish last night and still has a fever this morning. 
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Lesson 50 

148 

I. Vocabulary 

t v' ■; i tc i #*; it go, come (humble equivalent of t' J i “t and 

*4+) 
is ‘J i -f I be (humble equivalent of t' £ i-) 

eat, drink, receive (humble equivalent of 

0<b£i~ and t bV'il") 

i Hit i # li t say (humble equivalent of *N J ~t) 
VH; lit I do (humble equivalent of L i i~) 
liv MfL i i -f m lit see (humble equivalent of A £ i~) 

*xtit n #lit know (humble equivalent of L *J £ i~) 
iW'it I ’f®]'' i t ask, hear, visit (humble equivalent of i 5 t ~f 

and ^ i i -t) 

u it I & @ [Z i ^ meet (humble equivalent of & ^ ' i i") 

cH’v'it I be (polite equivalent of & 1 j £ i~) 

~T :‘i'"it be (polite equivalent of — Ti") 

btz < l I (humble equivalent of btz L) 

t-f K guide 

fc/c < (someone clse’s) house 

Z ? ' £P?h suburbs 

ni'<b album 

i b v ' l rp 7 i *iH the week after next 

i bV')fo SSM the month after next 

i*.#- the year after next 

l±X^ l half a year 

1 ± ic tl?i: first of all 

ifi'Zi: ft«l= lastly 

*/c"i now 

A £ tj } 11II < X-r> n>L 

%'s£ p A ^ W ^ fit Edo-Tokyo Museum 



iAj 7 
SHftti-f in become tense, be strained 
117*7 

in broadcast 

«'J i+ [t'x3M=~] I record [on video], video 
Lj 

prize money 
L -tfX, 
&& nature 

giraffe 
Vi 

«. elephant 

C 6 times, days 
fj *a 

[dream] be realized 

z t Lv'TL n<'. May I say one word? 

LJt m cooperate 
I 

b from my heart 
*'XA «* 

be grateful, be thankful 

. 1. 

[ ] 41 
liitf" 

H Lv' 
vfL i 

fc7cSlT i'bo L^i'lt^o 

**» ‘f> < 
4'it t-t 

±t'l i-t i 

[fc]$ 
<* 

«c* 

n 

gratitude, thanks 

Dear ~ 

beautiful 

IIow are you doing? (respectful equivalent of 

fcuxsr-r*') 

trouble, annoy, inconvenience 

make good use of 

castle 

Sincerely yours 

50 
ISSril 

149 

Munich (in Germany) 



II. Translation 

150 

Sentence Patterns 

1. 1 will send this month’s schedule. 

2. I come from America. 

Example Sentences 

1. It looks heavy. Shall I help you hold it? 

•"Oh, yes, please. 

2. Excuse me, where are we visiting after seeing this place? 

••■We are taking you to the Edo-Tokyo Museum. 

3. Mr. Gupta is arriving at two o’clock, isn’t he? Is somebody going to pick him up? 

•••Yes, I will go. 

4. Where does your family live? 

•••My family lives in New York. 

5. May I see your ticket, please? 

•••Sure. 

Thank you very much. 

6. Do you know that Mr. Miller won the first prize at the speech contest? 

•••Yes, 1 heard it from the department manager. 

7. This is Mr. Miller. 

•••How do you do? My name is Miller. 

I am pleased to meet you. 

8. Is there a telephone near here? 

••■Yes, it’s next to the staircase over there. 

Conversation 

I am sincerely grateful to you 

Master of 
Ceremonies: Congratulations on winning the championship. 

It was a wonderful speech. 

Miller: Thank you very much. 

M.C.: Did you feel tense? 

Miller: Yes, I felt very tense. 

M.C.: Did you know that this would be broadcast on TV? 

Miller: Yes. I want to video it and let my parents in America see it. 

M.C.: What will you spend the prize money on? 

Miller: Let me see. I like animals, and I’ve had a dream of going to Africa since 

my childhood. 

M.C.: Then you’ll go to Africa? 

Miller: Yes. I think I would like to see giraffes and elephants in the wild. 

M.C.: It means the dream you have had since childhood will come true. 

Miller: Yes. Er, may I say something? 

M.C.: Please. 

Miller: I would like to express my sincerest thanks to all the people for their 

cooperation and help so that I could participate in this speech contest. 



III. Reference Words & Information 

UU • HOW TO WRITE ADDRESSES 
i'k 

•M t i 

it Ml envelope Receivers 

postal 

zip code 

address 

? i 

name with 

postal zip code 

—-address 

name 

name 

(when writing to one’s teacher, 

use instead of 

postal zip code 

* ** i\4 
: * : '< + * i 
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IV. Grammar Explanation 

1 . mmm (humble expressions) 

It/C C J: 9 C are expressions in which the speaker humbles himsclf/hcrself and lowers 

his/her own acts to show respect to the listener or the person being referred to. Respect is 

directed at a person of higher social status or V 1' <T> V' £ (an outsider). l|/C L i 9 C is 

also used when the speaker refers to ^ -f* CO £/ £ (an insider) in front of an outsider. 

0 

(i) & V (I, I group) £T-form L £ i" 

CD 

© 

9 T-rta0 C li l n to 

It looks so heavy. Shall 1 cany it for you? 
toft( L Lf^ii L 

I will tell the president the schedule. 

o 

J»i: (it K< 
© JW *T l£-f. 

My elder brother will take you in his car. 

In examples © and ®, the speaker humbles himself/herself by lowering his/her acts to 

show his/her respect to the listener ((D) or the person being referred to (©). In example 

®, the action is performed by an insider, not by the speaker. 

This form is not applicable to verbs in which the £ i~-form consists of one mora as in 

Ai-fori'i-f. 

(2) C'V(I group) 

Lit. 

I will take you to the Edo-Tokyo Museum. 
X Ti‘ 

c^Lito 

I will explain today’s schedule. 

This pattern is applicable to Group III verbs. Other than those verbs given in the 

examples above, only those verbs which imply some association with the listener such as 

L J: 9 L £ +, L J: 9 tz\' L it, * 9 tzL L £1“ and fe < L £ i" can 

be used. TXto L £ "t" and ^ ^ < L £ if are exceptions in that & instead of C 

precedes them. 

[Note] The patterns in (1) and (2) can only be used with acts which involve another person 

beside the agent of the act. Therefore, they are not applicable to an act that does not involve 

another person such as the one in the following example. 
toft a <i: <5‘X 

x ftii n^ Lt-to 



2) Special humble verbs (See Main Textbook, Lesson 50, p. 204, A3.) 

There are some verbs which contain humble meanings. They are used as follows. 

(1) When the speaker's act involves the listener or the person to whom respect is directed: 

Qmz jiiu 
I met the president's wife. 

®£ltz\t tzM* <*t±+tf\» 
bt:{ t 

-iM* 

Who will come over to help me tomorrow? 

•••I will. 

(2) When the speaker’s act docs not involve the listener or the person to whom respect is 

directed: 

® l 7 — £ L ± 'to My name is Miller. 

® T / x) il $s b &l) £ L fz o I come from the United States. 

Tt'rn • r 
2 . T (polite expressions) 

T ^\' C* arc polite expressions used to show the speaker's respect to the listener. 

1) :*^^t 

C* ' £ i~ is the polite equivalent of £>l) £ ~f. 
b d*W:\L xz 

® nk<r> miz 
The pay phone is beside the stairs. 

2) ~T ersvj-r 

~ T' t' £ -f is the polite equivalent of X"t. 

© imct 
vjl » n#« 

—y<7va- 7 

Hello, this is 1MC. 

• * 'This is Schmidt of Power Electric. May I speak to Mr. Miller? 

3) J: h U 'T L 1 l 4' 

Jt h L t' T L J: 9 #' is a polite equivalent of t' t' T“i"4\ 

© L\'TL j: 

— 17— t — S 'Life 
What would you like to drink? 

•"Coffee, please. 

® z<n 1/7 h £ t «J:^U'TLn^o 
May I have one of these pamphlets? 



Particles 

1. [li] 
A: 1) I don’t like sports. (Lesson 26) 

2) In my school, there is an American teacher. (27) 

3) This vending machine is broken. (29) 

B: 1) In the old days we could see mountains well from here, but not now. (27) 

2) I can write hiragana, but not kanji. (27) 

3) On a fine day, you can see Mt. Fuji, but not on a rainy day. (27) 

C: You need at least ten people for preparing a party. (42) 

2. Lt] 

A: 1) There is an American teacher in my brother’s school, too. (27) 

2) I have a fever and a headache, so I will take a day off work. (28) 

B: It took as long as three weeks to have the video fixed. (42) 

3. [<D] 

A: 1) The trip is scheduled to be for one week. (31) 

2) Please assemble the table according to the directions. (34) 

3) I’ll have coffee after eating. (34) 

4) I eat a lot of vegetables for my health. (42) 

5) When it breaks down, please phone this number. (45) 

6) That supermarket should be closed tomorrow. (46) 

7) What Mr. Ogawa said seems to be true. (47) 

8) Mr, Gupta is arriving at two o’clock. (50) 

B: It is a small town in Hokkaido where my daughter was born. (38) 

4. [*] 

A: I will graduate from university. (31) 

B: I don’t make phone calls after eleven at night. (36) 

C: The department manager let Mr. Suzuki take three days off work. (48) 

5. W*] 

A: 1) The bus didn’t come. (26) 

2) We can see mountains from the window. (27) 

3) A big bridge has been completed nearby. (27) 

4) The light is on. (29) 

5) There is a picture hung on the wall. (30) 

6) I will do it, so please leave it as it is. (30) 

7) A new star has been discovered. (37) 

8) People in Tokyo walk fast. (38) 

9) I didn’t understand it because the explanation was difficult. (39) 



10) I will go and meet Mr. Gupta. (50) 

B: I can read Japanese newspapers. (27) 

C: I want to tour NHK. How can I do that? (26) 

6. [1=] 
A: 1) I was late for the appointment. (26) 

2) I’m going to participate in the athletic meeting. (26) 

3) I passed the entrance examination to Sakura University. (32) 

4) I noticed that I had left something behind. (34) 

5) I am going to take part in a baseball game tomorrow. (36) 

6) 1 met with an accident. (45) 

7) 111 work for a company. (49) 

B: 1) You can see an island over there. (27) 

2) 1 left my umbrella in a train. (29) 

3) There is a picture hung on the wall. (30) 

C: 1) That teacher is popular with the students. (28) 

2) I am interested in computers. (41) 

D: 1) I go to university by car. (28) 

2) I’m thinking of going to a hot spring resort with my family. (31) 

3) 1 will be transferred to Fukuoka next month. (31) 

E: 1) Let’s ask Ms. Watanabc to unlock the door. (29) 

2) Could you please tell the section chief that tomorrow is inconvenient for 

me? (33) 

F: I was asked to do something by the department manager. (37) 

G: Do you know'that Ms. Kimura had a baby? (38) 

H: The department manager gave me this plate for a wedding gift. (41) 

I: This bag is light and useful for trips. (42) 

J: The next meeting is to be held in two weeks time. (44) 

K: I will make/let my daughter learn the piano. (48) 

7. [T] 

A: 1) 

2) 
3) 

B: 1) 

2) 
C: 

D: 

8. [*] 
1) I’m thinking of establishing my own company in the future. (31) 

2) “Stop” is written over there. (33) 

You can reach the station in 30 minutes. 

If you don’t have any opinions, let’s close this meeting now. 

Will this length do for the trousers? 

Would you please speak a little bit louder? 

You had better not carry it in cash. 

This dress is made of paper. 

Because of the earthquake a lot of people died. 

(32) 

(35) 

(44) 

(27) 

(32) 

(37) 

(39) 



3) This kanji reads “Kin’en” (33) 

4) Please tell Mr. Suzuki that I will wait for him in the meeting room. (33) 

9. [>t] 

Sake is made from rice. (37) 

10. O] 

1) Men go to weddings dressed in a black or a dark blue suit. (34) 

2) They can’t tell yet whether or not typhoon number 9 will come to 

Tokyo. (40) 

3) Please check what time JL107 will arrive. (40) 

11. [L*] 
I can only take a week off at my company. (27) 

12. [**'] 
Everyday I take exercise such as dancing, swimming, and the like. (36) 



How to Use the Forms 

[£ -form] 

£ T-form1^* h ~~ I listen to music while eating. (Lesson 28) 

Sf-form^T PTt This personal computer is easy to use. (44) 

£T-form K < ^ 'T'T This glass is strong so you can’t break it so 

easily. (44) 

to £ T-form U 4‘U i T Tlie company president has already gone 

home. (49) 

t> £ T-form < fziSi' Please wait a moment. (49) 

ii £ f -form L i T 1 will send this month’s schedule. (50) 

[T-form] 

T-form t' i T I jog every morning. (28) 

The window is closed. (29) 

T -form ^' i -tf kj 1 haven’t written my report yet. (31) 

T -form L i'' £ T 1 left my umbrella in a train. (29) 

T -form h l) £ T There is a map of the town affixed to the 

wall in the police box. (30) 

T-form fc $ i T I will prepare before lessons. (30) 

T-form Ait I try putting on new shoes. (40) 

T-form V'feSiit My teacher corrected the errors in my letter. (41) 

T-form <tz^^±X My department chief’s wife taught me the 

tea ceremony. (41) 

T-form ^ *j £ T I made a paper airplane for my son. (41) 

T-form '>'fztz\'}£*tAsfr Could you kindly introduce a good teacher 

to me? (26) 

T-form ? it I’ll just pop out to buy the tickets. (43) 

[frlMorm] 

&l'-form3.H 'T\ — I walk to the station instead of taking a bus. (34) 

frl'-form^' < +£ U £ T Because the sea has become dirty, we can no 

longer swim here. (36) 
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4. [dictionary form] 

dictionary form4' Don’t make noise in the train. (33) 

dictionary form T 9 U 4l’ l) £ i~ I’ve finally become able to ride a bicycle. (36) 

dictionary formed ~ Drawing pictures is fun. (38) 

dictionary form <7)3$? — I like looking at the stars. (38) 

dictionary form<D £ — I forgot to bring my wallet. (38) 

dictionary form 7z *61 -. I am saving money in order to have my own 

shop. (42) 

dictionary formCD 1 c ~ This pair of scissors is used to cut flowers. (42) 

5. [Jt-form] 

fz -form h £ T, — I brush my teeth after eating. (34) 

4:-form f,) T'+ I joined the company just last month. (46) 

6. [volitional form] 

volitional form £ £> & o T '' i if I’m thinking of establishing my own company 

in the future. (31) 

7. dictionary form 
, f . ^>tl) T1~ 

I intend to buy a car next month. (31) 

I don’t intend to go home this year. (31) 

dictionary form 
J: 9 I-, — 

I send the letter by special delivery so that it 

&lr'-format' arrives earlier. (36) 

I write down phone numbers so 1 don’t 

forget them. (36) 

dictionary form) , „ 
^ \ J: 9 \z Li t 

I try to write in my diary every day. (36) 

£l'-form4rv' i Please be sure you’re not late. (36) 

8. dictionary form The game is just about to start. (46) 

T-form 's£ £ZZTim I’m checking the cause now. (46) 

fz-form The bus has just gone. (46) 

9. fz- form 
(1 9 t 'V 'T-f 

You had better take exercise every day. (32) 

4: i '-form 4n' You had better not take a bath today. (32) 

10. T -form | I’ll go out with my umbrella. (34) 

&l'-form4c'' T1 I sent a letter without a stamp. (34) 

11. [plain form] 

plain form L. — Subways are fast and inexpensive, so let’s 

take the subway. (28) 

plain form £ '' o T '' i L /z Mr. Miller said that he would go on a 

business trip to Osaka next week. (33) 

plain form-£ 9 Tf According to the weather forecast, it will 

get colder tomorrow. (47) 



verb plain form CO £ Do you know that they have built 

in front of the station? 

a big hotel 

(38) 

verb 

l'-adjective 

£-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

-Pi 

It will snow tomorrow. 

It will be cold tomorrow'. 

The stars will be beautiful tonight. 

It will be fine tomorrow. 

(32) 

(32) 

(32) 

(32) 

verb ] 
t 

i 

plain form j 
He 

l '-adjective 
' & L ft i -tt L 

-adjective plain form He 

noun ~n He 

may resign from his company. (32) 

may be busy tomorrow. (32) 

may be free next week. (32) 

may be ill. (32) 

verb 

k, '-adjective 

fr-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

-Pi 

I don’t know w'hen the meeting will end. (40) 

Please think what is good for a present. (40) 

I’ll make sure where the emergency exit is. (40) 

verb 

L '-adjective 

&-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

-Pi 

til d\ 

Please let me know whether or not you can 

attend the year-end party. (40) 

I’ll phone to ask whether or not it is 

convenient. (40) 

I don’t know whether the story is true or not. (40) 

verb 

l'-adjective 

£-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

-Pi-+-+IT 

Why v/ere you late? 

I felt bad. 

The air conditioner is out of order. 

(26) 

(26) 

(26) 

verb 

l '-adjective 

&-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

-Pi-* 

I have something to clo? so I’ll leave now. (39) 

I’m going to go to bed early tonight because 

I have a headache. (39) 

I bought a bottle of wine because today is 

my birthday. (39) 

verb 

l'-adjective 

^-adjective 

noun 

plain form 

plain form 

She did not come, even though she promised. (45) 

Even though the work is busy, the salary is 

low. (45) 

My husband doesn’t cook for-me so often, 

though lie is good at cooking. (45) 



plain form 
verb 

l'-adjective 

&-adjective 

noun 

plain form 
<T)[ i 

It was last March that I came to Japan. (38) 

It is Seiji Ozawa’s concert CD that I want to 

get. (38) 

It is the health of my family that is most 

important. (38) 

plain form 
verb 

l '-adjective 

4-adjective plain form 

noun plain form 

X 1 Tt 

Someone seems to be in the next room. (47) 

It seems that my department manager doesn’t 

like golf. (47) 

It looks as if there’s been an accident. (47) 

12. verb ^t'-form 

l'-adjective 

4-adjective [#] 

verb £f-form 

c'-adjective (~-yQ 

4-adjective [#] 

*7T t 
It looks like it’s about to rain any moment. (43) 

This cake looks delicious. (43) 

That man looks serious. (43) 

I drank too much last night. (44) 

This question is too difficult. (44) 

This method is too complicated. (44) 

13. 
verb 

X -form 

41'-form 4 T 

t,'-adjective ~ < T 

4-adjective T 

nounT 

14. verb dictionary form 

nounCO 
■t T^'T-f 

15. 
verb 

dictionary form 

fc-form 

noun<71 

'c & U - 

I was surprised to hear the news. (39) 

I miss my family. (39) 

I can’t go on Saturday because it’s not 

convenient. (39) 

The story is complicated, so I don’t 

understand it well. (39) 

The airplane is due to arrive at nine o’clock. (31) 

The meeting is scheduled for Wednesday (31) 

Please write down exactly what I say from now. (34) 

Tell me about it as you saw it, please. (34) 

Please push the button according to the number. (34) 

16. I dictionary form 

verb £-form 

14i'-form4'' 

l'-adjective 

4-adjective 4 

nountf) 

In the event that you lose your credit card, please 

inform the credit card company at once. (45) 

If the photocopier goes wrong, contact this 

number, please. (45) 

Please tell us when you need a receipt. (45) 

17. 
verb 

dictionary form 

4l'-form4'>' 

l'-adjective 

4-adjective 4 

noun<g 

f 

The parcel should arrive tomorrow. (46) 

The section chief is supposed to be good at 

German. (46) 

The supermarket should be closed tomorrow. (46) 

i i i 



Various Uses of Verbs and Adjectives 

1. fz '-adjective)—* fz < (adverb) 

11' I am going home early since it is my child's birthday today. (Lesson 9) 

(± ' I practice swimming every day so (hat I can swim fast. (36) 

< b L \' I will explain how to operate (the machine) in detail. (44) 

£ In ? ^' Please write the letters bigger. (44) 

2. If /C £ [tf] (-adjective)-*-If L £ I- (adverb) 

M J: 1 'i* [ft] I want to be able to make green tea well. (36) 

7c \ ^ [ft’] Let’s conserve water. (44) 

1 fU' [4'] Please tidy up the desk. (44) 

T ^' fa ' [ft‘] You had better speak to the manager more politely. (44) 

ti'/C fz Aj [ft'] 1 will briefly explain the schedule . (44) 

3. fe & $ ^' (' '-adjective) -* i-> £> $ < ft* ‘J 1 i'0 

If h $ [(j.*] (ft-adjcctive)—*lf/C ft’ t ‘f’0 

L rp(noun) —L y\> t- ft’ i o 

& o v' From now on, it will get hotter and hotter. (19) 

C Jt 9 [ft] You have become good at Japanese. (19) 

*> ' L -V9 l want to be a doctor. (19) 

10 C Let’s leave at 10 o’clock. (25) 

4. & f> ? t' (\ '-adjective) -*&£>? < L £ "f» 

3 fU' [ft] (ft*-adjective)—* £ fl\' (C L i “to 
liX/.i'/y (noun) —*llX/,i'vC 1C L i 0 

L 'V ' 1 will make my trousers a little shorter. (44) 

\\ ' Please make this figure smaller. (44) 

L if ' [ft'] As it is late, would you please be quiet? (44) 

2 If'-' 1 will double the amount of water. (44) 

is 3 “ b I want my hair cut short. (44) 

5. fa £ v' (v '-adjective)—*fS & ? £ (noun) 

ft.' ' The length of that bridge is 3,911 meters. (40) 

fz #'i' I will measure my height. (40) 

f> t ^' What is the weight of this package? (40) 



6. f t 2 t(verb)-*f t(noun) 

1o b fJ i t I will climb Mt. Fuji at the end of August. (20) 

12 L i t The teacher's talk yesterday was interesting. (21) 

X 'J i t Please drop in at my house on your way home. (49) 

/c 0) L 2 t lam looking forward to the trip in the summer vacation. (35) 

& 9 L C J+ f t You must apply for the speech contest by tomorrow. (40) 

7. lift (noun) £ 2 t(verb)—* [ ] 12 ft J+ (noun) 

oif»; it I would like to go mountain climbing. Don’t you know any good 

place? (35) 

t/ft £ i *J i t A can opener is used for opening cans. (42) 

8. t J i t (verb)-* i i]' fz (noun) 

X i t Please tell me how to read this kanji. (14) 

O fis\ 'it Please teach me how to use chopsticks. (16) 

12 v' it Mr. Yamada explained to me how to take a Japanese-style bath. (24) 

Lit I wall explain how to operate a videotape recorder. (44) 



Intransitive and Transitive Verbs 

transitive 

intransitive 
L. T -form Examples 

i ') i-r 7 ioT Please cut the sheet of paper. 

iKi-f 43 ?HT The string seems to be breaking. 

hi Hi- 14 t> It T 1 open the door. 

* i ± i- 29 it'T The door opens. 

l*i i -f 14 L«T Please shut the door. 

lt>j i-r 29 L i *9 T The door is closed. 

ntj t? 14 olfT I turned on the light. 

oi t-t 29 o\'T The light does not come on. 

i-f Lit 14 It LT Please turn off the light. 

Hit 29 HT The light is off. 

14 £ *5 T May I park my car here? 

£ i ij i t 29 £ i oT A car is parked in front of my house. 

14 C i f 14 lillrtT Let’s begin the meeting. 

(2 C i 'J i t 31 liLi^T Has the meeting begun yet? 

■9 <J it 15 7 oT They sell magazines at the supermarket. 

9 Hi -f 28 9 HT This magazine sells well. 

v >Hi t 16 \'HT Please pul the beer in the refrigerator. 

liv'i; it 13 fit'oT There’s beer in the refrigerator. 

/:* Lit 16 tz L T I take the ticket out of my pocket. 

ri-t 23 TT Push this button, and the ticket will come out. 

t < Lit 17 4* < L T I’ve lost my key. 

t < t 'Jit 43 4< 4-9T The key is lost. 

£ -t 18 I collected many stamps. 

i ij i t 47 iTi-5 t Many stamps are gathered together. 

L£i~ 20 Lt LT I’ll have my bicycle repaired. 

it" 32 t fc -o T I have recovered from my illness. 

<)tit 23 I’ll change the time for the party.. 

rf'fc 'Jit 35 9> T The time for the party has changed. 

it oilit 23 it o(tT I’ll be careful in order that there’s no mistake. 

34 ov'T I noticed a mistake later. 



1 transitive 

intransitive D X -form Examples 

14 + 29 fcK IT I’ve lost my wallet. 

at, it 43 fci,r There’s a wallet on the ground. 

z £'it ± -t 29 £ iTItT I'll lake the papers to the manager. 

£ ifi it 36 The papers have arrived. 

^ b -< i -t 30 ^’b^T I put the chairs in rows. 

4' b If 4 -f 39 tc hLX People are standing in a line. 

4 + 30 frtz'StfX I put the parcels in order. 

t'tz'oZ 4 + 26 frtz~5\s T The parcels have been put in order. 

i l ± + 30 t iZ LT I put the pair of scissors back in the drawer. 

t wo- 33 A The manager will come back soon. 

£^lt4 + 31 o^ol-fT It’s hard to find a job. 

U^>-h"{) ±-f 34 A job is difficult to find. 

oolj 4 + 31 oolf T We'll continue the meeting. 

oo * i + 32 oo^ 'T The meeting is still in session. 

*i ft-t 33 fcl+'T If you understand, please raise your hand. 

43 The fever goes up. 

Hfi-t 33 4lfT I’ll lower the price to sell. 

*Wi1- 43 The price has fallen. 

ti U ± X 34 & -X) T It’s me that broke the branch. 

titit-f 29 fc'ftT The branch is broken. 

z b L 4 -t 37 :t?u The child has broken the clock. 

Zbtlt-f 29 C bit T That dock is broken. 

37 .t r l r The child made the clothes dirty. 

itr*i4 + 29 J: :'ht The clothes are dirty. 

« C 14 + 37 «c LT I wake up my child. 

«5 4 + 4 fcit My child gets up at seven. 

*M+4 + 38 I lock the door. 

y 41 29 T The door is locked. 

i + 46 

39 

VT 

V’ltT 

I bake bread. 

The bread is done. 



Adverbs and Adverbial Expressions 

1. 3 i You had a phone call from home a while ago. (Lesson 34) 

/c o I got up just now. (46) 

\ ' I want to build a house for myself some day. (27) 

Z <D Ms. Watanabe leaves for home early these days. (36) 

L\fb < When sleepy, I park my car and sleep a while. (28) 

"f -*> £ I intend to live in Japan for a long time. (31) 

You can tour NHK at any time. (26) 

tz \' T ^' I mainly draw pictures on my days off. (28) 

tzi I- I don’t go to the movies often, but watch old ones on TV 

occasionally. (49) 

2. $ $ (w You eat something sweet before drinking the tea. (34) 

i ^' L J: 1C First let me introduce Mr.Tanaka. (50) 

$ v' C* (C The last one that goes out of the room should turn off the light, 

please. (50) 

3. i £> L L The books are tidily put in rows. (38) 

% V L £ Although I take medicine as instructed, 1 can’t get rid of my 165 

cold. (45) 

f o tz ‘) This pair of shoes fits my feet perfectly. (43) 

[1 -7 3 l) I can’t hear you clearly. Please talk in a louder voice. (27) 

t ' o L X 7 It L#) t' I’ll work hard in order to own a shop. (42) 

L 1 1C The teacher let the students give their opinions freely. (48) 

J: < -t\ heard this story directly from my teacher. (26) 

? rp 7 1C I heard that he cannot come because he has suddenly got 

something to do. (45) 

4. "t*v',They are having a good time, aren’t they? (26) 

1ts*£ U 1 can understand the news on TV fairly well. (36) 

L Keep it in mind to eat more vegetables. (36) 

T £ £ tz It I make it a rule not to cat sweet thing as much as possible. (36) 

£> r> £ t I didn’t know at all that Mr. Ogawa’s son had passed the entrance 

exam to Sakura University. (49) 

(I £ L, fcf I’ve read most of the books he wrote. (27) 

1 could hardly do yesterday’s exam. (27) 

&> L tf IC As he has been studying that hard, he is sure to pass the exam. (32) 



5. When you are absent from the company, always be sure to inform 

us beforehand. (36) 

■tftz' v Make sure never to be late. (36) 

tz L His birthday is, let me see, February 15th if I remember 

correctly. (29) 

& L L tz b I’m afraid I might not be able to graduate in March. (32) 

^' £. t- & It looks like it will begin raining at any moment. (43) 

t Jt 9 E The game is just about to start. (46) 

£ 1 t It seems there was an accident. (47) 

£ tz The meeting room is still in use. (30) 

& 7 It’s all up. I can’t run any further. (33) 

V5 £ I’ve finally become able to ride a bicycle. (36) 



Various Conjunctions 

1. —'tf t I will show photographs while I explain it. (Lesson 28) 

— L The price is reasonable, and the taste is good, too, so, I always eat at this 

restaurant. (28) 

^ [C Professor Watt is earnest, studious, and moreover has a lot of experience. (28) 

X His age, income and hobbies just fit what 1 want to a T. In addition to that, 

his name is the same as mine, too. (43) 

2. i'l T Here the stores arc nice and there is somewhere to eat... 

•••So, it’s crowded with people. (28) 

~ T I was surprised to hear the news. (39) 

~ ( T Saturday is not convenient for me, so I can’t come. (39) 

— T 1 could not understand that movie well because the story was complicated. (39) 

The bus was delayed by an accident. (39) 

~<D T 1 have something to do, so please excuse me. (39) 

Today is my birthday, so I bought a bottle of wine. (39) 

3. ~<F)\Z Though she promised to come, she didn’t. (45) 

Even though it’s a holiday, I have to work. (45) 

4. When the spring comes, cherry blossoms bloom. (35) 

If it’s fine, you can see an island over there. (35) 

~ +£ b If you want to go to a hot spring resort, I recommend Hakuba. (35) 

~ (1* h \' li When you take a day off work, please inform us by phone. (45) 

When you lose a ticket, please tell a station employee. (45) 

When you need a receipt, please contact us. (45) 

5. Tli Well, it’s time that I went. (45) 

6. £ Z b T Hans got a good grade. 

* - Did he? I’m glad to hear that. 

By the way, it will soon be sports day. Will your husband come, too? (40) 
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